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Abstract

ABSTRACT
Process execution engines are not only an integral part of workflow and business process
management systems but are increasingly used to build process-driven applications. In
other words, they are potentially used in all kinds of software across all application
domains. However, contemporary process engines and workflow systems are unsuitable
for use in such diverse application scenarios for several reasons. The main shortcomings
can be observed in the areas of interoperability, versatility, and programmability.
Therefore, this thesis makes a step away from domain specific, monolithic workflow
engines towards generic and versatile process runtime frameworks, which enable
integration of process technology into all kinds of software. To achieve this, the idea and
corresponding architecture of a generic and embeddable process virtual machine
(ePVM), which supports defining process flows along the theoretical foundation of
communicating extended finite state machines, are presented. The architecture focuses on
the core process functionality such as control flow and state management, monitoring,
persistence, and communication, while using JavaScript as a process definition language.
This approach leads to a very generic yet easily programmable process framework. A
fully functional prototype implementation of the proposed framework is provided along
with multiple example applications.
Despite the fact that business processes are increasingly automated and controlled by
information systems, humans are still involved, directly or indirectly, in many of them.
Thus, for process flows involving sensitive transactions, a highly secure authorization
scheme supporting asynchronous multi-party transaction authorization must be available
within process management systems. Therefore, along with the ePVM framework, this
thesis presents a novel approach for secure remote multi-party transaction authentication
- the zone trusted information channel (ZTIC). The ZTIC approach uniquely combines
multiple desirable properties such as the highest level of security, ease-of-use, mobility,
remote administration, and smooth integration with existing infrastructures into one
device and method.
Extensively evaluating both, the ePVM framework and the ZTIC, this thesis shows that
ePVM in combination with the ZTIC approach represents a unique and very powerful
framework for building workflow systems and process-driven applications including
support for secure multi-party transaction authorization.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of this thesis is the architectural design of a generic process engine
framework along with a novel approach for secure remote multi-party transaction
authorization. In this introductory chapter, the necessary background is provided by
examining the recent past, evolution and the future trends of the two domains of process
execution frameworks and secure remote authentication and transaction authorization. A
discussion then evolves around these trends, leading to the motivation behind this
project, its scope and goals, and the methodology adopted in order to design, architect,
and implement a suitable solution. For such a solution to be realized, the first step is to
identify the challenges related to architectural aspects as identified at the analysis and
feasibility phases, and those related to technical aspects as emerged during the
implementation and testing phases. These challenges are presented in this chapter
together with a detailed requirements specification. Finally, the scientific contributions
and the practical deliverables of this thesis are summarized, along with the possible
application domains of the results.

1.1. WORKFLOW AND BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT
In computer science, the discipline of workflow management is well known since the
1980’s. It has evolved from office automation research, which was focusing on reducing
the complexity of office information systems and controlling the information flow within
the office [1,2]. The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC), founded in 1993,
describes workflow management as
"the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which
documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to
another for action, according to a set of procedural rules”[3]
The core goal is the automation of a business process with the help of an information
system – the workflow management system (WfMS). A business process can be defined
as a discrete, holistic, temporal and logical sequence of activities that are necessary to
achieve a particular objective of an enterprise [4]. Furthermore, a business process can be
coordinated via a WfMS, only if it is available in a specific well-defined representation,
the so-called workflow definition or process definition. Throughout this thesis the two
terms, workflow and process, are used interchangeably as in the context of this work they
15
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have the same meaning. Process definitions can be loaded into a so-called execution
engine, one or more process instances can be created from a given definition, and the
execution engine then executes instances according to the definition. During execution,
the workflows can interact with entities external to the workflow engine, for instance, a
person or an application might trigger a workflow or vice versa. Additionally, a
workflow engine typically provides monitoring functionality to trace workflow instances
and their states.
To be able to establish standards, the WfMC has defined the workflow reference model,
shown in Figure 1, which describes the basic components and interfaces of a WfMS [5].

Figure 1.

Workflow reference model – components & interfaces

Interface 1 is used to load process definitions into the workflow engine, sometimes called
enactment engine, which resides at the heart of every WfMS. Interfaces 2 and 3 enable
interaction with external entities whereas Interface 5 provides means for administration
and monitoring. Finally, with Interface 4, the WfMC model also includes inter-engine
communication.
Originally, workflow management was focusing on passing documents or tasks between
people. However, with the increasing use of information systems within businesses,
additionally linking various domain specific enterprise applications such as customer
relationship management (CRM) or business intelligence applications into workflows

16
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became more and more important. Therefore, workflow systems are frequently used in
the so-called enterprise application integration (EAI) scenarios [6].
Nowadays, with the ubiquity of the Internet and the introduction of Web services (WS)
[7] enterprises seek to unify their heterogeneous IT interfaces with the goal to establish a
more open, more dynamic, and more manageable service oriented architecture (SOA)
[8]. However, they realized that WS and SOA are not enough to solve the most important
problem within companies – process management. To answer the question of how to
choreograph and orchestrate the interaction between services in order to define higherlevel business processes and how to continuously evaluate and optimize existing business
processes, a new class of applications has emerged, the so-called business process
management (BPM) [9]. BPM can be considered the successor or an extension of
workflow management with a wider scope and, in the context of SOA, following a
process-centric paradigm. BPM combines both, technical aspects such as workflow
management and EAI as well as not necessarily technical aspects from the management
domain such as business process optimization, quality management, or process
reengineering [10]. Furthermore, BPM focuses on a comprehensive set of software tools,
which allow for direct execution of business processes without the development of
custom, domain specific software. This way, BPM aims to close the gap between
business and IT people or between process modelling and execution, respectively. With
the advent of BPM, many WfMS solutions have become, or have been renamed, BPM
systems (BPMS) such that at the time of writing the term workflow management is often
used interchangeably with BPM. IBM WebSphere Process Server [11] and JBOSS jBPM
[12] are examples of commercial and open source BPM solutions, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the BPM lifecycle, which usually starts with the process modelling
phase. BPM is influenced by the model-driven development (MDD) [13] paradigm in
which high-level graphical software tools are employed to model a business process
using graphical process notations. The tools then generate the corresponding textual
process definitions, sometimes also called process interchange format or persistence
format. A large amount of research and standards work is focusing on these two fields graphical notations and process definition languages. Well-known examples of such
standards are the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) [14], the Unified
Modelling Language (UML) [15], the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)
[16], and the XML Process Definition Language (XPDL) [17] as indicated in Figure 2.
Process definitions are loaded into the process execution (enactment) engine, which
17
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provides means for monitoring process instances during execution. Monitoring
information can be used to generate audit trails for quality control as well as for process
evaluation. Finally, the lifecycle is closed by feeding measures for improvement gained
during process evaluation back into the design and modelling phase. This thesis focuses
on the process execution part of the BPM lifecycle including process definitions and
monitoring as its immediate input and output.

Figure 2.

The BPM lifecycle

1.2. PROCESS-DRIVEN APPLICATIONS
Today’s businesses are increasingly process driven. Ideally, all actions within an
enterprise are explicitly defined as processes with the goal to improve control, flexibility,
and effectiveness of delivering customer value. Additionally, business processes are
oftentimes supported or even fully implemented by software applications [4]. In cases
where various applications, services, and humans are involved to implement a business
process BPM/WfM systems can be used to integrate and control process flows. Figure
3B illustrates such a scenario. However, in many cases the business processes are turned
into a discrete piece of software, for instance, a domain specific enterprise application,
such that they are hard-coded and hidden in the applications source code. To avoid this,
there is a trend towards separating the main business logic from the functional code such
that the resulting applications become more transparent and more flexible. The approach
is to embed a process engine into the application, which then executes process definitions
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representing the main control logic of the application. Application components providing
the actual functional code are then triggered from the process engine in accordance with
the process definition (c.f. Figure 3A). Such applications are called process-driven or
workflow-driven applications [18,19]. The main advantages of this approach are the fact
that the application logic can be modified without re-compiling the application, even at
runtime, the business logic is more evident, and various features of the process engine,
for example, monitoring or support for process persistence, can be exploited.
Furthermore, using a process engine can ease dealing with concurrency and
synchronization within applications.

Figure 3.

Process-driven applications vs. BPMS/WfMS

In the context of this thesis, a process-driven application is considered a software
application, which is driven by an embedded process engine. ‘Embedded’ means that the
engine is not a stand-alone discrete piece of software installed separately, like a WfMS,
but is a library, which needs to be integrated. One could consider a WfMS a processdriven application, too. However, in most cases the functionality of the WfMS itself is
not driven by process definitions executed by the process engine. Nevertheless, both
require a process engine at its core as shown in Figure 3.
Many BPMS/WfMS are rather monolithic and domain specific such that they cannot be
integrated into all kinds of applications, Additionally, their process engines are not
reusable separately since they are not generic enough, have a lot of dependencies, or their
interfaces are not well documented, if at all. Thus, one of the goals of this thesis is to
define a generic framework for process execution, which can be used as the process
engine for both application scenarios as illustrated in Figure 3.
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1.3. SECURE REMOTE AUTHENTICATION AND TRANSACTION AUTHORIZATION
Despite the fact that business processes are increasingly automated and controlled by
information systems, humans are still involved, directly or indirectly, in many of them.
Actions of people often trigger the instantiation of processes in the first place.
Additionally, people are involved when critical decisions are to be made during a process
flow. For example, a purchasing process might be triggered by an employee who is
entering an initial purchasing request into an information system. At a later point within
the process, one or more people of the employee’s management chain might be required
to authorize the purchase such that the necessary funds become available. In such cases,
it is important to provide means for securely authenticating people who make these
decisions and to protect the decisions against fraudulent modification. This is what is
meant by the term secure transaction authorization whereas a transaction can be any
operation such as the authorization of a purchase, the allocation of a server resource, or
granting of access rights, just to name a few examples. The level of security required
depends on the level of confidentiality of the information to be dealt with. Financial
information or trade secrets are typical examples of information that is considered most
sensitive and thus demand the highest level of security.
The fact that nowadays people are working remotely while being connected with
information systems via some potentially insecure network, be it the Internet or any other
data network, adds another dimension to the challenge of authentication and secure
transaction authorization. Internet banking is one of the prime examples where people
interact with remote workflow systems processing highly sensitive financial transactions.
Depending on the type of attack, it is not only the network connection, which is
potentially insecure but also the client PC that is used to connect to a remote workflow
system. Figure 4 illustrates the three main types of attack scenarios. Scenario 1 describes
the so-called phishing attack, which usually consists of a combination of spoofed emails
and mocked-up Web pages. An attacker might, for example, hijack a well-known
institution’s trusted brand and trick users into entering their credentials such as
passwords or one-time codes into a faked Web form. Such trickery is commonly
achieved through emails that look genuine if users only casually examine them. The
infamous man-in-the-middle (MITM), shown in scenario 2 of Figure 4, is a network
attack. Rather than trying to obtain a user’s credentials, the attacker covertly intercepts
messages between the client and server, masquerading as the server to the client and as
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the client to server, respectively. Although connections are usually secured via protocols
such as Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security (TLS) using public-key
certificates, users often naively ignore warning messages about invalid or untrusted
certificates. This lets attackers hijack an authenticated SSL/TLS channel or silently
modify transaction data. Finally, scenario 3 of Figure 4 shows the so-called malicious
software (MSW) attack, which aims to fraudulently gather the user’s credentials by
invading an insufficiently protected client PC by means of a virus or Trojan horse. For
example, once established, a Trojan horse could read and forward a private key stored on
the PC’s hard drive while monitoring keyboard activity to access the pass phrase used to
decrypt the private key. Users can protect themselves against malicious software using
security precautions - such as installing and maintaining a firewall and regularly updating
antivirus software; applying OS and browser patches as needed; and configuring software
appropriately - but, apart from the fact that these precautions do not guarantee full
protection, few users strictly adhere to such procedures. Besides gathering credentials,
malicious software can also silently modify transactions done by the user turning the
client PC into a completely untrusted device [20,21,22,23].

Figure 4.

The three main types of attack scenarios

To counter these attack scenarios, a number of security schemes have been developed in
recent years. Most of them follow the general approach of establishing an authenticated
and encrypted information channel between the client PC and the server. Once
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established, any transaction can be carried out over this channel without further
authorization. To solve the problem of confidentiality and integrity, open standard
protocols such as SSL or TLS have proven to be reliable and have become the de facto
standard. However, for authentication, no single scheme has become predominant yet.
Initially, simple static passwords, one-time codes (also known as scratch list), or socalled soft-tokens (keys stored on the hard drive in encrypted form) where used for client
authentication. In many cases, they are still in use at the time of writing. Unfortunately,
such credentials can be easily stolen via simple phishing attacks. Phishers reportedly
convince up to 5 percent of users receiving a spoofed email to respond and reveal their
secrets [24]. To prevent credential stealing, small handheld devices, so-called hardware
tokens, which generate short-time passwords (valid for a limited time only) on demand,
have been developed. These tokens successfully thwart credential-stealing attacks.
However, recent research shows that due to their introduction attackers are increasingly
moving to more advanced attacks such as MSW/MITM [25].
MSW attacks put the general approach of establishing an authenticated channel between
the client PC and the server into question. Assuming that a virus has the client PC under
control renders the secure channel, for instance, a TLS session, useless since the virus
can control it as well. MSW effectively turns the client PC including display and
keyboard into an untrusted device. Consequently, the user must have a trusted device,
which does not only generate codes for authentication but also securely displays
transaction information and supports secure input for explicit transaction authorization on
the device itself.
At the time of writing, only a few solutions exist, which provide protection against MSW
attacks. The AXS-Card [26], the mTAN solution [27], and the Secoder standard [28] are
technically among the more promising ones. Yet, none of them combines an effective
security concept with convenience, mobility, straightforward integration in existing
infrastructures, and cost efficiency. Additionally, they are mostly designed for single
persons to carry out online transactions as required in Internet banking, health, or
government applications. In an industrial environment, however, multi-party transaction
authorization is frequently required for various reasons such as organizational hierarchies
or risk management. Thus, for sensitive transactions, a highly secure authorization
scheme supporting asynchronous multi-party authorization must be available within
process management systems. In this thesis, a novel approach for secure remote multi-
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party transaction authentication is presented and integrated into the process engine as an
optional security service.
1.4. AIM AND SCOPE OF THIS THESIS
The focus of this thesis is twofold. Firstly, it is on the architectural design of a generic
process engine framework, which can be embedded into process-driven applications or
used for building workflow and BPM systems. Secondly, a novel approach for secure
remote multi-party transaction authorization is presented and integrated into the process
engine framework. The main hypothesis of this research can be formulated as:
Workflow and BPM systems as well as process-driven applications can
significantly benefit from a generic process engine, which is easily
embeddable and independent of high-level, domain specific tools and process
definition languages. Furthermore, process engines can profit from highly
secure authorization methods, withstanding even malicious software attacks,
for securing especially sensitive transactions. To achieve these goals, a
suitable process engine architecture as well as a new secure transaction
authorization method supporting multi-party authorizations are required.
This thesis provides a discussion and analysis of the scientific and technological issues
involved in the design and validation of such architecture and authorization method. This
includes identifying limitations of existing process engines and relevant process
languages and tools, characterizing shortcomings of existing authentication and
transaction authorization schemes with respect to MSW/MITM attacks, and presenting
the techniques and implementation choices required to overcome these limitations and
shortcomings. The scientific contributions that support the main hypothesis are:


Detailed analysis, critical evaluation, and comparison of existing workflow and
process engines with a focus on those that aim towards a generic and embeddable
architecture;



Detailed analysis, critical evaluation, and comparison of existing authentication and
transaction authorization methods, which potentially thwart MSW/MITM attacks;



An architecture for a generic and embeddable process virtual machine (ePVM),
which supports defining process flows along the theoretical foundation of
communicating extended finite state machines (CEFSM) and focuses on core
process functionality such as control flow and state management, monitoring,
persistence, and communication;
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A persistence model for state-machine based process engines, which leads to
improved flexibility in defining persistence behaviour and thus enables optimization
of performance and resource consumption during process execution;



The presentation of a new secure transaction authorization method and apparatus,
suitable for mobile multi-party transaction authorization, and its integration into the
process engine;



A fully functional prototype implementation of the proposed process engine
framework including support for secure multi-party transaction authorization;



Evaluation of the process engine and transaction authorization method prototypes via
a series of experiments and a comprehensive process-driven use case application
focusing on large-scale biometric identification.

1.5. MOTIVATION
The motivation for this thesis project has evolved from another project for which a
number of workflow engines have been informally evaluated. The goal was to find an
engine, which could be integrated into a customer relationship management application
such that the main application logic could be centrally controlled and monitored. In the
course of this evaluation, the following general issues have been identified:
•

A large number of rather domain specific process definition languages exist but there
is no convergence towards a dominating one.

•

Most process engines are built for one particular process definition language and are
therefore domain specific, too.

•

Most process languages are XML based declarative languages, which are not easily
programmable by hand.

•

Process engines are often heavyweight, monolithic systems with many dependencies,
for instance, based on application servers, and thus not embeddable into arbitrary
applications.

•

In accordance with the MDD paradigm, many frameworks rely on high-level tool
support such as graphical modelling and code generation.

Therefore, the motivation behind this thesis project is to make a step away from domain
specific monolithic workflow engines towards generic and versatile process runtime
frameworks, which enable integration of process technology into all kinds of software.
To achieve this, the idea of ePVM as a lightweight and generic core engine following a
bottom-up or micro-kernel type of approach has been developed. Such a generic and
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easily programmable engine could then be embedded into all kinds of process-driven
applications. Alternatively, one or more domain specific process languages and related
high-level tools could be supported on top of it with the goal to better support evolution
of such languages or to build fully-fledged WfMS/BPMS.
An additional aspect of this thesis project is to address the issue of secure remote
authentication and transaction authorization. Nowadays, people interacting with processdriven applications or workflow systems usually do this remotely via potentially insecure
networks such as the Internet. There are a number of methods to protect such
interactions, for instance, protocols such as SSL/TLS and security tokens such as onetime passwords or smart cards. However, most of them only provide protection against
phishing attacks or network attacks like the infamous man-in-the-middle. Only a few
methods consider situations where the client PC used to connect to the remote workflow
application is under attack by malicious software. These methods, if effective at all, have
shortcomings with respect to various other properties such as convenience, mobility,
interoperability, administration, or cost. A new approach not exhibiting these
shortcomings while providing the highest level of security would significantly improve
the applicability of remote interactions, in particular, for highly sensitive applications.
Internet banking is a good example for such an application. Providing the users with
means to securely verify and authorize transactions would increase trust in electronic
business in general. Furthermore, such a method would build the ground for secure
multi-party transaction authorization, as it is frequently required in business processes.
Integrating the security aspect with the generic process engine would result in a very
versatile process execution framework, which could be applied in all kinds of application
domains including those dealing with highly sensitive information.
1.6. METHODOLOGY
This thesis presents the motivation, analysis, architectural design, prototype
implementation, and use-case based evaluation of the ePVM framework. In the same
way, except for the implementation, a new approach for secure remote multi-party
transaction authorization and its integration in ePVM is presented. The analysis is based
on a set of requirements extracted from the challenges that the objectives of this thesis
impose, and the lack of an existing solution that fully meets these requirements as
resulted from the related work review. The architectural design of the process engine and
its process model is based on the theoretical framework of communicating extended
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finite state machines (CEFSM) [29]. The thesis transports the ideas of CEFSM into the
context of process execution frameworks and turns them into a practical programming
model and runtime framework architecture. The prototype implementation of ePVM uses
Rhino [30] – an open source JavaScript interpreter written in Java. This ensures the
highest degree of interoperability and portability. The evaluation phase was supported by
a process-driven use case application, built in the context of the GridCOMP European
research project [31], which was used to carry out a case study.
1.7. APPLICATION DOMAIN
The process engine presented in this thesis along with the transaction authorization
method represents a generic framework, which can potentially be applied in virtually all
conceivable applications. Three main application classes that can particularly benefit
from the results of this thesis are:
•

Business and enterprise applications: Here, it is especially important to have
central process control and support for real-time monitoring. Furthermore,
enterprise applications typically involve many concurrent instances of pre-defined
process flows and businesses increasingly ask for flexible software to keep up
with rapid market change. This is the prime environment for process-driven
applications.

•

WfMS/BPMS: These systems can benefit from a generic and clearly separated
core process engine in two main respects. Firstly, they can better support
evolution and interoperability as new/additional standard process definition
languages can be added on top of the generic core engine. Secondly, they become
less dependent on high-level tools and languages, as the core engine is
independent from those. Users appreciate this, as they usually want to avoid hard
dependencies on such tools for various reasons, for instance, incompatibilities
among different versions, no option to optimize or work around issues by hand,
and so forth.

•

Highly sensitive applications: Applications dealing with highly sensitive data do
not only require process support but also support for secure authentication and
transaction authorization. Such applications, which might well be rooted in the
previous two application domains, can benefit most from the results of this thesis,
as they can profit from all results presented at the same time. What is considered
highly sensitive is hard to define, depends on individual perception, and changes
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over time. Typical examples come from the financial, government, health, or
military domains. However, other applications such as remote system
management could well be considered very sensitive, too.
Concrete examples of such applications may include (but are of course not limited to):
Order management
Order management is the most common example application used in the BPM/workflow
field [16]. Typically, a large number of orders exist concurrently and it takes rather long
until an order is processed completely. Each order process involves interaction with and
synchronization of certain activities such as production, payment, and shipment. This is a
typical application scenario where the use of a process engine makes a lot of sense. A
generic and versatile process engine such as ePVM additionally increases the possibilities
of how to implement the application.
Revision control system
A revision control system (RCS) for managing an application’s source code is not a
typical example where using a process engine comes into one’s mind immediately.
Therefore, process flows in such applications tend to be hard coded and interweaved with
the applications source code. However, considering the functionality of a RCS more
closely unveils that it is an ideal candidate for a process-driven application, as its
functionality largely is coordinating source code related rules and activity flows. Clearly
separating these flow definitions from the functional code would improve the RCS in
terms of maintainability and flexibility. A process engine, which is embeddable and easy
to program by hand significantly simplifies the effort of building a process-driven RCS.
BPMS
As described in Section 1.1, a process engine is located at the heart of every
BPMS/WfMS. Consequently, the properties of the core engine used are very important
when building such a system, as it has an impact on the higher-level process languages
and modelling tools to be implemented on top. A generic core engine obviously improves
flexibility and supports evolution of the overall system, for example, if support for
additional process languages or tools must be added later on.
Online banking
Depending on the detailed application scenario concerning security requirements, a
strong authentication and transaction authorization method might or might not be
necessary in the examples described previously. For every online banking application, in
contrast, it definitely is an inherent requirement. At the same time, the backend system
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must implement certain banking related process flows. Consequently, all results of this
thesis can be exploited when designing and building an online banking application.

The biometric identification system presented in Chapter 1 represents an additional realworld example, which exploits all results of this thesis project.
1.8. CHALLENGES AND REQUIREMENTS
This section points out the challenges that the goals of this thesis project impose and
from which the relevant requirements can be deduced.
1.8.1.

Process Execution Framework Challenges

1.8.1.1. Interoperability
To turn the BPM idea into reality a number of process definition languages have been
created in recent years, with BPEL being the most prominent example. The same is true
for graphical notations used in process modelling. At the time of writing, BPMN seems
to become increasingly popular as with the new version of the standard (version 2.0) it
not only defines the graphical notation but also the corresponding process interchange
format – yet another one. Overall, the standards landscape includes more than seven
languages and over ten standardization groups with interest in the field [32,33,34].
Despite many standardization efforts, there seems to be almost no convergence towards a
dominating standard. One reason for having such a diverse set of languages and notations
is the fact that process technology is applicable to all kinds of application domains. As a
result, languages and related execution engines are rather domain specific and lack
interoperability, which prevents broad adoption. For example, BPEL has been developed
in the context of SOA and is by-design a Web services based language. This means that
all entities a BPEL process interacts with must be available as a Web service and defined
via the Web Service Description Language (WSDL). Obviously, introducing Web
services in order to be able to use BPEL does not necessarily make sense in all
application environments. Nevertheless, in many projects it has been done just because
BPEL centric execution engines where popular and available at that time.
Although there is an issue with interoperability, it is likely that the number of domain
specific languages will keep growing and different languages will coexist. From a
domain specific perspective, this actually makes sense since some languages are simply
better suited for certain applications than others. However, most attempts to solve the
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interoperability problem so far usually result in proposing another, supposedly more
powerful, process language or notation and expecting it to become the dominating
standard [35]. Additionally, execution engines are then built specifically for a particular
domain specific language. This thesis aims to adopt a different approach. Firstly, a
process execution system should be based on a generic core engine framework on top of
which support for one or more domain-specific process definition languages can be built.
This way, the resulting system can outlast rapid standards change and evolution. The idea
is to follow a bottom-up or micro-kernel type of approach to build a generic execution
engine, which only provides features common to all process languages and execution
systems. Secondly, it should not introduce any new imperative, declarative, or graphical
process language but in contrast provide a generic runtime framework and programming
model where higher-level domain specific languages can be mapped to. Yet the
framework should be self contained and directly usable without such mappings. Only in
recent years, a few research and development efforts into this direction have appeared
[36,37,38,19,39].
1.8.1.2. Versatility
Besides interoperability, versatility is an equally or even more important property of a
process execution framework. Of course, having a generic framework to some extend
also contributes to versatility but there are additional aspects to be considered. At the
time of writing, a trend towards process-driven application development (c.f. Section 1.2)
can be observed [40]. This means that all kinds of applications, that is, not only
traditional document-centric workflow applications or BPM systems, can make use of a
process execution engine to implement their core logic. The goal here is to make the
resulting software more adaptable to the rapid changes required by today’s business
environment. However, BPM systems are often heavyweight, monolithic systems with
many dependencies imposing a number of requirements on their environment. For
instance, some execution engines rely on a particular application server technology such
as enterprise Java (J2EE) [41], some work on high-level standards such as Web services
exclusively, and others may require a particular database system to be available. As a
result, these engines hardly scale in size and functionality and thus are not easily
embeddable into diverse application scenarios. Therefore, a process execution framework
should not only be generic but also lightweight and embeddable. Embeddable means that
it includes an appropriate application programming interface (API), which allows
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programmers to easily embed the process engine into another application, the so-called
host application. Furthermore, there must be an interface for attaching arbitrary
functional code to the engine in a way such that processes can interact with this code. For
instance, for attaching business code to be triggered or adding higher-level protocol
support such as Web services communication. Lightweight means that the execution
framework is reasonably small in terms of code size and that it imposes minimum
requirements on its environment, namely the host application. In other words, using it
should not necessarily require shipping/installing complex software packages such as
Web servers, database systems, or other third-party runtime environments. These are
important requirements making it suitable for embedding not only in BPM systems but
also in diverse process-driven applications.
1.8.1.3. Programmability
Following the trend towards declarative programming, most state-of-the-art process
definition languages are based on XML. XML, however, is not easily programmable by
hand because its encoding is very ‘noisy’ and, although working well for defining state, it
is not particularly well-suited to define behaviour. Consequently, XML-based languages
seldom support fine grained procedural logic and complex data manipulation. Listing 1
illustrates what is meant by ‘noisy’ encoding and not easily programmable by hand. It
shows a code snipped of an activity rule as it is generated by the visual workflow editor
for Windows Workflow Foundation [19]. It defines an expression of a condition
representing a workflow activity, which means a step within a sequential workflow.
Studying this XML code for quite a while unveils that it only defines the simple
expression “amount < 1000”. Obviously, such encodings are only suitable for use as a
persistent storage or process interchange format, respectively. Reading or writing such
XML code manually is cumbersome.
…
<ns0:RuleConditionCollection
xmlns:ns0=”System_Workflow_Activities_Rules”>
<ns0:RuleExpressionCondition Name=”AutoApproveCondition”>
<ns0:RuleExpressionCondition.Expression>
<ns1:CodeBinaryOperatorExpression Operator=”LessThan”
xmlns:ns1=”System_CodeDom”>
<ns1:CodeBinaryOperatorExpression.Left>
<ns1:CodeFieldReferenceExpression FieldName=”amount”>
<ns1:CodeFieldReferenceExpression.TargetObject>
<ns1:CodeFieldReferenceExpression />
</ns1:CodeFieldReferenceExpression.TargetObject>
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</ns1:CodeFieldReferenceExpression>
</ns1:CodeBinaryOperatorExpression.Left>
<ns1:CodeBinaryOperatorExpression.Right>
<ns1:CodePrimitiveExpression>
<ns1:CodePrimitiveExpression.Value>
<ns2:Int32 xmlns:ns2=”System”>1000</ns2:Int32>
</ns1:CodePrimitiveExpression.Value>\
</ns1:CodePrimitiveExpression>
</ns1:CodeBinaryOperatorExpression.Right>
</ns1:CodeBinaryOperatorExpression>
</ns0:RuleExpressionCondition.Expression>
</ns0:RuleExpressionCondition>
</ns0:RuleConditionCollection>
…

Listing 1.

Windows workflow foundation activity rule snippet

To enhance programmability, some process languages allow mixing XML code with
imperative programming languages. For instance, BPELJ [42] allows embedding
snippets of Java source code into the XML structures. However, this only solves part of
the problem at the cost of further diminished readability. To ease programming, some
systems are fundamentally based on graphical modelling and code generation tools in the
spirit of the MDD paradigm, an approach that is very good and works quite well in
various scenarios. However, there are cases where an option for more traditional
programming should be available, for instance, to overcome tool limitations and bugs or
for optimization purposes. Thus, the core execution engine should be independent from
high-level tools and languages to allow for an intermediate point of control or standalone
deployments, respectively. Most of today’s execution engines either do not provide such
an intermediate-level interface or it is kept internal and/or not well documented.
Despite the fact that the execution engine represents the heart of every BPM or workflow
system, it is rarely discussed how high-level definitions are mapped to code executable
on contemporary runtime systems. Only a few process engines explicitly provide a lowlevel programming interface [43,40]. Additionally, these interfaces are usually provided
in form of a graph oriented object or component model. Graph Oriented Programming
(GOP) represents a strategy for implementing graph execution on top of an objectoriented programming language [44]. In other words, it provides means to structure
software around graphs. The advantage of this approach is that there is always a
graphical representation available for every process definition. The disadvantage is that a
process definition using an object oriented programming language in combination with a
particular graph oriented object model is rather complicated. Nevertheless, all process
execution systems are based on the assumption that for every process there must always
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be an explicit link to a corresponding graphical representation. For typical workflow and
BPM systems and their applications, this assumption is valid. However, considering
process-driven applications, this assumption does not hold. For instance, it might well
make sense to use a process engine within an revision control system application without
requiring a graphical process representation, in particular, if the process definitions are
easily programmable by hand. Therefore, a generic process execution framework should
be easily programmable by hand using an easy and well-known programming language,
similar like in scripting environments. Support for graphical representation or higherlevel languages should be optional.
1.8.1.4. Definitions Summary
The definitions of various terms made in this chapter are summarized below. These terms
are frequently used throughout the thesis in connection with process execution engines.
Lightweight: A lightweight execution engine is reasonably small in terms of code size
and it imposes minimum requirements on its environment. For instance, it consists of a
library of a few megabytes and it does not require complex software packages such as
Web servers, database systems, or other third-party runtime environments.
Generic: A generic process engine only provides core features common to all process
languages and execution systems, for example, state and control flow management,
communication, monitoring, and persistence. Higher-level domain specific functionality
such as graphical modelling or support for Web services are not directly supported.
Embeddable: An embeddable process engine is specifically designed to be integrated
with arbitrary applications, for instance, by means of an appropriate integration API. It is
not an off-the-shelf application that can run standalone.
Versatile: A process engine is versatile if it is lightweight, generic, and embeddable.
Interoperable: An interoperable process engine can potentially support more than one
process definition language. Additional languages can be added dynamically to support
the evolution of process languages.
Programmable: A programmable process engine makes it possible to create process
definitions by hand using an easy and well-known imperative programming language
similar like in scripting environments. Creating process definitions does not require highlevel tools for graphical modelling and code generation.
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Secure Remote Multi-Party Transaction Authorization Challenges

This section describes a broad range of challenges going beyond the technical and
security related aspects of transaction authorization. Additional aspects such as ease-ofuse, mobility, administration, and integration are also considered, since they are of equal
importance for real-world deployments. There are solutions covering certain subsets of
the given challenges. Therefore, the ultimate challenge is to define a method that satisfies
all of the challenges and requirements discussed in this section at the same time. Figure 5
graphically summarizes the main challenges to be addressed with security at its core.

Figure 5.

Transaction authentication challenges

1.8.2.1. Effectiveness against Software Attacks
Obviously, the foremost challenge is to thwart all types of attacks illustrated in Figure 4
including all kinds of combinations thereof. Thus, the core requirement for a secure
transaction authorization method is to be effective against these attacks, namely phishing,
man-in-the-middle, and malicious software. It is to be noted that these attack types only
cover software attacks, and with phishing to some extend social attacks, while physical
attacks are not considered. The reason is that with physical attacks only one or a few
users can be attacked, at least with manageable effort and cost. Also, physical attacks can
be investigated and traced using standard criminological methods. In contrary, with
software attacks it is very easy to launch mass attacks, for instance, by spreading a Trojan
horse, and it is hard to trace them back. At the time of writing, the threat by malicious
software is significantly increasing and it is the one that worries people and institutions
most [25].
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In addition to these fundamental security requirements, a transaction authorization
method should provide means for non-repudiation and qualify for multi-party usage. The
latter is particularly important in industrial applications where transactions need to be
authorized by multiple people. The former is important in cases were authorizations must
be legally binding. Non-repudiation is usually achieved by digitally signing transactions
using hardware tokens such as chip cards.
The majority of methods in use today do not satisfy the requirements discussed above.
For example, the usage of one-time or short-time passwords in online banking
applications is still prevalent, even in Europe, which is compared to other parts of the
world quite progressive with regards to security and privacy. Nevertheless, there are a
few methods providing protection against software attacks, for example, solutions based
on the German HBCI Secoder standard [45] or the standards developed within the
Financial transactional IC card reader (Finread) EU project [46]. The reason why they
never became widely accepted is the fact that they lack one ore more of the other
important properties discussed in the following subsections. Transaction authorization
methods used in other industries tend to be even weaker than those applied in the
financial world.
1.8.2.2. Ease-of-use and Mobility
Looking at current transaction authorization methods immediately shows that combining
the highest-level of security with convenience and ease-of-use is challenging. Many are
very complex and time consuming to operate. The so-called PINsentry system Barclays
is currently offering their online banking customers is a good example illustrating this
[47]. Users do not only need to carry a bulky smart card reader device but also have to
enter all kinds of information via its keypad and manually copy passwords back from the
device to the PC.
Besides ease-of-use, mobility is another challenge for a transaction authorization method.
In today’s dynamic and mobile world, it is important for users to be able to work
anywhere and anytime. To support mobility, a transaction authorization method must
fulfil three main requirements. Firstly, the security device required to carry out
transactions should be easy to take along. In other words, it should have a small form
factor, for instance, a key fob type of device. Secondly, if the device is to be connected to
a PC, it should not require any software installation. Here, the goal is to avoid trouble
during installation and to avoid spreading the software. Finally, if the device is to be
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connected to a PC, it should be compatible with all major types of hardware, operating
systems, and Web browsers (e.g. Windows, Linux, MAC OS, Safari, IE, Firefox etc.).
Furthermore, the mobility requirement is especially important to enable efficient multiparty transaction authorization. If multiple people are involved in an authorization
process, some of them might be travelling and thus must be able to work with pending
transactions while being on the way.
Evaluating methods currently in use also shows that approaches where security devices
do not need to be connected, like PINsentry, tend to be mobile but not easy to use.
Others, using connected devices are rather convenient but not mobile, for instance,
Secoder devices. Overall, there seems to be no single method, which combines ease-ofuse and mobility without sacrificing security.
1.8.2.3. Ease-of-integration and administration
For a transaction authorization method to be generally applicable in real-world scenarios,
it is crucial that it integrates well into existing environments. On the client side, this
means that it must be able to interact with existing software and hardware without
installing additional software as mentioned in Section 1.8.2.2. Most existing solutions
using connected devices, for example, Secoder or Finread devices require special device
drivers to be installed. Furthermore, it should be possible to reuse existing user
credentials such as passwords or chip cards in order to retain existing investments. On the
server side, ease-of-integration means that minimal server-changes are required. Ideally,
existing authentication and transaction authorization protocols can be reused. In addition,
cost efficiency is another relevant challenge. Here, the requirement is not to exceed the
cost of current methods. Not considering cost would make the challenge very easy, as
one could simply use a dedicated PC with limited functionality only used for one welldefined application such that the risk of being infected with malicious software is
significantly reduced.
Finally yet importantly, administration of secure devices used in transaction authorization
systems must be considered. It is important that such devices can be (re-)configured
remotely in a secure way and without user interaction. This way, they might be
personalized, certain risk settings might be adapted, or software might be updated. A fast
and secure mechanism for doing this is especially important if security relevant bugs
must be fixed.
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1.9. DIRECTION OF RESEARCH AND THESIS ORGANIZATION
Logically the first step in this research effort is to study and critically analyse the
challenges and requirements that a generic process execution framework poses. The
focus is on laying the foundation for interoperability, versatility, and programmability. In
addition, the requirements for a remote authentication and transaction authorization
system, which not only provides the highest level of security but also addresses other
important properties, are discussed. These properties include ease-of-use, mobility,
integration, and administration often neglected by contemporary solutions.
With the requirements specification clearly identified, the next logical step is to examine
existing technologies and related projects that provide process execution frameworks and
transaction authorization methods, and identify their limitations in the light of the
specified requirements (Chapter 2). Parts of this critical examination of related projects
and solutions have been published in [48,20,21].
After studying existing approaches in both categories of interest, two important
conclusions were reached: first, that there is no readily available and easily embeddable
generic process engine that satisfies the given requirements. Second, none of the existing
authentication and transaction authorization methods incorporates all the desired
properties. Therefore, in order to meet the specified requirements, a generic framework
for process execution is presented in Chapter 3. The framework, named the embeddable
process virtual machine (ePVM), is discussed in detail along with its prototype
implementation and an initial example application. Chapter 3 is based on work published
in [49,48].
Furthermore, in Chapter 4, a novel approach to secure multi-party transaction
authorization - the zone trusted information channel - is presented. Additionally, it is
shown how the approach has been integrated into the ePVM framework to adequately
secure highly sensitive transactions oftentimes carried out as part of business processes.
Chapter 4 is based on work published in [50,20] and several related patents (c.f. Section
Declaration).
The final step in this research effort was the extensive evaluation of the process
execution framework and the transaction authorization method. Firstly, they where
evaluated separately by means of a series of experiments. Secondly, they where
evaluated in the context of a comprehensive process-driven application built as part of
the GridCOMP EU project. Chapter 5 presents the experiments and the use case
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application along with the gained results, experiences, and conclusions based on work
published in [51,49,52,53,54].
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2. RELATED WORK
The introduction of the necessary background concepts in Chapter 1, now allows the
study and analysis of work done in the field of process execution frameworks and
authentication and transaction authorization methods. Firstly, a synopsis is presented,
that includes a diverse set of well-known process frameworks coming from the industry,
open source, and academic domains. Each framework is briefly introduced and discussed
with respect to the challenges and requirements presented in Section 1.8.1.
Secondly, an overview of state-of-the-art remote authentication schemes and the
available client security devices used by them is provided followed by a treat-solution
taxonomy relating the schemes to the relevant attack scenarios. Finally, a number of
solutions that potentially provide protection against MSW attacks and are thus particular
relevant for this thesis are presented and discussed with respect to the challenges and
requirements set out in Section 1.8.2.

2.1. PROCESS EXECUTION FRAMEWORKS
2.1.1.

Introduction

There are a very large number of diverse process frameworks available from the industry,
open source, and academic domain. An overview can be found in [55]. This subsection
introduces some of the frameworks relevant for this thesis project. Each approach is
briefly introduced and discussed with respect to the challenges and requirements set out
in Section 1.8.1.
2.1.2.

IBM WebSphere Process Server

Many of the commercial BPM systems from big industrial players such as IBM, SAP, or
Oracle are holistic and rather monolithic solutions following the SOA and MDD
paradigms. IBM WebSphere Process Server (WPS) is a typical representative from this
application space [56]. NetWeaver [57] and Oracle BPM (formerly known as BEA
AquaLogic) [58] are the corresponding solutions from SAP and Oracle. Holistic means
that these solutions comprise several applications, tools, and methodologies covering the
complete BPM lifecycle. As shown in Figure 6, WPS is just one out of many products
belonging to the WebSphere BPM family. WebSphere Business Modeler, for instance, is
the graphical process-modelling tool, which supports BPEL and BPMN.
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WebSphere BPM products

Taking a closer look on WPS, illustrated in Figure 7, unveils that WPS again consists of
a layered architecture of building blocks all implemented within WebSphere Application
Server (WAS) – IBM’s J2EE implementation. The actual process execution engine hides
behind the Business Processes service component shown in Figure 7 and supports BPEL
process definitions including a number of IBM extensions.

Figure 7.

WebSphere process server platform overview

Gathering some hands-on experience with WPS and WebSphere Business Modeller by
taking a one-week introductory course showed that all these software components are
powerful and comprehensive but they are also heavily interweaved and not usable
standalone. With regard to the requirements discussed in Section 1.8.1, the following can
be noted:
•

The process engine is rather domain specific, as it is based on BPEL and designed
to operate in a SOA and Service Component Architecture (SCA) [59]
environment.
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The process engine is integrated with all the other WPS components and can only
be run within WAS. WAS, in turn, requires a large number of additional software
such as IBM DB2 or IBM MQSeries to be installed in order to host WPS. This
means the process engine cannot be embedded into arbitrary applications.

•

It is assumed that process definitions are available as BPEL definitions and that
they are generated via the graphical modeller. The definitions are automatically
mapped to a proprietary J2EE object model at deployment time. Thus, process
definitions can hardly be programmed by hand.

Obviously, IBM WPS does not satisfy the requirements set out within this thesis. The
same is true for many holistic BPM solutions from other companies. These solutions
rather gave rise for carrying out this project, as they induced the desire for a generic,
embeddable, and easily programmable process framework.
2.1.3.

Windows Workflow Foundation

Microsoft’s Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) belongs to the recent research and
development efforts that are very relevant for this thesis. About a decade ago, research
work towards lightweight, flexible, and generic workflow kernels was carried out
already. For instance, the Micro Workflow [60], Mentor-lite [61], and OPERA [62]
projects where targeted into this direction. However, with the hype around SOA, MDD,
and BPM, the focus apparently was shifted to higher-level process languages and
graphical tools. Microsoft brought this topic back onto the agenda by introducing WF as
part of the new Windows Vista operating system and the .NET 3.0 framework (formerly
known as WinFX) [40,19]. People from academia [63] as well as from the open source
domain (c.f. Section 2.1.4) also realized that these ideas should be picked up again.
What makes WF relevant for this thesis project is the fact that it consists of an
embeddable and to some extend generic process engine framework. As illustrated in
Figure 8, the WF components sit on top of the .NET runtime, which makes the
framework somewhat platform dependent. Its workflow functionality is rather generic
and not bound to any specific process language such as BPEL or XPDL. Essentially, WF
is nothing but an extensive class library that constitutes a workflow framework.
Workflows are defined by creating a corresponding object model using the given class
library. For example, in WF, an Activity represents a step in a workflow and it is the
fundamental building block within WF. Thus, for each workflow step a corresponding
activity object, which has to be derived from a specific WF base class must be created.
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Such activities can then be arranged to form certain control flows using so called flow
control activity objects, and so forth. Such workflows can then be instantiated and
executed via the WF runtime engine. Actually, the runtime engine is not a separate
application, but it is also represented by a class of the WF class library. This means, an
instance of this class must be created and hosted by an application, the so-called host
application, in order to execute and manage workflows. In other words, an application
hosts the workflow runtime and the runtime hosts the individual workflow instances.
Furthermore, the runtime engine supports the concept of external runtime services (c.f.
Figure 8), which come in two different flavours: core and local. External means that
these services are pluggable with respect to the runtime engine. Core services implement
functionalities typical for process engines and default/example implementations are
included in WF. The WF core runtime services are:
1. Scheduling: Creates and manages threads used to execute workflows
2. Commit Work Batch: Manages transactions used by the runtime engine
3. Persistence: Handles persistence of a workflow instance at the direction of the
runtime engine
4. Tracking: Provides the ability to instrument workflow instances by recording
tracking events
Local runtime services, sometimes called data exchange services, are optional services
acting as a conduit for communication between a workflow instance and the host
application. One ore more local services can be registered with the runtime engine. Each
local service provides methods and events that can be used by a workflow instance. For
instance, a workflow instance can directly call a method of a registered local service in
order to trigger some external business code. Such method calls are synchronous running
in the thread of the workflow. In the opposite direction, the host application can send
asynchronous events to a workflow instance. Such events are put into the event queue of
the workflow and picked up by the workflow at some later point in time such that the
event processing takes place within the workflow thread, not within the thread used for
raising the events.
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Workflow foundation components

Finally, WF includes a set of design time tools (c.f. Figure 8) mainly consisting of
graphical workflow design capabilities integrated into Microsoft’s Visual Studio
development environment. These tools support visual construction of workflow graphs
by placing and wiring activity objects and generating the corresponding object model
automatically. The tools can be considered optional as the WF class library and runtime
engine can be programmed directly (via the WF API). WF supports two different types of
workflows: sequential and state machine. Sequential workflows declare a series of steps
that are executed in a predefined order and they correspond to flow charts. Figure 9
shows an example of a sequential workflow designed using the graphical workflow
designer of Visual Studio. It defines a simple expense approval process, which handles
incoming expense request events and decides if the request should be approved or not in
accordance with the WF rule shown in Listing 1 (c.f. Section 1.8.1.3). Depending on the
result of the rule evaluation, the according method of a local service is called to trigger
relevant business code.
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A sequential workflow example drawn in Visual Studio

Sequential workflows define a fixed flow of control meaning a fixed sequence of steps
within the workflow. Thus, they are applicable whenever the prescribed steps of a
workflow are clearly known at design time. However, more complex and dynamic
business processes possibly involving human interaction require a more flexible way of
process modelling. For such cases, WF supports state machine workflows. State
machines do not define a fixed flow of control. They only define a set of states with
possible transitions between the states. The exact sequence of state transitions is then
dynamically controlled by external events at runtime. Users can choose which type of
workflow modelling they want to use.
As mentioned earlier and shown in Listing 1 (c.f. Section 1.8.1.3), workflows in WF can
include rules that are evaluated during workflow execution. WF defines a declarative rule
language and includes a corresponding rules engine. Although code activities can
implement the same functionality as rule activities, having a dedicated rule subsystem
seems to be popular in workflow frameworks. The reason apparently is that the rule
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languages are easier than, for instance, C# or Visual Basic code, and that the rules are
interpreted at runtime and thus do not require recompilation.
WF supports three different ways to authoring workflows: code-only, code-separation,
and no code. Code-only means that workflow developers work directly with the WF
object model using the WF class library. The complete code, normally written in C# or
Visual Basic, is then compiled as a class in a .NET assembly. Listing 2 exemplifies what
such code looks like. For every step of the workflow, a corresponding activity object
must be created and the object must be wired with respect to the desired workflow graph.
Even simple if-statements, as known from high-level programming languages, must be
turned into IfElse activity objects. The advantage is that the object model directly reflects
the workflow graph, which means a graphical representation can be easily generated
from the object model. However, programming workflows that way is rather
cumbersome compared to programming the desired logic straight in the programming
language.

Listing 2.

Code–only WF workflow code snipped
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Code-separation authoring means that the workflow model is separately defined using a
declarative markup language and it is stored in a dedicated .xoml file. The actual code,
for example, the code included in a code activity, is stored in a normal source code file
(e.g. ending with .cs in case of C#). Interestingly, WF does not explicitly support any of
the standard markup languages such as BPEL, but defines its own language called
Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML). Given that fact, it is likely that the
domain of process definition languages will stay fragmented and therefore the issue of
interoperability addressed within this thesis remains highly important. XAML is a
general purpose, XML-based markup language that describes a hierarchy of objects, in
this case, activity objects within the workflow. At compile time, the markup file is
compiled together with the source code file using the so-called workflow compiler.
Listing 3 represents the XAML markup generated from the graphical workflow model
shown in Figure 9. A large amount of markup is generated by the visual designer even
for such a tiny workflow example. Obviously, such ‘noisy’ markup is not well suited to
be read or written by hand.

Listing 3.

Code-separation XAML workflow markup
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WF also defines the no-code workflow-authoring mode. However, this only means that
XAML definitions can be modified and compiled separately as long as the required code
is already available, for example, in the used base classes. If new code needs to be
written, Visual Studio automatically switches to code-separation mode.
WF, as most workflow frameworks, also provides support for workflow persistence and,
based on this, support for transactions. As mentioned earlier, persistence is implemented
as one of the core runtime services of WF whereas registering a persistence service is
optional. Users can implement their own persistence service or use the standard SQL
persistence service included in WF. In any case, only one persistence service can be
registered with the workflow runtime. This limits flexibility in where to store individual
workflow instances. For instance, for organizational or performance reasons it can make
sense not to store all workflows to one type of durable media or to store a workflow to a
different media as soon as it has reached a certain state. Furthermore, WF assumes that
the persistence service is the entity that decides whether a workflow should be stored
persistently or not. In practice, however, it can make sense to let the workflow itself
dynamically decide if it should be stored persistently or not. This way, performance and
resource consumption can be optimized. For example, making sure to store workflows
persistently only if absolutely necessary, and not simply for every single wait state, can
increase system performance since persistence operations are typically time consuming.
Finally, WF also provides means for workflow monitoring via so-called workflow
tracking services. In contrast to persistence, here the user can register multiple tracking
services, which all receive tracking events from the runtime engine. Events include
workflow related events, activity related events, and user events. The latter can be freely
defined and generated at any point in the life cycle of a workflow.
In summary, WF fulfils the basic requirement set out for this thesis to have a clear
separation between the process execution engine including its generic core services and
higher-level tools and languages. In other words, it is possible to use the engine without
using XML definition languages and without using the comprehensive tools chain
integrated into Visual Studio. As such, it could be used to implement one ore more
domain specific process languages on top of it to support interoperability and evolution.
Unfortunately, it is tightly integrated into .NET and the Windows platform, which makes
it platform dependent and thus not exactly lightweight and versatile. Nevertheless, it
encourages the process-driven programming idea as it can be embedded into all kinds of
Windows applications. From a programmability perspective, WF foundation is rather
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traditional as it turns the workflow graph straight into an object model. As a result,
constructing workflows programmatically straight via the class library is rather
cumbersome as illustrated in Listing 2. This thesis project goes a step further and
considers providing a workflow specific programming model rather than an object model
to ease direct programming of complex process flows.
2.1.4.

Java Business Process Management

In the open source domain, a large number of BPM/workflow projects exist. Most of
them focus on one particular, sometimes proprietary, domain specific process language.
Enhydra Shark [64] and ActiveBPEL [65] are examples for these types of projects, and
there are many more. Only a few provide a generic and embeddable process engine,
which does not require a particular server environment and which can be directly
programmed without the use of high-level tools and code generation.

JBoss Java

Bussiness Process Management (jBPM) [43] is among those and it is the most popular
open source project in the BPM/workflow space. Initially, jBPM has been a typical,
rather monolithic workflow engine using the jBPM Process Definition Language (jPDL)
as its proprietary process markup language. Then, at the time when BPEL became more
and more popular as a process definition standard, a BPEL mapping was added. Just after
that, while this thesis project has already been started, the jBPM people realized that it
makes sense to clearly separate the process engine core from the domain specific
languages. Consequently, they came up with the Process Virtual Machine (PVM; not to
be confused with the Parallel Virtual Machine using the same abbreviation) as their
generic process execution kernel [37]. Figure 10 illustrates the architecture of the jBPM
framework with the three domain specific process definition languages, jPDL, BPEL,
and Pageflow implemented on top of PVM. Additionally, jBPM includes some optional
tools such as the Graphical Process Designer (GPD) as well as task and identity
management facilities.

Figure 10.

The jBPM framework architecture

The process model applied in jBPM is very similar to Windows WF. The idea is to
define a process graph, either using some XML markup like jPDL or visually, and then
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map it to a corresponding Java object model. The PVM engine executes the graph
definition by processing the corresponding object tree. Each object in the tree represents
an activity node of the process graph. The actual runtime behaviour of an activity must
be implemented in Java as jBPM is inherently Java based. An activity is triggered when a
transition within the graph leading to the activity is taken or if an event occurs. If
triggered, the activity executes relevant functional code. Furthermore, it is in full control
of the further propagation of the graph execution. This means either it can trigger the
next activity by taking a transition to that activity or it can enter a wait state waiting for
an event to occur. Starting the execution of a process or sending an event, here called
signal, to a process is always synchronous meaning that the caller’s thread is used to
execute activities until the process enters a wait state. If concurrency is required within a
process, it is up to the activity developer to implement activities that start multiple
executions of sub-trees of the graph within separate threads. The same is true for
implementing activities to synchronize such parallel executions.
PVM is available as an independent class library such that processes can be programmed
using the PVM API without using XML markup and the high-level tool chain. This
makes the engine embeddable and versatile. However, similar as in Windows WF,
building process graphs in Java code can be quite tedious. Therefore, the developers of
PVM came up with the so-called ProcessFactory, which is sort of a domain specific
language embedded in Java that is supposed to ease the construction of such process
graphs. Listing 4 exemplifies how the ProcessFactory can be used to build a simple loan
approval process graph. Arranging APIs this way is called a ‘fluent API’ [66]. The
example process is comprised of four sequential activity nodes whereas depending on the
loan evaluation activity the wire the money activity might be skipped or not. That is why
the loan evaluation activity has two possible outgoing transitions. The behaviour of most
nodes simply is a wait state meaning that a signal must be sent to trigger the next
transition. For example, to approve the loan while the process is in the loan evaluation
node, an external program must trigger the approve transition on the process’ execution
by calling execution.signal(“approve”).
ProcessDefinition processDefinition = ProcessFactory.build()
.node("accept loan request").initial().behaviour(new WaitState())
.transition().to("loan evaluation")
.node("loan evaluation").behaviour(new WaitState())
.transition("approve").to("wire the money")
.transition("reject").to("end")
.node("wire the money").behaviour(new Display("automatic payment"))
.transition().to("end")
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.node("end").behaviour(new WaitState())
.done();

Listing 4.

jBPM loan approval example using ProcessFactory

The direct mapping of a process graph to a corresponding object model in addition with
the support for wait states is known as Graph Oriented Programming (GOP) – a term
established by jBPM. The goal is to introduce an explicit graphical program
representation into otherwise standard object oriented programming languages. In
addition to the graph-oriented model, PVM also supports composite activities. For
example, a composite activity could include a sequence of sequential activities. This
allows direct modelling of block structured languages such as BPEL or constructs such
as UML super states. However, PVM does not support to model processes along the state
machine paradigm as supported by Windows WF.
As many Java based process engines, PVM uses Hibernate to implement process
persistence. Hibernate is an object relational mapping (ORM) framework that maps Java
objects to relational databases [67]. As in jBPM each process consists of a graph of Java
objects, Hibernate simply translates the complete object graph into records of a relational
database. Consequently, jBPM solely relies on Hibernate and there is no clear concept of
pluggable persistence providers implementing custom mappings. It only works with
databases supported by Hibernate. The documentation does not provide any information
on how to work with anything other than Hibernate or how to work with multiple
databases concurrently.
In summary, jBPM along with the PVM represents an interesting process framework, at
least for Java developers. The separation of the process engine from domain specific
markup languages is in the spirit of this thesis. The same applies to the availability of
PVM as a standalone Java library not depending on a J2EE server. The process model is
less innovative and flexible though. It rather aims on process modelling using directed
graphs rather than the more flexible and event-driven state machine modelling. It offers
only limited help with concurrency and synchronization in particular when accessing
shared data from parallel executions. Furthermore, PVM seems to be in a rather early
state since important sections such as the ones on process variables, process history, and
asynchronous continuations are still missing in the documentation. In terms of
programmability, it provides a graph oriented object model similar to Windows WF and
thus exhibits the same shortcomings if used without high-level tool support. Finally, the
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dependency on Hibernate has negative impact on its flexibility and makes it less versatile
and lightweight.
2.1.5.

Yet Another Workflow Language

Within the domain of executable workflow languages and corresponding runtime
systems, the majority of work is driven by the industry. For instance, most of the
prominent processes languages such as BPEL, XPDL, and BPMN are industry standards
[34]. Many of the efforts undertaken in the academic domain are rather targeting formal
models such as Petri nets [68] or π -calculus [69] for workflow modelling and
verification, for example, in [70,71,72,73]. One project, which has carried the theoretical
work over into the development of a workflow runtime system is the Yet Another
Workflow Language (YAWL) project originally developed at Eindhoven and
Queensland University [74]. The development of YAWL was inspired by previous work
on workflow patterns [75]. The idea behind YAWL is to define a workflow language that
directly supports all the workflow patterns and that has a formal semantics to enable
verification. Essentially, YAWL is a graphical workflow language based on Petri nets
with a few extensions to support all workflow patterns. Thus, the designers claim that the
language is superior compared to others in terms of expressiveness. Figure 11 shows the
symbols used in the YAWL language.

Figure 11.

Symbols used in YAWL

In addition to the graphical language, a corresponding Java-based execution environment
including a visual designer and an execution engine have been developed [76]. The
execution engine takes yet another proprietary XML-based process language representing
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YAWL diagrams as input. Obviously, the engine is not intended to be used outside the
YAWL environment, for instance, embedded into some process-driven application. It
requires a JSP server into which the engine is installed. Communication with the engine
is carried out via a Web services interface indicating that it is designed to work in a SOA
environment. For the documentation, it appears that there is no well-documented API,
which supports direct programming of YAWL workflows in Java code rather than using
the XML format or the visual design tools. As many Java-based workflow frameworks,
YAWL requires Hibernate to support workflow persistence. An extended version called
newYAWL is currently under development. It is based on the semantics of coloured Petri
nets and it includes some extensions to better support different workflow perspectives
such as the data and resource perspective [77].
In summary, YAWL focuses on the definition of a graphical workflow language based
on Petri nets theory rather than on the design of a generic execution engine. The
execution framework is rather monolithic and domain specific. Low-level programming
of workflow definitions is not considered either. In fact, the YAWL language can be
considered a high-level language, which could be implemented on top of the generic
process framework presented in this thesis.
2.1.6.

Bossa

Bossa is an open source process engine developed by a group of people from Brazil [78].
Although it is not as comprehensive and well known as jBPM, it satisfies some of the
requirements of this thesis project as it claims to be lightweight and embeddable. The fact
that it comes as a standard Java library not requiring any database system or server
environment underpins that. As in YAWL, its process model is derived from coloured
Petri nets. In Bossa, a workflow definition is called a case type. In case types, Petri net
places are mapped to possible states of the case execution, transitions are mapped to
tasks, and tokens represent the current case states. The basic idea of the Bossa engine is
to strictly focus on state and control flow management as this represents the fundamental
feature of a workflow engine. Additionally, it also considers the people, here called
resources, involved in workflows. In other words, Bossa only concerns itself with the
sequence of activities and with the right people to perform them. Other aspects such as
data storage using a particular database system, the visualization of workflows, or higherlevel modelling tools or languages are considered external and optional with respect to
the core engine. This approach enables Bossa to be self-contained, embeddable, and
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rather generic. Even state management is very basic. The engine only stores the case ID
and the currently active task. Storing complex state data, for instance, in one ore more
state variables is not supported. Work items are assigned to resources whereas resources
are simply represented by IDs. Authenticating and mapping real users to these IDs is
again not part of the Bossa engine but the responsibility of the application hosting it.
The Bossa engine itself does not include any XML markup for defining case types such
that workflows must be defined in Java code. This means, the Petri net model must be
mapped to a Java object model as exemplified in Listing 5. Alternatively, there is a
separate tool, which can generate Bossa case types from Petri Net Markup Language
(PNML) [79] encoded sources.

CaseType caseType = new CaseType("TestCaseType");
Place
Place
Place
Place
Place
Place
Place
Place

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

caseType.registerPlace("A", 1);
caseType.registerPlace("B");
caseType.registerPlace("C");
caseType.registerPlace("D");
caseType.registerPlace("E");
caseType.registerPlace("F");
caseType.registerPlace("G");
caseType.registerPlace("H");

Transition
Transition
Transition
Transition
Transition
Transition
a.input(A,
a.output(B,
b.input(B,
b.output(C,
b.output(D,
b.output(E,
c.input(D,
c.output(B,
c.output(E,
c.output(H,
d.input(E,
d.output(F,
e.input(F,
e.output(G,
f.input(C,
f.output(B,
f.output(H,

a
b
c
d
e
f

=
=
=
=
=
=

caseType.registerTransition("a",
caseType.registerTransition("b",
caseType.registerTransition("c",
caseType.registerTransition("d",
caseType.registerTransition("e",
caseType.registerTransition("f",

"1");
"1");
"1");
"!SOK");
"SOK && DIR");
"SOK && !DIR");
"1");
"ADIR == 'BACK'");
"ADIR == 'OK'");
"ADIR == 'CANCEL'");
"1");
"1");
"1");
"1");
"1");
"OK");
"!OK");

HashMap attributes = new HashMap();
attributes.put("SOK", new Boolean(false));
attributes.put("DIR", new Boolean(false));
attributes.put("ADIR", "");
attributes.put("OK", new Boolean(false));
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caseType.buildTemplate(attributes);

Listing 5.

Creating a Bossa case type

As already shown with Windows WF and jBPM, defining workflows by creating object
trees is rather tedious. Firstly, all the places including the initial token placement as well
as the transition objects must be created. As transitions represent tasks, the group of
resources that should execute these tasks can be specified when defining transitions.
Secondly, the input and output of the transitions must be connected to the places. At this
point, Bossa allows defining the edge weight as a JavaScript integer or boolean
expression. Finally, the initial values of the case variables must be defined to build the
final case type template.
During case execution, the host application simply asks the Bossa engine for resources
that have pending work items. Furthermore, the host application must tell the Bossa
engine when work items are opened and finished. If a work item is finished, the Bossa
engine will reflect that by moving the tokens of the effected case, this will eventually
activate other work items and the case will progress. Thread management for executing
work items concurrently is still under the responsibility of the host application.
Bossa includes transparent persistence support. This means, if persistence is switched on,
the state of the process engine and its cases is saved to a given directory in the file system
automatically. For workflow monitoring, Bossa provides a notification bus facility where
listeners can be registered to receive relevant workflow or resource events.
In summary, Bossa is very interesting as a lightweight workflow kernel. Therefore, this
thesis shares a few ideas with Bossa, for instance, the distinct focus on state and control
flow management. However, the Petri net-based process model, the notion of resources,
and the transparent persistence support limits flexibility and versatility of the engine.
If the sequence of tasks is not precisely known at design time, a state machine based
process model is clearly superior. In addition, persistence cannot be configured on fine
granularity and the concept of multiple pluggable persistence providers is not supported
either. Finally, the classical approach of mapping the Petri net graph to a Java object
model annotated with some JavaScript conditions does not ease programmability.
2.1.7.

OpenSymphony Workflow

OpenSymphony Worflow (OSWorkflow) is another process engine coming from the
open source community [80]. It is Java based and requires a Java servlet container or full
J2EE server to run. Obviously, this makes it only embeddable into server-based
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applications. Nevertheless, it is interesting as its process model rests upon the theory of
finite state machines. OSWorkflow provides its own proprietary XML markup format for
defining workflows in terms of state machines. In this connection, states of a state
machine are called steps and transition functions are called actions. Listing 6 shows a
code snippet from a workflow definition using OSWorkflow markup. The workflow
consists of two steps whereas the first step has two actions. The first action does not
change the step but only updates a string representing the workflow status. The second
action additionally progresses the workflow to step two. Actions can be decorated with
conditions and functions that are invoked if the conditions are met. Conditions as well as
functions can be implemented in Java classes implementing a specific interface or via
BeanShell [81] scripts. In the latter case, the script code is embedded directly in the XML
markup.
…
<step id="1" name="First Draft">
<actions>
<action id="1" name="Start First Draft">
<restrict-to>
<conditions>
<condition type="class">
<arg name="class.name">
com.opensymphony.workflow.util.StatusCondition
</arg>
<arg name="status">Queued</arg>
</condition>
</conditions>
</restrict-to>
<pre-functions>
<function type="class">
<arg name="class.name">
com.opensymphony.workflow.util.Caller
</arg>
</function>
</pre-functions>
<results>
<unconditional-result old-status="Finished" status="Underway"
step="1"/>
</results>
</action>
<action id="2" name="Finish First Draft">
<results>
<unconditional-result old-status="Finished" status="Queued"
step="2"/>
</results>
</action>
</actions>
</step>
<step id="2" name="finished" />
…

Listing 6.

OSWorkflow XML workflow markup snippet
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Thread management is not part of OSWorkflow. Users must query the engine for
available actions and provide threads to trigger them. Furthermore, OSWorkflow
provides a pluggable persistence-store provider mechanism and it includes a number of
standard implementations, for instance, an in memory store, a Java Database
Connectivity (JDBC) store, or an Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) store. Custom
implementations are possible as well, however, only one store can be registered with the
engine at any given time. The data that is stored persistently in OSWorkflow when
persistence support is turned on includes basic information about the existing workflow
instances, the previous and current workflow steps, and the so-called PropertySet. The
latter can be used to store arbitrary instance specific data persistently. OSWorkflow does
not provide a dedicated monitoring interface; developers must build it themselves based
on the persistent store.
In summary, OSWorkflow is a quite generic process engine, which also is embeddable.
However, it poses a number of requirements to the host application. For example, it relies
on multiple other open source software packages and it requires a Java servlet container
to run. Furthermore, the XML based workflow definition language possibly mixed with
BeanShell scripts is not only proprietary but also quite inconvenient to edit manually.
These factors clearly limit the versatility and programmability of the framework.
2.2. AUTHENTICATION AND TRANSACTION AUTHORIZATION METHODS
2.2.1.

Introduction

While relevant attack scenarios are presented in Section 1.3 (c.f. Figure 4), this section
firstly provides an overview of state-of-the-art remote authentication schemes and the
available client security devices used by them. Secondly, a threat-solution taxonomy
relating the schemes to the attack scenarios is developed. Finally, a number of solutions
that potentially provide protection against MSW attacks and are thus particular relevant
for this thesis are presented and discussed with respect to the challenges and
requirements set out in Section 1.8.2.
2.2.2.

Remote Authentication Schemes

Any remote authentication method’s goal is to establish and secure an authenticated
information channel by proving a user’s identity through an associated security channel.
For most methods, the information channel also serves as the security channel and, unless
stated otherwise, it is assumed in the following discussion. It is also assumed that it is
always the client who connects to and authenticates with a server.
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Once an authenticated information channel is established, it might be required to further
secure individual transactions sent over this channel via transaction authorization. Similar
to authentication where the information channel is authenticated, here, transaction details
must be authenticated. Thus, the method used to implement transaction authorization can
mostly be derived from the authentication method used. For example, instead of digitally
signing an information channel specific challenge for authentication purposes,
transaction specific information can be signed, for example, using public key
cryptography. If transactions are authenticated via digital signatures, the system is
considered an appropriate means for non-repudiation and is oftentimes called transaction
signing. This is not the case if shared secrets such as passwords or secret keys are used.
2.2.2.1. Static Passwords
The oldest, most primitive remote authentication method is the use of static passwords,
which typically change, at most, only every few months. With this method, a client
presents a single static password to the server for each authentication; the server then
matches it with the password stored for that client. Static passwords are still widely used
in application domains where the environment is well controlled, the protected values are
limited, or the potential risks are manageable. Example domains include authenticating
a user locally with his or her personal computer (PC); remote authentication within localarea networks or intranets; or access control to an Internet bookstore. However, when it
comes to highly sensitive data such as information about financial institutions, their
customers, and their transactions, researchers deem static passwords an insufficient
remote authentication method [23].
2.2.2.2. One-time Codes
Remote authentication with one-time codes is based on the idea that both client and
server share a secret. The client presents it to the server either as is (that is, the secret is
the one-time code), or in a derived form according to some algorithm, possibly with
additional data also known to the server. An exception here is with systems based on
one-way-hash functions such as the S/KEY system [82]. In these systems, rather than
using a shared secret, the server authenticates the next code in a sequence based on the
previous code. In the one-time code approach, clients present each code to the server
only once; codes cannot be reused.
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Scratch lists. A scratch list is the simplest form of a one-time code. A scratch list is
typically given to the client once, in paper form, and usually contains about 40 to 100
codes. The server knows these codes, and clients use them sequentially or in an indexed
form. So, the shared secret is the listed code and clients use it as is, without further
derivation. If the client uses an indexed scratch list, the server decides which one-time
code should be used next by specifying its index in the list. Otherwise, clients typically
have to track the used codes themselves. Either way, each code is used once and only
once, and the server automatically sends the client a new list when only a certain number
of codes are left. Figure 12a illustrates a scratch list scenario.
Short-time codes. With short-time codes, both client and server share one or more
secrets exchanged in advance. They might, for example, use a symmetric key, and derive
one-time codes for authentication based on these shared secrets and the current time.
They never actually exchange the shared secrets, just the codes derived via some
derivation function f(x) (see Figure 12b). Time granularity is typically on the order of a
few minutes, that is, the same code is derived during that time. This permits small time
shifts between the client and server, and the server also usually accepts codes derived
from times within the previous and next time slots.
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The four primary authentication schemes

Challenge/response codes. As Figure 12c shows, challenge/response codes modify the
short-time codes concept by substituting a server-specified challenge for the current time.
That is, client and server are again initially equipped with one or more shared secrets,
such as a symmetric key and a counter value that is incremented after each authentication
attempt. Then, for authentication, the server presents a randomly chosen challenge to the
client. The client then responds with a code derived from the shared secrets and the
challenge, while the server performs the same derivation; the counter value thereby
prevents identical responses to the same challenge. Although there is no time-shift
problem with this approach, the client can still inadvertently calculate response codes,
potentially misaligning some secrets shared with the server. Equally, the server might be
accidentally or intentionally triggered to send out challenges and calculate response
codes, which again misaligns shared client-server secrets. Given this, the server typically
does not accept one and only one response code; it also accepts codes neighbouring the
target code up to a certain limit (such as the five previous and following ones). If it
detects a match, the server realigns its shared secrets accordingly.
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Alternatively, the server might send the challenge via a separate security channel that is
authenticated by some other means (such as an SMS communication secured via the
mobile phone network). Thus, the identity function can derive the response and no shared
secrets are required. In this case, the resulting authentication’s strength is inherited from
the selected security channel.
2.2.2.3. Public Key based Authentication
In contrast to one-time codes, authentication based on a so-called public-key
infrastructure (PKI) utilizing public-key cryptography does not rely on shared secrets
[83]. Instead, each client is initially equipped with a private key (never to be exposed)
and a matching public key. Furthermore, the server uses a PKI that issues a digital
certificate to bind the client’s identity to his or her public key. The certificate contains the
client’s public key, which is signed by one or more certificate agency (CA) that the
server trusts. Although it is somewhat difficult to establish and maintain a PKI, the
authentication itself is rather simple. The server presents a randomly chosen challenge,
and the client signs with its private key. (If both parties fail to use necessary safeguards
to prevent well-known crypto-analytic attacks, such as the chosen-plaintext attack,
however, then the authentication scheme can be broken.) As Figure 12d shows, both the
signed challenge and the client’s certificate are then returned to the server in response.
The server thereupon ensures that:
•

the client’s certificate is valid (that is, it is signed by a trusted CA and the
signature verifies), and

•

the signature of the challenge verifies with the given client certificate.

The server also maintains a list of revoked client certificates, the so-called certificate
revocation list (CRL), in case, for example, a client’s private key is compromised and
must be invalidated. During authentication, the server checks each client-presented
certificate against the CRL and if it finds a match, it denies the authentication. For a
positive test, or if more than one server uses the same CA without necessarily
authenticating the same group of clients, the server usually stores either copies of the
certificates or corresponding hash values that it can authenticate. Furthermore, each
certificate’s lifetime is usually limited from a couple of months to a couple of years, after
which the server issues a replacement certificate to the client.
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2.2.2.4. Biometrics
Biometrics base remote authentication on “being something” instead of “knowing
something” (such as a one-time code) or “having something” (such as a private key). In
biometrics, the server matches one or more client biometrics such as a fingerprint, facial
feature, iris pattern, or hand geometry with the same information previously stored at the
server during enrolment. During the enrolment process, the serving organization captures
and stores each client’s biometric information under well-controlled conditions. Then, for
authentication, the client again captures that information and sends it and the claimed
identity to the server for matching. The server can thus reliably authenticate clients given
three assumptions. That is, that biometric information
•

can be reproducibly captured repeatedly,

•

cannot be easily faked, and

•

is sufficiently different between any two clients.

Unfortunately, clients cannot capture biometric information reproducibly, but rather only
in close approximation. A biometric match never returns a clear-cut yes or no result, it
returns only a probability as to the verifiability of the client’s identity. This coercively
causes so-called “false rejects” (genuine clients are not authenticated) and “false accepts”
(impostors are authenticated). Although developers can move a threshold to adjust the
tendency as to which side a method will fail and with what probability, each biometric
authentication is inherently prone to this type of misjudgement.
A significant drawback here is the possibility to obtain some biometric properties after
physical contact (fingerprint on a water glass, for example) or by using a high-resolution
picture of a person’s eyes. This limits biometrics’ value in scenarios where forgery of this
type, say, plastic fingers or photographs presented during the authentication phase, are
undetectable. Also, like static passwords, clients can use biometric features repeatedly
once they are obtained. To prevent such misuse, one would have to authenticate the
biometric device used to capture the biometrics to ensure the authentication data’s origin
[84]. This would introduce a completely new complexity level, making biometrics of
limited value for remote authentication over insecure networks.
2.2.3.

Client Security Devices

The most common client hardware is a standard desktop PC, which is also an easy
platform to attack. People thus often additionally use a security device, such as a smart
card, either in a standalone reader or one that connects to the PC, a mobile phone or
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PDA, or a smart memory stick. The security device’s software then, at least partially,
performs the authentication, preventing certain types of attacks against the PC. As
described in the following, there are currently several commonly used client-security
devices. Although this might make the security channel distinct from the information
channel, we assume that the information channel is always established between a client’s
PC and the server.
2.2.3.1. Smart Cards
A smart card consists of a plastic card with a small embedded microprocessor with
various memory types such as ROM, RAM, or EEPROM and tamper-resistant properties
such as secure crypto-coprocessors for symmetric and public-key cryptography.
Typically, smart cards have external power and clock, and communication is serial, either
contact-based or contactless.
To communicate with the smart card, users need a reader that connects it with either a PC
or stand-alone device. Stand-alone readers typically have at least a small display and a
numeric keypad where users enter their personal identification number (PIN) and
commands. Readers providing a PC connection are commonly classified according to
their capabilities, with class 1 readers simply providing connection, class 2 adding a
pinpad, and class 3 readers offering a display and some programming capabilities. Class
4 readers feature a separate security module and a virtual machine for custom application
execution; thus, they are considered secure execution platforms. Given their resistance to
tampering, smart cards are generally accepted as sufficiently secure to store sensitive
data, particularly private keys. Ideally, private keys are generated on the smart card and
are never directly exposed to the outside world.
2.2.3.2. Mobile Phones and Personal Digital Assistants
Mobile phones or personal digital assistants (PDA) are separate computing platforms
with their own displays and keypads. Both can serve either as stand-alone devices, for
storing and computing one-time codes, for example, or as a PC connection using
Bluetooth, infrared, or USB to remotely authenticate users. Mobile phones also can use
their mobile networks as security channels.
Functionality-wise, mobile phones are increasingly general-purpose computing platforms
that support more-or-less open software execution platforms. By far the most prevalent
code execution platform is Sun’s Java, which is used in millions of phones. Downloading
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and installing Java applications is simple; vendors have a huge commercial interest in
making any software purchase (such as games) easy for mobile phone users. All versions
of J2ME - the stripped-down “embedded” Java version run in mobile phones – lack
desktop and enterprise Java security features such as the byte-code verifier, which
performs static code and integrity checks [85]. Without this on-device verifier, attackers
can write “subversive” code and thereby access the data of other Java code such as a
banking application residing on the same mobile phone. Only the most recent J2ME
version (MIDP 2.0) includes the possibility of digitally signing code and thus tying code
executed on the device to a trusted source that presumably performs proper off-device
byte-code verification. Only devices that conform to this specification level meet the
recommendation to only run code of known origin. It is highly dubious, however, that it
is possible to educate typical users enough to verify that a piece of code’s digital
signature refers to a trusted source. The underlying issue of checking certificate origin,
that is, checking SSL certificates to avoid MITM attacks, has already proven intractable
in PC-based online banking.
Java’s prevalence, combined with a nonexistent or difficult-to-verify code-origin check
and a weak code security model, makes mobile phones far weaker than PCs when it
comes to security. Storing secret information such as private keys to support remote
authentication on a mobile phone that lacks a security module, that is, one that uses soft
tokens, or software-only authentication implementations, is far too dangerous and users
should not even consider it. Instead, they should use a smart card as a tamper-resistant
security module. Nearly all mobile phones have a security interface module (SIM), which
are smart cards that, among other things, authenticate the mobile phone with the mobile
network provider. Network operators can deploy additional applications on these SIMs,
which can use the mobile phone network as a security channel. The new generation of
mobile phones also have a second smart card that offers secure storage for applications
running on the phone’s run-time platform. The card also provides a run-time platform for
secure applications. These new phones can connect smart cards to PCs using near-field
communication (NFC) [86], a short-range contactless communication interface and
protocol based on ISO proximity card standards [87]. Although it is convenient for users,
such direct communication between NFC-enabled mobile phones and PCs requires them
to add a contactless reader device to their PCs. To use the second smart card simply, that
is, as a phone-based authentication with user-interaction on the phone, is similar to using
the SIM. The only difference is the chip’s availability, which is rare compared to SIM,
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and accessibility, which is better than SIM. Still, short of the phone-internal chip that
drives all external user interactions, through a SIM Application Toolkit (SAT) [88]
application, for example, using a security device helps protect only the secret data. It can
not guarantee overall application integrity. If a user can be tricked into providing the
password to the secret data, a malicious on-phone application can freely access the data,
even if it is safely stored. Any application that uses a mobile phone as a security device
must account for this fact when designing what on-phone code can do with the secret
information once it is unlocked. As an obvious example, it should be impossible for an
application to copy out this data, even if the user presents the correct PIN code.
2.2.3.3. Smart Memory Sticks
Memory sticks equipped with a smart card, in, for example, a USB form factor for use
with PCs, are a rather new development. The memory stick mounts as a write-protected
volume (like a CD) and usually contains some immutable software for remote
authentication. This software might be a Web browser, such as Firefox, that is restricted
to connecting only to certain Web sites. For added convenience, users can configure
some or all of this software to automatically launch whenever the memory stick is
mounted. Any mutable state and any data that cannot be exposed such as a shared secret
or a private key are stored and processed on the embedded smart card. One of this
technology’s main challenges is how to create user-friendly updating of the read-only
memory if, for example, security patches require installation of a new version of the
memory stick’s software. Furthermore, not all applications can operate from a read-only
device. As a result, they must be temporarily copied to the PC’s hard drive prior to each
execution. In principle, smart memory sticks can work with mobile phones, by inserting
them into the secure digital (SD) card slot, for example, at the time of writing, however,
no such product could be found.
2.2.4.

Threat-Solution Taxonomy

The threat-solution taxonomy shown in Figure 13 puts the most popular authentication
schemes into relation to the security level they provide with respect to phishing, MITM,
and MSW attacks. Static passwords (PW, also called code), soft tokens such as PKI
certificates stored on the hard disk, as well as scratch lists are inherently prone to
phishing attacks. Attackers can obtain and use them at any time, not only while the
genuine users are using them. Thus, these methods do not cross the so-called offline
credential stealing attack boundary as indicated in Figure 13. Scratch lists, even indexed
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ones, do not withstand phishing attacks because the one-time code’s validity period is
itself rather long (or even unlimited). Also, the code is not specifically connected with a
particular information channel. So, when attackers get a one-time code from a scratch
list, they can use it with any information channel to the genuine server any time after an
attack and prior to the legitimate user’s next attempt to authenticate with that server.
Biometric authentication, which is seldom used and thus not considered in the taxonomy,
is also conceptually vulnerable to phishing attacks for the same reasons. In contrast,
timer-based short-time codes at least limit an attacker’s window of opportunity to a
couple of minutes making phishing attacks

largely impossible.

Still,

only

challenge/response authentication effectively prevents phishing by strictly associating
each response to a specific authentication attempt. Applying this line of reasoning, PKIbased authentication methods also prevent phishing attacks. In fact, we can consider the
server challenge’s digital signature as a response, much like a one-time code
challenge/response scheme, though the latter usually employ a simpler infrastructure than
PKI.
Although effective against phishing, short-time PW are not resistant against MITM
attacks and thus are not crossing the so-called single online channel breaking attack
boundary (c.f. Figure 13). Single online channel means that the information channel is
also the security channel. To cross that boundary SSL/TLS client authentication using a
security device such as a class 1 smart card reader and a corresponding smart card is
required. Keeping private keys on the smart card thwarts phishing, while the SSL/TLS
client authentication renders MITM attacks impossible. Unfortunately, the SSL/TLS
protocol does not support one-time code schemes for client authentication, although
researchers have made a proposal in that direction [89]. On the application level, MITM
attacks can be prevented only by challenge/response one-time codes or PKI-based
authentication methods - if both are extended to this end. To exclude a MITM, the client
and server must uniquely identify the information channel, and then use this
identification as an additional input parameter when calculating the one-time code
response, or concatenate it with the data to be digitally signed. The client and server
could, for example, use the session-specific SSL/TLS protocol information – such as the
handshake message’s hash value - to identify the information channel. Such information
would be different for client and server if, instead of one end-to-end session, they had
two sessions with an MITM. Consequently, either the client’s one-time code response
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or the signed data wouldn’t match, respectively. If the session identification is
independent of the SSL/TLS connection, as in the use of cookies, for example, the
session has no MITM resistance [90].
Although TLS client authentication in combination with a hardware token, for example, a
public key (PK) enabled smart card, protects against MITM attacks, it does not protect
against MSW attacks. A virus or Trojan horse located on the client machine to which the
smart card is connected can misuse the card. For instance, it could use the card for
authentication or transaction signing transparently for the user. One approach to prevent
such MSW attacks is to authorize/sign transactions via a second online channel such as
the short message service (SMS) to the user’s mobile phone. In this multi-channel
scenario, the Internet connection between the PC and the server is used as the
information channel and SMS communication is used as the security channel. This
approach is considered resistant against MSW attacks under the assumption that the
attacker is not able to gain control over the security channel as well. However, this
assumption does not necessarily hold, since a normal mobile phone is not considered a
security device. Therefore, this method does not cross the so-called multi online channel
breaking attack boundary as indicated in Figure 13. To achieve this, transactions must be
signed on a trusted hardware device, for instance, a class 3 or 4 smart card reader
including a secure display and pin pad.

Figure 13.

Authentication thread-solution taxonomy
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The majority of solutions, which are in use at the time of writing, can be classified
around the junction of the phishing line and the offline credential stealing attack
boundary line shown in Figure 13. Only a few are resistant against MITM and even less
provide transaction signing on trusted hardware such that all three attack classes are
rendered impossible. Unfortunately, recent research shows that while online services are
becoming more resistant to phishing attacks - such as by moving from scratch lists to
short-time password-generating hardware tokens - MSW attacks are increasing [25].
In the following sub-sections, those methods that claim to be resistant against phishing,
MITM, and MSW attacks are discussed in more detail. Furthermore, they are related to
the challenges and requirements set out in Section 1.8.2, which include more aspects than
sole security.
2.2.5.

Mobile Transaction Authentication Number

The mobile transaction authentication number (mTAN) system is based on the multichannel approach. It uses SMS communication to a user’s mobile phone as the security
channel. Figure 14 illustrates the mTAN usage scenario. As usual, the user connects to
the remote server via Internet, typically, using a standard Web browser. Then, during
user authentication, a server-generated one-time password (the TAN) is sent to the user’s
mobile phone via SMS. To complete authentication, the user must manually copy the
TAN from the phone’s display to the Web browser and submit it to the server. Similarly,
when the user has submitted some sensitive transaction, a transaction-specific servergenerated TAN is sent to his or her phone along with the details of a given transaction
(c.f. Figure 14). The user can then verify the transaction details and approve it by
copying the TAN to the web browser. The mTAN system considers the mobile phone as
a trusted platform with respect to the Internet service since it is unlikely that an attacker
has gained control over both, the client PC and the mobile phone. Under this assumption,
the system is resistant against MITM/MSW attacks as long as the user carefully examines
the transaction details. However, today’s mobile phones increasingly become open multiapplication platforms connected to the Internet and, as such, will eventually face similar
attack scenarios as PCs. Additionally, the mTAN system introduces a substantial privacy
and confidentiality issue since short messages sent to the phone can be traced, at least by
the mobile network operator(s) involved. Also, most users do not enable PIN protection
to restrict physical access to their mobile phones while they are switched on.
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mTAN usage scenario

With respect to ease-of-use and mobility, the mTAN approach also exhibits some
shortcomings. Manually copying a password not only for authentication but for each
transaction is rather inconvenient. Mobility seems to be guaranteed as the approach
works independent of the PC used, for instance, when connecting from an Internet café.
However, the mobile network connection might be limited depending on the location, for
instance, in buildings. Also, SMS delivery is by definition best effort and not reliable.
Finally yet importantly, the SMS communication generates additional costs per
authentication/transaction, which might sum up to a significant amount considering a
large and active user base.
With respect to ease-of-integration and administration, obviously, the system requires
some server changes in order to generate and distribute the short messages. However, the
fact that service providers do not need to distribute devices, clearly makes the system
relatively easy and cost efficient to introduce. On the other hand, the multitude of
different mobile phones generates a lot of support costs as users, for instance, will not be
able to operate them properly and text messages will look different on the different phone
models. Overall, it is a system, which can be introduced quickly and with limited costs,
but it lacks security, privacy, user convenience, and maintenance cost in the long term.
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Standalone Challenge/Response Reader

Standalone challenge/response devices that include a smart card reader are widespread, at
least in Europe, for a number of years already. However, in most cases they are used as
standard challenge-based short-time password generators. As such, they are only suitable
to protect against phishing attacks but not against MITM/MSW as indicated in Figure 13.
To extend them towards this end, it is not only used for authentication, where the user
must enter a server-generated challenge and the device calculates a corresponding
response code with the help of a smart card, but also for transaction authorization. In the
latter case, the user must, in addition to the random challenge, also enter critical
transaction details such that the resulting response code becomes dependent on them.
Consequently, MSW can no longer silently modify transactions sent to the server, as the
server would detect this when verifying the response code.
In order to make the reader device itself user independent, the cryptographic keys
required to calculate response codes are usually stored on a smart card. Users must insert
the smart card and enter the card PIN before using the device for authentication or
transaction authorisation purposes. Furthermore, in order to re-use existing infrastructure,
in many cases already existing cards are used. This is possible because most of the credit
and debit cards support the card authentication program (CAP) standard specified by
Europay, MasterCard, and Visa (EMV). Therefore, such challenge/response readers are
oftentimes called EMV CAP reader. As an example, Figure 15 shows the reader
distributed by the Barclays Bank to their online banking customers.

Figure 15.

Barclays EMV CAP reader
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Concerning the effectiveness against software attacks as discussed in 1.8.2.1,
challenge/response reader-based solutions are good if the user manually enters
transaction details. Since the devices are not connected to the PC, they are by definition
resistant against MSW attacks targeting the device itself. In addition, it is not possible to
install any software on them, which could potentially be malicious.
Mobility and ease-of-use is rather limited. In principle, the approach is perfectly mobile
since the device is independent of the PC and does not require any network connection,
as for instance, the mTAN solution. Unfortunately, the reader devices are usually quite
bulky because a pin pad is required. Consequently, users do not like to carry them around
all the time if used only occasionally. Ease-of-use represents the major issue, since the
approach requires a significant amount of manual work. The challenge must be manually
copied from the PC to the device, transaction details must be entered, and the response
must be copied back to the PC. In essence, the solution requires too much effort for
frequent users and is too complicated for occasional users.
Integration obviously requires a few changes on the server side to generate challenge
values and verify response codes. The client PC does not require any software
installation. Only the reader devices and smart cards, if not already deployed, must be
issued. Reader devices are reasonably cheap with a price around five GBP. A weak point
is the fact that the reader device software cannot be remotely updated. Overall, the
approach solves the core security challenge, but does hardly fulfil any of the other
requirements, in particular, ease-of-use.
2.2.7.

Flicker Devices

Standalone devices have the advantage that they are independent of the client PC. This
eliminates many sources of error such as connection or software issues, for instance, due
to missing physical ports, operating system support, or device driver problems. On the
other hand, manual interaction thwarts user convenience as described in Section 2.2.6.
An innovative alternative is the communication via flickering images, originally invented
at the Berne University of Applied Science in Biel, Switzerland. The basic idea is to
separate the information channel and the security channel as done with the mTAN
solution. However, instead of using a separate physical communication network, the
security channel is tunnelled through the information channel via a flickering image
representing encrypted information. In other words, in case of authentication or
transaction authorization, a server-generated flickering image is embedded into the web
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page and thus visible at the client PC. The image works like a bar code but has an
additional dynamic component such that more data can be embedded. Essentially, it
consists of black-and-white flickering vertical bars. When the image appears, the user
must hold his or her device in front of the computer screen just over the flickering bars.
Figure 16 shows this for the so called AXS-Card device from Axsionics [26]. The device
reads the data from the image via some light sensitive diodes located at the backside of
the device, decrypts it and displays it on a small embedded display. This way, the
challenge as well as transaction details can be securely transferred to the device such that
the user dos not need to enter them manually. The device then generates a corresponding
short-time password. Since the communication via the flickering image is unidirectional,
users are still required to manually copy the password from the device display to the PC.
In case of the AXS-Card, the device is additionally equipped with a fingerprint reader
such that no pin pad is required for entering the device PIN. At the time of writing, the
first EMV CAP reader devices (c.f. Section 2.2.6) extended with support for flickering
communication have just appeared.

Figure 16.

Flickering communication with AXS-Card

The properties of this approach are similar to the properties of the challenge/response
reader solution discussed above, except that less manual input is required such that easeof-use is clearly enhanced. However, the device must be held in front of the flickering
image for more than ten seconds since the bandwidth of the image is limited.
Additionally, it must be positioned such that the diodes are located over the bars and this
position must be held steadily. In practice, this creates problems with interrupted data
transmissions since some people do not have the fine motor skills to place and hold the
device correctly. Essentially, the manual data input via a pin pad is traded against some
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balancing act. Furthermore, the flickering image is not very pleasant to look at and might
even cause problems with people suffering from epileptic seizures. Overall, the solution
can be considered as a variation of the challenge/response reader solution where ease-ofuse is still limited.
2.2.8.

Secoder and Financial Transaction IC Card Reader

The classical approach to thwart MITM and MSW attacks is the use of a class 3/4 smart
card reader device in combination with a smart card supporting digital signature
generation. The Secoder [28] standard defined by the German institution Zentraler
Kreditausschuss and the FINREAD (FINancial Transaction IC Card READer) [46]
standard created as part of an EU research project are examples for such systems. In
contrast to the solutions discussed previously, the card reader device is connected with
the client PC, for example, via an USB cable (c.f. Figure 17).

Figure 17.

FINREAD compliant class 4 smart card reader

The main idea behind the approach is that sensitive operations are sent from the PC to the
reader device for verification and digital signing before they are forwarded to the server.
This requires some software components to be installed on the client PC. In most cases, a
specific device driver and some software components that enable communication
between the Web browser and the reader device, for example, a browser extension or
plug-in, must be installed. Authentication and transaction requests are then sent to the
reader, the PIN for unlocking the smart card must be entered on the reader, the reader
explicitly requests the user to approve operations via the embedded pin pad, and finally
requests are signed by the smart card. To prevent MSW attacks, which can potentially be
launched against the reader device from the client PC, the reader does not allow direct
usage of the smart card. Only higher-level commands such as requesting a signature of
some given data can be sent from the PC to the reader. This way, the reader can ensure
that data is securely displayed and approved by the user via the embedded display and
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pin pad before it is signed. No MSW running on the PC can disrupt this sequence. In
addition, the smart card PIN is never exposed to the PC.
With respect to effectiveness against software attacks, class 3/4 smart card reader
solutions are very good as long as the reader software is resilient against attacks from the
PC. For example, malicious PC software should not be able to force the reader into
malfunctioning by sending corrupted commands over the USB link.
Besides strong security, the approach also offers a very high level of convenience. Users
only need to enter the card PIN on the reader and press one button to approve or decline
transactions. The main reasons why these type of solutions have not become widespread
lie in the cost, mobility, and maintenance domain. Firstly, with a price tag around 30
GBP, the devices are too expensive to be distributed to users free of charge. Secondly,
the fact that software must be installed on the client PC creates many issues in terms of
customer support, ability to use the solution with various different operating systems and
Web browser platforms, as well as mobility. The latter is further decreased due to the
rather bulky devices. Most readers are built for desktop usage and thus are not suitable to
carry them around.
2.2.9.

Mobile Identity and Sentinel

Recently, a few new solutions based on a so-called hardened browser have appeared.
The idea is to provide a dedicated Web browser that only works for specific applications
of specific service providers, for example, a browser used for online banking with a
specific bank only. Such a restriction allows stripping down browser functionality to an
absolute minimum and thus minimizing possibilities for attackers. For instance, such a
browser must only connect to pre-configured URLs, accept only specific SSL/TLS
certificates, must not support browser extensions, and so on. Additionally, scrambling
and encryption tools are applied to the browser code such that runtime attacks become
more complicated.
To further secure the hardened browser against manipulation, it is stored on a write
protected USB stick hosting some flash memory. This enables mobility and plug-andplay convenience. Examples for such solutions are CLX.Sentinel [91] from Crealogix and
Mobile Identity (mIDentity) [92] from Kobil. The latter additionally includes a smart card
to securely store cryptographic keys as indicated in Figure 18.
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Summary and Discussion

Kobil mIDentity USB stick

Manufacturers claim that these solutions thwart MSW attacks. However, since the
hardened browser is still executed on the client PC, this is highly questionable.
Considering today’s standard PC hardware and operating systems, it is not possible to
extensively protect software running in such an open environment from MSW. Even if
the keys used for SSL/TLS client authentication are stored on a smart card, as with
mIDentity, the SSL/TLS connection still terminates on the PC and thus is subject to
attacks. Furthermore, there is no secure display and pin pad. Effectively, such solutions
provide, at best, a similar security level as a standard class 1 smart card reader solution
plus a more difficult to attack, but still vulnerable Web browser.
Additionally, the need to transfer a full web browser from the USB stick to the PC for
each online session may well introduce user acceptance problems. Promptly updating the
web browser on the USB stick to keep up with released security fixes to protect against
known vulnerabilities of the browser remains an administrative challenge. Overall, the
advantages in the area of ease-of-use and mobility are rendered useless by the fact that
the effectiveness against MSW attacks is questionable.
2.3. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
From the previous discussion of the relevant process execution frameworks, it is clear
that none manages to fully meet the requirements presented in Section 1.8.1. The large
BPM product suites from big industrial players, as discussed by way of example with
IBM WebSphere, are complex, monolithic, and focus on high-level process languages
such as BPEL. The core process engines used in these solutions are not designed to be
used standalone, meaning outside of the corresponding application servers and without
the comprehensive set of modelling and code generation tools. Thus, these frameworks
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fall short of the important requirements of versatility and generic applicability. With
respect to programmability, low-level imperative programming interfaces are either not
publicly available or not well documented. Other frameworks such as YAWL or
OSWorkflow focus on introducing a new, supposedly more powerful, graphical or
declarative process language. While this can make sense on higher levels, for instance,
for domain specific tools and languages, a generic core engine should be independent of
such notations. It should rather provide an efficient programming model in an easy and
well-known language. The jBPM and Windows WF frameworks are the two approaches
that, in parallel to this thesis, have developed towards a direction similar to this thesis
project. Here, the engine kernel is generic and largely independent of high-level notations
and tools. However, these frameworks adopt the classical approach of translating a
graphical process model, for instance, Petri nets or state machines, to a corresponding
object model in an object oriented programming language. Although this approach
maintains tight coupling between the source code of the process and the graphical
representation, defining processes using such object models is rather cumbersome.
Furthermore, persistence support in these frameworks lack flexibility and thus efficiency
during process execution. The process framework presented in this thesis addresses all of
these shortcomings. For instance, by introducing a workflow specific programming
model rather than a new language or an object model, a flexible persistence model, as
well as a lightweight and generic engine architecture that supports the idea of processdriven applications. To the best of our knowledge, no other project exists at the time of
writing that focuses on generic workflow kernels in the same distinct way.
The above discussion of the various methods, devices, and schemes for remote
authentication and transaction authorization unveils that there is no single solution that
satisfies all the requirements presented in Section 1.8.2. Nowadays, resistance against
MSW represents the most challenging requirement. Only a few approaches are able to
satisfy this requirement in the long term. Standalone challenge/response readers that
require the user to input a challenge and the transaction details are examples. Flicker
devices as well as Secoder or FINREAD compliant solutions are considered secure as
well. However, a solution that does not only ensure security, but also satisfies the
additional requirements regarding mobility, convenience, integration, and administration
(c.f. Section 1.8.2) is not known at the time of writing. Thus, this thesis introduces a new
approach, which uniquely combines all these requirements into an innovative device and
method for authentication and transaction authorization. This approach is generically
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applicable to all kinds of transactions and supports the multi-party authorization pattern.
This makes it relevant as a client device for the process execution framework.
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3. A GENERIC FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS EXECUTION
Having identified the challenges and requirements of a lightweight and generic process
execution framework, and after having discussed the limitations of existing approaches, a
proposal for a suitable architecture is introduced in this chapter: the embeddable Process
Virtual Machine (ePVM). ePVM provides a lightweight process execution framework
that can be easily embedded into all kinds of applications. It can be considered a microkernel type of approach, as it solely focuses on the core, domain independent
functionality of a process engine leading to a very generic framework. After introducing
the high-level architecture of ePVM, its process model, which is based on the theoretical
foundation of communicating extended finite state machines, is presented. Then, it is
described how the theoretical model can be applied in a JavaScript-based programming
model representing the process definition language of ePVM. Afterwards, it is discussed
how the ePVM architecture supports the core functionality of a process engine, namely,
concurrency and synchronization, communication, monitoring, and persistence. Finally,
the ePVM prototype is described along with a more elaborate example illustrating the use
of ePVM to define complex concurrent process flows.

3.1. HIGH LEVEL ARCHITECTURE
The challenges and requirements identified in Chapter 1 along with the limitations of
existing approaches identified in Chapter 1 led to the design of a new generic process
execution framework named embeddable Process Virtual Machine (ePVM). The term
“process virtual machine” indicates that ePVM is an interpreter-based approach and that
it executes process definitions. However, it is not the definition of a workflow-specific
byte code interpreter, as the name may spuriously suggest, but rather a runtime library
integrated into an interpreter of a standard programming language. Furthermore, ePVM
should not be confused with the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) using a similar
abbreviation.
Figure 19 shows the top-level architectural design of ePVM including its typical
environment. The idea of ePVM can be considered a bottom-up or micro-kernel type of
approach for building BPM/workflow systems or process-driven applications. This
means that ePVM is a basic framework for building such systems rather than a complete
off-the-shelf application that can run standalone. To fulfil the requirement of versatility,
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ePVM consists of a self-contained library providing an appropriate API, the so-called
host API, which allows programmers to easily embed the process engine into another
application, the so-called host application (c.f. Figure 19). Being self-contained means
that all functionality required for basic usage of the library is included. It does not require
any server software container to run or any database installation, nor does it have
dependencies on other software packages. In case of the prototype implementation, the
ePVM library is a Java library such that the host API obviously is a Java API. However,
providing ePVM in any other language, for example, as a C library, would not affect
process definitions since they use another language. The process definition language,
which is JavaScript in the prototype implementation, is independent of the library’s
environment because ePVM includes a corresponding interpreter as indicated in Figure
19. The use of JavaScript ensures that process definitions can be easily programmed by
hand and the learning curve is very low for a large number of people.

Figure 19.

ePVM top level architectural design

The process model of ePVM resembles the theoretical framework of communicating
extended finite state machines (CEFSM). However, ePVM does not provide a formal
specification language or graphical notation. It rather provides a programming
environment and run-time system that explicitly supports structuring process definitions
along the CEFSM model. Other process models can be mapped to the state machine
model to enable interoperability and support evolution of higher-level process languages.
To keep the ePVM engine generic, only the core functionality that constitutes a process
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engine is part of the ePVM runtime. The following functionality is considered inherent
core functionality (c.f. Figure 19):
•

Process Definitions: Process definitions can be deployed to the process engine.
The engine manages the definitions and supports the creation of one or more
process instances from each distinct process definition.

•

Communication: The process engine provides means for process instances to
communicate with other process instances as well as with entities external to the
process engine.

•

State and Control Flow: The engine provides means to manage state data of
process instances as well as support for concurrency and synchronization.

•

Persistence: Process instances can be stored to and retrieved from persistent
media as required.

•

Monitoring: The engine provides means to monitor the execution of process
instances as well as the state of the process engine itself.

The ePVM runtime library implements this core functionality and makes it available to
process instances via the so-called runtime API.
The host application itself communicates with the ePVM engine via the host API. This
way, the host application can, for instance, create an instance of the process engine,
deploy process definitions, create process instances, or communicate with process
instances. Besides the host application, other external entities, so-called host process
objects, can be registered with the ePVM engine. Once registered, they can communicate
with process instances and vice versa. Using this mechanism, higher-level, domainspecific functionality such as Web services support, human interactions or integration
with other process languages can be attached on demand. The host process interface
represents a general-purpose interface, which can be used to extend ePVM, attach any
kind of business code to be triggered from process instances, and integrate the engine
with diverse existing infrastructures.
The proposed architecture leads to a generic, lightweight, and easy to program process
kernel, which can be embedded into all kinds of applications. For example, it could be
used as a page-flow engine within a web server, to implement the application logic of a
revision control system, to implement a Web Service orchestration engine, or even for
building a fully-fledged BPM system supporting multiple process definition formats and
modelling tools. Thus, it addresses the challenges and requirements discussed in Section
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1.8.1. Having sketched the top-level architectural design, the rationale behind the chosen
architecture and the various design decisions involved are discussed in detail in the
following sub-sections.
3.2. PROCESS MODEL
The first decision to be made when designing a process engine is to find a suitable
process model – the abstract way to describe processes. There is no standard theory for
workflow and business process management that provides a theoretical background like
the relational algebra does for databases [93]. Despite efforts of various standardisation
bodies, there is no consensus on the representation or conceptual model of a workflow or
business process [94]. Thus, there has been a long, and still ongoing, debate about the
pros and cons of various formalisms that could be used for modelling business processes.
For example, the use of Petri nets [68] versus process algebras such as π -calculus [69]
are discussed heavily by the academic community [71].
When looking at the properties of workflows and business processes there are two
important perspectives to be considered, the data perspective and the control flow
perspective. Van der Aalst [75] and Russell [95] compiled a set of control flow patterns
and data patterns that together define comprehensive workflow functionality. Today’s
trend towards BPM advocates a process-centric modelling paradigm, meaning that the
focus is on coordinating tasks and thus on the control flow perspective. In other words,
the main challenge in today’s process definitions is handling concurrency and
synchronisation. In fact, a reasonably complex business process represents a concurrent
system. Therefore, the various well-known approaches for the modelling of concurrent
systems such as Petri nets, process calculi, or communicating state machines, can
potentially be applied to business process modelling. The discussion of related work
indicates that Petri nets are the most popular abstraction used in process frameworks.
This is the case for several reasons. Firstly, Petri nets are graphical language and thus
support communication with end-users, as opposed to process algebras. Secondly, they
have a clear and precise definition, because the semantics of the classical Petri net as well
as several enhancements such as coloured Petri nets have been formally defined. Lastly,
there are tools and techniques available for reasoning on certain qualitative and
quantitative properties of Petri nets [93]. However, Petri nets also have some deficiencies
concerning workflow modelling. The token game semantics of Petri nets rather describes
closed active systems whereas a process engine executing a process definition can be
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considered as an open, reactive system. A process engine does not execute the activities
within a process, but merely coordinates the execution of these activities by human actors
or software components. A process engine does not mainly control its environment, but
reacts to events in the environment. Although Petri nets can be extended to that end [96],
reactive systems, and this is what workflows are, are usually modelled using eventcondition-action rules as used in communicating state machines. The popularity of the
Petri net abstraction is probably due to that fact that it is close to flowcharts often used
when sketching business processes. However, the current trend towards event-driven and
loosely coupled process modelling in the context of SOA requires another abstraction.
State machines are well suited for this purpose because they perform actions in response
to explicit triggers such as events or messages. In contrast, the flowchart does not need
explicit triggers; it rather transitions from node to node in its graph automatically upon
completion of an activity. Thus, the way processes are modelled in ePVM resembles the
theoretical framework of communicating extended finite state machines (CEFSM)
[29,97]. Additionally, whereas Petri net models are usually translated into a
corresponding object model for execution (c.f. Section 2.1), the CEFSM abstraction can
be easily translated into a corresponding programming paradigm as discussed in Section
3.3. In other words, ePVM does not provide a formal specification language, a graphical
notation, or an object model, but rather provides a programming environment and
runtime system that explicitly supports structuring process implementations along the
CEFSM model. Therefore, ePVM is rather a practitioner’s approach although being
based on the theory of communicating automata. Process calculi such as the Calculus of
Communicating Systems (CCS) or π -calculus could be used to formally describe and
verify ePVM processes, but this lies outside the scope of this work. Similarly, the support
for graphical representation of process definitions is considered optional. At the level of
the core engine, only programmatic (textual) definitions are visible. The ePVM process
model is inspired by previous ideas developed in the context of real-time computing,
telecommunication systems, and embedded systems [98].

An extended finite state machine (EFSM) is a finite state machine (FSM) augmented by
local variables which can be viewed as the complex implicit state within the discrete
explicit state of the automaton. Additionally, predicates on the variable values are
considered as preconditions for state transitions and operations on the variable values are
executed as part of such transitions. This way the state explosion problem known from
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ordinary FSMs is dealt with. Furthermore, for each state transition, the values of the local
variables are mutually disjoint meaning that the EFSMs are deterministic. Formally, an
EFSM M can be defined as follows [98]:

Μ = (Q, ∑, ∆, x , Τ, q 0 ) where

Q : is a non-empty finite set of states,

∑ : is a non-empty finite input alphabet,
∆ : is a non-empty finite output alphabet,

q 0 ∈ Q : is the initial state,

x : is a finite vector x = (x1 , x 2 ,..., x k ) of local variables, and
Τ : is a non-empty finite set of transitions.

Each transition τ ∈ Τ is a six-tuple τ = (qτ , q&τ , aτ , oτ , Ρτ , Ατ ) where

qτ ∈ Q : is the current state,
q&τ ∈ Q : is the next state,
aτ ∈ Q : is the input,
oτ ∈ Q : is the output,
Ρτ ( x ) : is a predicate on the current local variable values, and
Ατ ( x ) : gives an operation on the variable values.

Whenever the machine receives an input, it evaluates Ρ(x) . Only if this evaluation returns
true, the transition τ is executed, which means the machine outputs o, changes the
current variable values by x ← Α( x) , and moves to state q& . If the set of variables is
empty and all predicates always return true, the EFSM becomes an ordinary deterministic
FSM. Concurrent systems can be very well modelled via a number of such EFSMs
running in parallel. Input to an EFSM can be queued by some ordering policy and may be
generated by other EFSMs resulting in a web of interweaved state machines finally
representing the CEFSM model.
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The CEFSM concept is well known and often used in the design and implementation of
telecommunications systems, network protocols, embedded systems, as well as in
hardware design and testing [99,100,101]. It has proven to be a very efficient abstraction
whenever event-driven, reactive systems involving many concurrent activities are to be
designed. The Specification and Description Language (SDL) [102] is a prominent
example that is based on the idea of CEFSMs.
Comparing business processes with these application domains shows that they seem to
have a lot in common. For instance, just like a network protocol, a business process can
be described on high level as a state machine. In fact, this is what business people often
do, consciously or not, when they design a process by drawing circles and arrows on a
whiteboard. Furthermore, placing a network protocol into a protocol stack leads to a set
of communicating state machines. Again, this corresponds to interacting business
processes. Additionally, one protocol is often broken down into a set of so-called micro
protocols again consisting of state machines, which introduces some hierarchy of
CEFSMs. Complex business processes or workflows in general are very similar to
network protocols. They are event driven, reactive systems exhibiting a locally
synchronous, but globally asynchronous behaviour just like communicating state
machines. Therefore, CESFMs are first class entities in ePVM and are the main
abstraction for modelling processes (on micro and macro level), communication,
synchronization, and concurrency.
In general, it can be observed that state machine based modelling of business processes is
gaining more and more attention at the time of writing. Leading products such as
Microsoft’s WF or IBM’s WepSphere Process Server have been created/updated recently
to explicitly support state machines. The reason is twofold. Firstly, event-driven
architectures based on messaging-frameworks designed around the enterprise service bus
(ESB) pattern have become prevalent as a technology complementing SOA. State
machines seem to be ideal for modelling such event-driven applications. Secondly, state
machines provide more flexibility than flowchart or activity diagrams in which the flow
is usually into one direction and all possible paths within a process are prescribed.
However, today’s business processes are complex and agile and there are many
alternative paths for achieving one goal. Consequently, such processes are easier
modelled via state machines because there the idea is not to hardwire all different paths,
but rather to account for all possibilities. Furthermore, the CEFSM model provides the
basis for statecharts as available within UML. UML statecharts are derived from Harel
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statecharts, which add explicit support for hierarchy to CEFSM. UML statecharts could
be used as the graphical representation of ePVM process definitions. However, higherlevel languages and graphical notations are by design not part of the ePVM framework,
as the focus is solely on the core engine functionality and execution. Nevertheless, a
mapping from statecharts or other notations such as BMPN to executable ePVM code
could well be defined and made available as an ePVM extension.

Figure 20.

UML state diagram of a computer keyboard state machine [101]

Figure 20 provides an example of an UML statechart, also called state diagram,
representing a computer keyboard state machine. State transitions are triggered by events
and involve actions. Additionally, UML allows defining so-called orthogonal regions
whereas orthogonal means independent. In other words, orthogonal regions allow
multiple parts of a state machine to be active concurrently. This corresponds to
concurrent state machines in the CEFSM abstraction. In contrast to statecharts, the
CEFSM model applied in ePVM does not explicitly support hierarchy. The motivation
for that is to keep the engine simple and lightweight focusing only on core functionality
in line with the micro kernel paradigm. In this respect, support for hierarchy is
considered optional and could be provided as an extension if deemed necessary.
3.3. FROM CEFSMS TO PROCESS DEFINITIONS
3.3.1.

Process Definition Language

Having defined CEFSMs to represent the theoretical foundation of ePVM, an appropriate
process definition language for defining executable processes is required. In contrast to
many other process engines, ePVM does not introduce a new imperative language, a
declarative XML-based dialect, or a mix of both. Neither does it provide a mapping of
entities of the process model such as state or transition to an object model in an object
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oriented programming language as current approaches do (c.f. Section 2.1). Instead, a
programming model that allows structuring code along the CEFSM paradigm in a wellknown imperative programming language is provided. The JavaScript language has been
chosen as the base language and execution platform. Support for implementing state
machines is offered via a comprehensive run-time API as indicated in Figure 19, leaving
the JavaScript language itself unmodified. Therefore, defining an ePVM process means
implementing one or more state machines in JavaScript. Using JavaScript has several
striking advantages. Firstly, it is an open and firmly defined language [103] natively
supporting XML data types [104]. The latter is not a critical feature, but can be very
helpful when operating in a Web service environment. Secondly, it is a very easy, but yet
powerful language with various features typical for scripting languages. For instance, it
has a simple implicit type system, dynamic garbage collection, and only basic objectbased features not making the language too complicated. Thirdly, and possibly most
importantly, it has an exceptionally large user base. All this makes ePVM easily
accessible for a large number of people. They only need to understand the ePVM
programming model and API but do not need to learn a new language. Establishing a
new language would be an order of magnitude harder than just establishing a
programming model on top of a well-known language. Due to the importance it gained
for scripting Web pages, JavaScript is the most used scripting language at the time of
writing. Nevertheless, ePVM could also be implemented using any other language with
similar properties. In any case, it should be well-known and not too complex. The focus
of a workflow definition is not to solve complex problems but only to coordinate tasks,
thus easy scripting languages are considered better suited than full blown object oriented
programming languages such as Java, or C#. Finally, it is preferable to use an interpreted
language to have full control over misbehaving process implementations and be able to
easily modify process definitions at runtime.
3.3.2.

Process Anatomy

Having decided to use JavaScript as the base language, a programming model resembling
the CEFSM approach must be defined along with an appropriate nomenclature. In
ePVM, every process is defined by an ordinary JavaScript function referred to as the
process function. The process function acts as the static implementation of one state
machine and as such represents a process definition, which can be deployed to the
execution engine. Once deployed, it is available for instantiation whereupon an arbitrary
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number of instances can be created. A process instance, created by invoking a process
definition, consists of an associated ePVM thread and an environment. The role of the
process function is similar to the role of the code function in traditional threading,
however, in ePVM the runtime system calls the process function anew for every message
the process instance receives; a message hereby can carry any JavaScript object as
payload. The messaging facility provided for communicating with process instances is
described in Section 3.5. The process function is similar to the core of an implicit event
loop performing a number of actions in response to each received message as outlined in
Figure 21. These actions may include sending messages to or receiving messages from
other processes, or creating further process instances. Finally, the return value of the
process function indicates whether the process instance should remain in the system or
has terminated and should be removed. In the former case, the process function will
either be called with the next message pending, if any, or falls asleep waiting for a
message to arrive.

Figure 21.

Event-driven invocation of the process function

Listing 7 shows a simple ePVM process named echo__PVMProcess, which simply
bounces each message received regardless of its type back to its sender until it receives a
stop message of type string and content “stop” upon which the process instance
terminates.
__PVMPackage = “My echo package”;
Function echo__PVMProcess(environment, message) {
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if (message == “stop”)
return false; // terminate process instance
PVM_reply(message);
return true; // keep receiving messages
}

Listing 7.

A simple ePVM process definition

The ePVM runtime system always calls the process function with the environment and
the current message value to be processed as function parameters. Consequently, each
process function should expect two parameters to be passed. In relation to the CEFSM
model, the process function can be considered as the combined state transition functions
of the state machine, whereas the types of messages received or sent resemble the
CEFSM’s input and output alphabets, respectively. The environment loosely corresponds
with the local variables of the CEFSM whereas it may or may not include an indication
of its explicit state. Technically, the environment can be any JavaScript object that is
initially defined at process instantiation time giving the state machine its initial state. It is
up to the user to specify the exact structure of the environment and the exchanged
messages and possibly establish conventions. Typically, the environment would include
some indication of the discrete state of the process along with supplementary variables.
Similarly, messages often consist of a message ID plus some accompanying data. The
ePVM framework intentionally leaves these details open to remain as generic as possible.
The same applies to how process functions are implemented. All the well-known
implementation patterns for state machines are conceivable. For example, one popular
technique of implementing state machines is the nested switch statement, with a scalar
state variable used as a discriminator in the first level of the switch and the message used
in the second. Another popular approach is the use of state tables containing arrays of
transition function references for each state. The ePVM framework intentionally leaves
all this open and solely focuses on maintaining the environment, messages, and threads.
Beside state and control flow management, data flow is another relevant aspect in
process frameworks. Russell [95] has investigated data flow patterns in workflow
systems and identified the following characteristics as particularly important:
•

Data visibility – relating to the extent and manner in which data elements can be
viewed by various components of a process.

•

Data interaction – focusing on the manner in which data is communicated.

•

Data transfer – which consider the means by which data is transferred between
processes.
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Data-based routing – which characterise the manner in which data elements can
influence control-flow.

Concerning visibility, in general, every JavaScript function, given that it is visible in the
current JavaScript scope, can either be called via an ordinary function call or used to
create an ePVM process instance. The JavaScript language provides only a few
mechanisms to group functionality and to restrict access. In particular, all scripts are
normally executed under one shared top-level scope called the global scope. To allow
additional means for structuring process definitions, ePVM introduces the notion of
process packages. A process package is a piece of JavaScript source code containing one
or more related process definitions. All process instances invoked from the same process
package share one package-level scope, yet there is no shared global-scope between
packages. Process definitions can only be deployed as part of a process package, which is
identified by a unique package name. Process functions tagged with the specific postfix
__PVMProcess are accessible by name from other packages and from the host
application; others can only be accessed via its function reference either visible within
the package or explicitly passed between package scopes. Listing 7 shows the definition
of a process package named “My echo package” including one externally visible process
definition named echo_PVMProcess. As object references can be freely passed between
processes, it is up to the programmer to decide the extent to which the concept of process
packages is exploited for strict code or data separation. Process instances can share data
in various ways. For instance, through references stored within the environment, global
variables within the package scope, or via references passed within messages. Although
there is no global JavaScript scope across process packages, ePVM also supports
globally shared data via a dedicated object, named PVM_global, which is visible in all
package scopes. ePVM leaves it to the users to decide on which level, package local or
global, processes make use of shared memory. Alternatively, processes may rely on
message passing not using any shared memory at all. In other words, all the different data
flow patterns can be implemented with ePVM.
Concerning the data interaction characteristics, the prime mechanism is the messaging
facility discussed in detail in Section 3.5. It is designed to be uniform across all
participating entities. This means that there is no difference between inter-process
messaging and messaging between an ePVM process and an external entity, namely a
host process object.
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Concerning data transfer, the passing of data is in accordance with the JavaScript
specification. This means that primitive values such as numbers and strings are passed by
value whereas JavaScript objects are passed by reference. However, this does only apply
for data flow within the process engine. In case of communication with external entities
all data is passed by value to prevent synchronization issues due to preemptive threading
as discussed in Section 3.4 and 3.5.
Concerning the data-based routing characteristics, the control flow within ePVM is
inherently message-driven and all kinds of data such as message values, environment
values, or shared memory can be considered for driving control flow by sending
messages.
function ProcessPackage(scope, name) {
this.scope = scope;
this.name = name; // package name (unique per engine)
this.monitor = false;
// package monitor object registered?
this.monitorEvents = 0; // events to be monitored
this.monitorMode = 0;
// 0 -> asynch; 1 -> synch
this.useCount = 0; // #existing instances (process or handler)
}
function Process(processPackage, functionName, functionObject,
environment, type, handle) {
this.pkg = processPackage;
this.funcName = functionName;
this.funcObj = functionObject;
this.environment = environment;
this.handle = handle;
this.thread = null; // thread executing this process
this.inQueue = new InQueue(); // incoming messages
this.saveQueue = new SaveQueue(); // saved messages
this.currentMessage = null;
this.type = type; // PROCESS/HANDLER
this.persistenceProvider = null;
}

Listing 8.

ePVM internal process and package anatomy

Listing 8 shows how process packages and process instances are structured internally in
ePVM by means of JavaScript object constructor functions. Essentially, a process
package represents a JavaScript scope including one or more process definitions and it is
identified by a unique name. Other fields regarding monitoring support are discussed
later in this chapter. A process instance belongs to a process package, references its
process function, and contains the environment holding its state. Furthermore, each
process instance is identified by a unique handle. The other fields are related to
messaging, threading, and persistence as discussed later in this chapter. Package names,
process function names, and process handles are the only information that is relevant for
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ePVM users. This information is used in the ePVM APIs to create instances and
communicate with them.
3.4. CONCURRENCY AND SYNCHRONIZATION
3.4.1.

ePVM Threads

As mentioned, ePVM process instances, just like communicating state machines, run in
parallel and therefore each process instance is associated with one thread. Since
JavaScript does not natively support multi-threading, the threads used for this purpose are
provided by the ePVM runtime system. Such threads are referred to as ePVM threads and
are distinct to threads provided by the underlying operating system (OS) referred to as
OS threads. The threading system implemented in ePVM can be considered an eventdriven cooperative user-level threading based on continuations. With continuations, the
JavaScript interpreter allows the execution of scripts to be suspended and resumed while
maintaining their complete execution context. ePVM exploits this feature to introduce
ePVM threads while the ePVM engine only runs within one OS thread. The threading
system is event-driven in a sense that the scheduling of threads depends on messages
received and sent by its associated process instance. For example, sending a message to a
process instance causes its thread to become subject to scheduling. Listing 9 provides a
very simple example illustrating this via two interacting ePVM process instances. It is
assumed that a process instance of ProcessA exists and a message has been sent to it.
Consequently, then the ePVM runtime system invokes the process function for
processing the message. Firstly, ProcessA creates an instance of ProcessB via the ePVM
runtime API function PVM_invoke() (c.f. Listing 9). At this point ePVM internal
structures (c.f. Listing 8) representing the process instance are created including an
ePVM thread. However, the thread is not scheduled yet. Secondly, ProcessA sends a
message to ProcessB via the API function PVM_call(). This function sends the message
synchronously, meaning that it is blocking until ProcessB sends a reply message.
Consequently, ProcessA falls asleep and its thread is no longer considered for
scheduling. Since ProcessB now has a pending message, the ePVM runtime considers the
related thread for scheduling. The ePVM internal scheduler uses a simple priority based
scheduling strategy where threads can have a priority between 1 (low) and 10 (high). The
priority can be defined when a process instance is created. The last parameter of the
PVM_invoke() function specifies the priority, which is 1 in case of ProcessB. As soon as
ProcessB is triggered with the message from ProcessA it simply bounces the message
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back to ProcessA via the PVM_relpy() API function and then it terminates. As a result,
ProcessA is again considered for scheduling since it has a pending message. Finally, once
ProcessA is scheduled, the PVM_call() function returns with the reply message and
ProcessA simply terminates. This gives a first impression of how concurrency and
synchronisation are implemented in ePVM. Details about the messaging facility and the
ePVM APIs are provided later in this chapter.
function PocessA__PVMProcess(environment, message) {
// create instance of ProcessB
var hnd = PVM_invoke(ProcessB, PVM_PROCESS, null, 1);
// send a message synchronously
var replyMsg = PVM_call(hnd, null);
return false; // terminate
}
function PocessB__PVMProcess(environment, message) {
PVM_reply(message); // bounce message
return false; // terminate
}

Listing 9.

Event-driven threading example

The ePVM threading system implements a so-called cooperative threading model
meaning that threads cannot be interrupted at any point, as opposed to preemptive
threading used with OS threads, but threads themselves relinquish control for other
threads to be scheduled. For this model to work properly, message processing within
process functions must be non-blocking and short-lived to ensure that the process engine
remains responsive. Therefore, the following rules must be followed when implementing
process definitions:
1. Message processing must be short-lived. The main purpose of process definitions
should be coordinating tasks and thus message processing is typically short-lived
by nature. If message processing requires significant computing, for example, if
decisions to be made involve complex algorithms, the processing must be offloaded to host process objects, since they run in separate OS threads. The concept
of host processes is described later in this chapter.
2. Blocking behaviour should be implemented via the corresponding ePVM API
functions. For example, via the PVM_call() function as used in the example
shown in Listing 9. The implementation of these API functions automatically
yields control if required. The ePVM runtime API documentation describes
which API functions might yield control.
Using an event-driven cooperative threading system within ePVM has a number of
advantages. Firstly, it reflects the nature of business processes and workflows very well.
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Business processes are often ‘long-running’ processes, which are idle most of the time.
They are meant to coordinate tasks, human or computer, and not to execute tasks
themselves. Therefore, their behaviour is rather reactive than active. For example, a
process instance might put a task in the task list of an employee and then wait for the
employee to report the task as completed. Only when the completed notification is
received, the process instance becomes active again, performs some processing, possibly
changes its state, and triggers another operation. The processing within the process
instance is usually limited to deciding what is to be done next and to triggering some
external entity to do the ‘real work’. Secondly, the fact that process instances always run
exclusively and cannot be preempted arbitrarily but only with well-defined system calls,
significantly eases synchronization of shared-memory access. No low-level and errorprone synchronization primitives such as semaphores are required. Instead,
synchronization can be solely implemented via message passing, leading to an easy and
consistent way of programming concurrent processes.
One drawback of the approach is that the responsiveness of the system relies on process
instances being cooperative. Therefore, it might happen that an erroneous process
definition, for example, a definition including an endless loop, blocks execution of the
complete process engine. However, such situations can be handled by limiting the
maximum time between context switches within the underlying JavaScript interpreter
such that misbehaving process instances can be detected and removed from the system.
Furthermore, the process engine itself cannot take advantage of multi-core platforms due
to the user-level threading. At first sight, this seems to be a limitation considering that
multi-core platforms are becoming prevalent at the time of writing. However, considering
the fact that processes are idle most of the time, a single threaded execution engine is
appropriate. Assigning one OS thread to every process instance is not necessary and
might even decrease overall performance due to additional scheduling/memory overhead
and more complex synchronization constructs that would be required. Furthermore, it is
important to note that the single threaded nature only applies to the core execution
engine. Multi threading is required heavily on the boundary to the host application, for
the execution of host process objects. Considering that processes only coordinate the
work, and the actual work be it external communication or computation is done by
entities external to the process engine, justifies the design. In other words, dedicating
only one CPU core to the execution of process definitions and all others to the execution
of the ‘real work’ matches the nature of process definitions. Nevertheless, large-scale
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BPM application scenarios might still create scalability issues requiring multiple process
engines to be installed on distributed resources. In such cases, it is assumed that
scalability can be achieved on application level rather than on process engine level. This
means, external requests triggering the instantiation of a new process instances, for
instance, an incoming order triggering a purchase order process, are distributed among a
number of process engines via some load balancing entity. Alternatively, the framework
could be extended to allow process instances to travel between process engines.
However, this would make the framework much more complicated and would restrict
flexibility, for instance, in the area of shared memory and reference passing.
3.4.2.

Process Types

It is vital for the performance of the user-level threading system in ePVM that the
underlying interpreter is optimized for fast context switches. However, it still makes
sense to eliminate context switches whenever possible. For this reason, ePVM introduces
process instances of type HANDLER in addition to the normal process instances, of type
PROCESS, as described so far. A process instance of type HANDLER (a handler, in
short) is not statically associated with one ePVM thread. Consequently, if a message is
sent to the handler, it simply borrows the thread of the sending process effectively
eliminating two context switches. If the handler is busy because it is currently processing
a message from another process, the new message gets queued. Pending messages are
then processed by the thread of the process for whose message the handler was actually
called. The restriction is that handlers must not use blocking system calls, for instance,
sending messages synchronously. Blocking calls would block the borrowed thread and
thus the corresponding process instance, which could lead to deadlocks. In general, for a
process instance sending a message to another process instance, it should not make a
difference whether the target process is of type HANDLER or not. Apart from excluding
blocking behaviour, there is no difference between the implementation of a handler and a
normal process. The decision which type of process instance is created is solely made at
instantiation time. Handlers might also be used for synchronization purposes as they
match the notion of monitors if the messages they process have been sent synchronously.
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An ePVM process instance of type HANDLER

Figure 22 illustrates how a handler process works. Assume that process instance 1, which
is of type PROCESS and thus has an associated ePVM thread, sends message M1 to
process instance 3, which is of type HANDLER. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
handler is idle at that point in time meaning that it does not process a message. In this
case, the ePVM runtime system would immediately trigger the process function of
process 3 with M1 within the execution context of process 1. Effectively, this means that
process 3 is borrowing thread 1 from process 1 for processing M1. Beyond that, let us
assume that process 2 sends message M2 to process 3, while process 3 is still busy
processing M1. In such case, M2 is queued until M1 has been processed. Afterwards,
process 3 processes M2 while still using the borrowed thread from process 1. In other
words, a handler, if idle, borrows a thread when it receives a first message and then uses
it until it becomes idle again, meaning that it has no more pending message. In general,
handlers can be considered lightweight process instances, which can be used to structure
a process flow into multiple state machines without requiring additional threads and thus
system resources. In addition, minimizing context switches obviously increases
execution performance. Another restriction introduced by handlers is the fact that every
entity sending a message to a handler must be in possession of an ePVM thread. Within
ePVM this is always the case, for example, process instance 1 in Figure 22 might also be
a handler in possession of a borrowed thread. However, external entities such as host
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process objects, introduced in Section 3.5.2, do not have an ePVM thread and thus cannot
communicate with handlers.
The example provided by Listing 9 can be consulted to illustrate the use of handlers. In
this example, ProcessA creates an instance of ProcessB via the PVM_invoke() API
function. Simply changing the second parameter in this function call from
PVM_PROCESS to PVM_HANDLER causes a process instance of type HANDLER to be
created. As a result, the two context switches required for switching between the two
process instances during the synchronous message exchange are eliminated. Apart from
that, the process semantics remains unchanged.
In addition to the concept of handlers, ePVM provides the possibility that multiple
process instances of type PROCESS can share one ePVM thread and thus form a socalled process group. More precisely, a normal process instance is just a special case of a
process group where the number of processes in the group is one. A process group
introduces a serialization mechanism on the level of message processing. As the thread is
shared between members of a group, only one process function can execute at any point
in time. This process function must return before any other process function within the
same process group can be triggered. This way it is enforced that processes within a
process group do not process messages concurrently. Process groups can be a very
helpful construct in cases where multiple process instances are working on one globally
shared state and they should not execute in parallel by design.
3.5. COMMUNICATION
3.5.1.

Inter-Process Communication

Inter-process communication targets the communication between ePVM process
instances. In accordance with the CEFSM model, ePVM provides a message-passing
facility for this purpose. Each process instance is associated with one message queue
storing messages received but not yet processed. This queue is referred to as the in-queue
of the process. By default, its organization is first-in-first-out (FIFO) but other user
defined algorithms are possible. In general, a message object within ePVM consists of
the message value and additional context information, for example, a reference to the
sending process. The message value can be any JavaScript object, which means that the
structure and semantics are completely application specific. Basic types such as numbers
or strings might be passed as well as references to complex objects. When the ePVM
runtime calls a process function, one message is removed from the in-queue and its value
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is passed to the process function; this message thereby becomes the so-called current
message (CM) of the process. Related context information remains internal to the runtime system, whereas some information such as the message sender can be retrieved via
the run-time API. Although in principle the process function is called anew for each
message, it is alternatively also possible to explicitly receive the next message from the
in-queue via the API. In this case the CM is released, the next message from the in-queue
becomes the CM, and the API function returns the message value. Process instances are
identified by unique process handles, which are used for addressing a particular process
instance when sending a message. Messages can either be sent asynchronously if a reply
is not needed immediately or not required at all, or synchronously if there is nothing to
do for the sending process until a reply is received. In the first case the message is simply
put into the in-queue of the target process and the send operation returns immediately.
The latter case is referred to as a call operation, indicating that the sender is blocked until
a reply is sent. A reply is identified as corresponding to a call operation by using the
same message object. As a result, it is possible to forward a message to a third process,
which then can respond to the original sender by replying to that message. If a call
message is released without sending a reply, the blocked caller is notified via an
exception.

Figure 23.

Inter-process communication

In complex scenarios with many concurrent ePVM processes, it happens frequently that a
process receives a message that it cannot completely process immediately due, for
example, to an outstanding message from another process. To handle such cases, an
additional message queue is associated with each process instance, the so-called savequeue. Saving a message means moving the message object representing the CM to the
save-queue. Figure 3 illustrates this scenario. Process A sends a synchronous message
(call operation) to process B and gets blocked (1). Then B is activated and the message
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becomes the CM (2). B, however, is missing some information and therefore does not
reply immediately but saves the message in its save-queue (3). At some later point, after
eventually receiving the information required to answer A’s request (4), B wakes up A by
sending a reply to the message stored earlier in its save-queue (5).
Lets have a look at a real-world example that corresponds to the scenario illustrated in
Figure 23. The source code of the example is shown in Listing 10 providing the
definition of two processes, verifyOrder (A) and cardValidation (B), corresponding to
process A and B in Figure 23. Process A initially receives an order message including at
least a customer name and credit card number. It then invokes B and sends a synchronous
message including these details. B expects the host process named ‘cardService’ to be
available and forwards the message to it asynchronously. Furthermore, it saves A’s
message to its save-queue, updates it state, and finishes message processing. Assume that
at some later point in time, the host process sends a response message (value of type
boolean) to B. Then, B simply forwards this message to A by sending a reply to the
previously saved message. This reply wakes up A, which then replies with an appropriate
result string to the initial message. This example demonstrates the simplicity of defining
interacting concurrent processes in ePVM.
__PVMPackage = "Order Management";
function verifyOrder__PVMProcess (env, order) {
// prepare message
var msg = {name:order.name, number:order.creditCardNumber};
var handle = PVM_invoke(cardValidation); // create process instance
msg = PVM_call(handle, msg); // send synchronous msg
PVM_reply((msg)?"accepted":"rejected"); // reply result string
return false; // terminate process
}
function cardValidation(env, msg) {
if (env.state == null) { // initial state
// send msg asynchronous
PVM_send(PVM_hostProcess("cardService"), msg);
PVM_save(); // put current-message into save-queue
env.state = "requested"; // update state
return true; // wait for next message
}
// forward boolean message from cardService by
// replying to saved message
PVM_replySaved(msg);
return false; // terminate process
}

Listing 10.

Order management example process

By default, the save-queue is organized last-in-first-out (LIFO) but it is possible to
register a user-defined compare function, which is then used to sort the save-queue
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arbitrarily. In the latter case, the queue is sorted immediately when the compare function
is registered and whenever a new message is saved. The compare function can be
overridden at any point in time. Furthermore, the runtime API allows searching for
messages in the save-queue for reading or removing them from the save-queue,
forwarding messages from the save-queue to other processes, or sending a reply to a
particular message in the save-queue. The save-queue can be considered part of the local
variables of the EFSM whereas in some cases, for instance, where message objects are no
longer required for sending a reply, it is up to the programmer whether to keep
information in the environment or in the save-queue. Releasing a message finally means
that the process has finished processing it and the message object can be destroyed or
reused internally. This implies that it is no longer possible to send a reply to, save, or
forward the message. The ePVM runtime releases messages automatically upon one of
the following actions:
•

the process returns from the process function and CM is not null;

•

the process explicitly receives the next message and CM is not null;

•

the process removes a message from the save-queue.

In addition, the CM becomes null if the message object is saved in the save-queue,
forwarded to another process, or if a reply is sent. This implies that these operations can
only be applied once to a message.
3.5.2.

ePVM-Host Communication

As mentioned, the ultimate purpose of ePVM processes is to coordinate activities rather
than execute them. Therefore, an integral part of process execution is the triggering of
external entities, which do the ‘real work’ such as sending an email, invoking a Web
service, or accessing a database. As an ePVM engine never runs standalone but is always
embedded in a host application, ePVM-host communication is the only way for the
engine to interact with its environment. The interface between ePVM and the host
application is the host API as shown in Figure 19. In the current research prototype, it
consists of a Java API but in general, it might be available in other languages, too. This
has no impact on the runtime API so that process definitions remain platform
independent. All communication from the host application towards the ePVM runtime
and to a particular ePVM process instance goes through the host API (1) as indicated in
Figure 24. It allows the host to create instances of the ePVM engine itself, deploy process
packages, instantiate processes, send messages to process instances (synchronously or
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asynchronously), and so forth. Since the host application and the ePVM runtime system
run in different OS threads, communication is internal via the host queue as shown in
Figure 24. The ePVM runtime has a built-in process, the host device handler, which is
scheduled regularly to process messages from the host queue (2). It either distributes
messages to process instances (3) or processes them directly if targeted to the runtime
itself. If the host application sends a message synchronously, the host thread will be
blocked until a process instance sends a reply to that message or the message is released.
Conversely, it is also possible for an ePVM process instance to initiate communication
towards the host. For this purpose the host application can register so-called host
processes objects (host processes, in short), each registered under a unique name and
associated with a process handle just like a process instance. Consequently, a host
process can be addressed and used for message passing just like a process instance.
However, it is not under the control of the ePVM runtime, meaning that it has no
associated in-queue, save-queue, or environment and it cannot be instantiated. A host
process can be considered a static process or message handler whereas it is up to the
programmer whether it maintains its own state or not. When a process instance sends a
message to a host process, the ePVM runtime employs a dedicated thread from a thread
pool (4) to deliver the message to the host process (5). This thread pool consists of OS
threads as opposed to ePVM threads. This means that the host process can be called from
multiple threads concurrently, one for each message to be delivered. When processing a
message, the host process can use the host API (6) to further interact with the ePVM
runtime and its process instances as described for the host application previously.
Additionally, it can send a reply to the message it is currently processing. This way
ePVM-host communication can be either asynchronous or synchronous in both
directions. In principle, the host application could communicate with a host process via
the ePVM engine, however, this should be avoided as it is not very efficient and ePVM is
not designed to act as a messaging backbone. The intention is rather the reverse, for
instance, connecting ePVM as an orchestration engine to an enterprise service bus.
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ePVM-host communication

Messages exchanged between ePVM and the host application effectively are JavaScript
objects. In the current prototype implementation, the runtime automatically converts
basic Java objects such as String, Number and Boolean to the corresponding basic
JavaScript types and vice versa. Complex JavaScript objects such as Object, Array, or
XML can be constructed and accessed via the host API. The structure and semantics of
messages are application-specific and are not defined by ePVM. Section 3.8.5 provides
an elaborate example demonstrating the use of host process objects and the ePVM APIs
in general. Nevertheless, Listing 11 shows the source code of the host application as well
as the implementation of the host process object named cardService, which drives the
process definition shown in Listing 10. Registering a host process object with the ePVM
engine is simply done via the registerHostProcess() method providing the host process
object and a unique name. The host process object must implement the PVMHostProcess
interface consisting of the handleMessage() method. This method is called by the ePVM
runtime system in a dedicated OS thread whenever a message is sent to the host process.
Listing 10 and Listing 11 together already represent a fully functional process-driven
application based on the ePVM framework.
…
// create ePVM engine
ProcessVM pvm = new ProcessVM(null, 0);
pvm.start(); // start engine
// deploy process definition available in the src string
String pkgName = pvm.deploy(src, "", null);
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// register host process cardService
pvm.registerHostProcess(new CreditCardService(), "cardService");
// create instance of verifyOrder process
String instance = pvm.invoke(pkgName, "verifyOrder");
// build JavaScript message object
PVMObject pvmObj = pvm.buildObject("{\"name\":\"John Doe\",
\"creditCardNumber\":\"1234123412341234\"}");
// send message synchronously
String res = (String)pvm.call(instance, pvmObj);
// print process result
System.out.println("Order has been " + res);
// stop ePVM engine
pvm.stop();
// the host process object implementation
public class CreditCardService implements PVMHostProcess {
public void handleMessage(ProcessVM pvm, String senderProcess,
Object message) {
PVMObject msg = (PVMObject)message;
System.out.println("Verifying card: " +
msg.getProperty("number"));
pvm.reply(new Boolean(true)); // card valid
}
}

Listing 11.

Host application/process example

3.6. MONITORING
Process monitoring is the ability to track process instances throughout their life-cycle. It
is the basis for reporting, audit-trail generation, logging, and troubleshooting. ePVM
provides means to implement process monitoring on various levels of granularity. For
this purpose, the host application can register so-called process monitors on the level of
process packages. This means a given process monitor, if registered, receives monitoring
events of all process instances created from the process package for which the monitor is
registered. Once registered, monitors are called via dedicated OS threads, similar to the
way that host processes are called, whenever the ePVM runtime issues a monitor event.
Furthermore, it can be specified at the time of registering in which types of events the
process monitor is interested. A monitoring event consists of the following information:
the event type, the process handle and package name, the date, and some supplementary
information that varies depending on the event type. The ePVM runtime supports the
following basic event types documenting the life-cycle of a process instance:
•

CREATED_EVENT: A process instance has been created. The supplementary
information provides the handle of the creating process.

•

RUNNING_EVENT: The process function is invoked with a pending message.
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CALLING_EVENT: The process sends a synchronous message to another
process (call operation). The supplementary information provides the handle of
the target process.

•

RECEIVING_EVENT: The process explicitly receives a message via the
PVM_receive() API.

•

WAITING_EVENT: The process has returned from its process function and the
in-queue is empty.

•

TERMINATED_EVENT: The process has terminated normally.

•

FAILED_EVENT: The process has terminated abnormally due to an unhandled
exception. The supplementary information provides a description of the
exception.

These events can be considered the basic state machine events for which a monitor can
register. Additionally, a process can issue custom events (type CUSTOM_EVENT) via
the runtime API at any point while executing. This allows the process designer to decide
to which level of detail a process is traceable. For instance, a process can fire a custom
event reporting its high-level state to its monitor only if important messages are
processed. Alternatively, multiple events might be fired reporting all kinds of detailed
information about the process state in the course of processing a single message. The
level of monitoring also depends on how processes have been modelled within the
CEFSM model. For example, one could model a simple decision within a workflow as a
single ePVM process in order to achieve extremely fine-grained monitoring.
Like with ePVM-to-host communication, the ePVM runtime can call monitors either
synchronously or asynchronously depending on how they have been registered. In the
former case, the process instance firing the event is suspended until the monitor has
finished processing it. In the latter case, the process instance continues its processing
immediately. The monitoring interface can be exploited to add all kinds of related
functionality to ePVM. For example, logging process history into a database, providing
real-time monitoring, maintaining a related graphical process representation, or applying
business intelligence tools. Section 3.8.5 provides an elaborate example demonstrating
the use of process monitors for real-time monitoring.
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3.7. PERSISTENCE
3.7.1.

Introduction

By default, process engines, as well as the process instances they execute, reside in
transient memory without any kind of persistent state maintenance. For short-lived and
very active processes, this may actually be sufficient in many application scenarios.
However, there are a number of scenarios that require a mechanism for persisting state
information to a durable medium for different reasons:
•

Resource consumption: So-called long-running processes represent timeconsuming tasks which trigger long-running activities that may take minutes,
hours, or even months. Such processes are idle most of the time while waiting for
an external trigger and, therefore, always holding them in transient memory does
not make sense. It is rather desirable to remove such process instances from
transient memory while they are idle and store them persistently to minimize
resource consumption. This way, the process engine will be able to handle a
larger number of concurrent process instances considering that many of them are
idle at any given point in time.

•

Process durability: In some cases, it is desirable that process instances survive
application restarts. For example, if it is required to shut down the process engine
for restarting the machine on which it is running on. In this case, the state of the
process engine itself may need to be stored persistently in addition to the process
instances. To allow this, the process engine must be stopped in a controlled way,
as process durability does not necessarily imply crash resilience.

•

Audit trails and transactions: If a history of persistent process states is kept,
they represent an audit trail and it is possible to restore such states to implement
local transactions.

For persistence support in the ePVM framework the focus is on the two basic and most
important applications of process persistence: resource consumption and process
durability. Support for transactional workflows [105] is considered for future work, as it
represents an extension to the basic persistence model presented in this section.
Most contemporary process engines provide support for process persistence. However,
the implementations lack flexibility in many respects (c.f. Section 2.1). Firstly, it is not
possible to attach multiple persistence providers, which allow storing process states to
different media such as files or databases. Secondly, oftentimes it is not easily possible to
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dynamically define if a process state should be stored persistently and to which persistent
store. For instance, for organizational or performance reasons it can make sense not to
store all processes into one database or to store a process into a different database as soon
as it has reached a certain state. Additionally, it should be possible to define custom
persistence strategies such as storing a process persistently after it has been idle for a
certain time or if a certain combination of events has happened.
Not all engines provide an easy way to implement such strategies for individual
processes, if possible at all. This is due to the fact that most process languages such as
BPEL do not consider persistence properties and thus it is assumed that persistence
support should be transparent for process definitions. However, fine grained persistence
control can be very important not only to implement certain semantics but also to
optimize performance and resource consumption. For example, making sure to store
processes persistently only if absolutely necessary, and not simply for every single wait
state, can increase system performance since persistence operations are typically time
consuming. Vice versa, removing processes from transient memory as soon as it can be
anticipated that they will be idle for a rather long time frees system resources. Therefore,
the model implemented in ePVM does not define persistence policies statically and on
engine level, but enables dynamic and fine-grained control and also supports attaching
multiple pluggable persistence providers to the process engine.
3.7.2.

A flexible Persistence Model

The persistence model of ePVM is generically applicable to state machine based
workflow systems. Therefore, this section describes it independently of ePVM. The
ePVM specific considerations are discussed in Section 3.7.3. The model assumes that
business processes are defined by one or more state machines which run in parallel,
meaning that they represent independent activities. The state machines, identified
through unique identifiers, communicate by exchanging messages via a communication
facility provided by the process engine. Furthermore, a state machine is considered idle if
it has no pending message available. In such an environment a state machine typically
consists of the following items:
•

Its definition;

•

its state, that is, its state variables and possibly communication queues; and

•

the activity executing the state machine, that is, the associated thread.
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A state-machine definition, in this context also called process definition, is deployed to
the process engine only once and used afterwards by the process engine to create one or
more state machine instances sharing the same state-machine definition. Thus, the statemachine definition does not have to be part of every instance’s state, but is considered to
be part of the process engine’s state instead. Consequently, state-machine definitions
only need to be stored persistently if the process engine is to be stopped. For statemachine instances, also called process instances, then only their state and thread must be
stored persistently. This is done by serializing the information and sending it to a socalled persistence provider, which is attached to the process engine. The persistence
provider, in turn, stores the information to a durable medium. Conversely, when a
process instance is to be restored, its information is retrieved from the persistence
provider and the instance is reconstructed in memory.
Assuming such a runtime environment, the basic ideas for a pluggable and selective
persistence model that leads to flexibility in defining persistence behaviour for process
instances are:
1. An arbitrary number of persistence providers can be attached to the process
engine and each provider can be uniquely addressed.
2. Every time a process instance processes a message it can dynamically decide if it
should be stored persistently and, if yes, by which persistence provider in case it
should become idle upon finishing message processing.
3. The process engine can serialize the process state and the associated thread, and
forward it to some persistence provider.
4. Any process can request that some other process is stored persistently via a given
persistence provider if the process in question is idle.
5. The process engine automatically restores a process stored persistently as soon as
it has a pending message for that process.
Figure 25 provides a conceptual overview and example flow illustrating how the
persistence model works. In step 1 (c.f. numbers in Figure 25) it is assumed that process
instance A sends a message to process instance B. Due to the fact that communication
always is indirect via the process-engine runtime, the engine can take additional action at
this point. Steps initiated by the engine runtime are denoted by dashed arrows in Figure
25. The engine checks, in step 2, if the target process B is currently stored persistently
and, if yes, by which persistence provider. This information is held by the engine runtime in the persistence table. Since process B is stored persistently, the engine retrieves it
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from persistence provider P1 and reconstructs the process instance in memory in step 3.
Finally, the message is delivered to B in step 4.

Figure 25.

Conceptual overview and example flow

While process instance B is processing the message, it can indicate (step 5) to the process
engine that it should be stored persistently via persistence provider P1 if it becomes idle
after finishing message processing. As soon as this happens in step 6, the process engine
serializes process instance B and stores it persistently via P1 as indicated by step 7.
Finally, the persistence table is updated in step 8. This is how process instances get
stored persistently and restored again in the proposed persistence model. From a process
perspective, it is very easy to precisely control its own persistence behaviour on the level
of individual messages, while the actual serialization and restoration is handled
transparently by the process engine.
The model does not assume any explicit relation between processes such as a hierarchy
or any indication of which processes represent a logical business process. Collective
persistence behaviour on certain higher levels is therefore not directly supported by the
model. However, it can be easily implemented based on the primitives provided. To
implement such collective behaviour and to better separate the persistence related logic it
is possible that one process can persist another one provided that the latter is idle. This
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allows defining custom persistence control processes, which can observe others and
trigger persistence for a collection of processes based on certain criteria. For example,
assume a logical business process including three concurrent control flows each
implemented by one state-machine process. Furthermore, assume that the desired
persistence behaviour would be to store all three processes persistently if all of them have
been idle for more than two minutes. In this case, a fourth process could be used to
monitor the three others, maintain a timer, and trigger the system to store the processes
persistently if the timer expires. Monitoring may be implemented in different ways by,
for instance, orchestrating the three processes to signal activity via messages to the
monitoring process or by using the monitor as a message mediator.
A persistence provider is an external service that can be attached to the process engine. It
must implement a well-defined interface through which the engine can store or retrieve
process instance information under a given ID, typically the process handle. The
structure of the information can be opaque to the persistence provider. Each persistence
provider must be uniquely addressable such that processes can define the target provider
when requesting persistence for themselves or for other processes.
Storing process instances persistently not only makes it possible to minimize resource
consumption but also sets the ground for process durability. However, process durability
in addition requires that the state of the process engine itself is stored persistently, too,
which typically includes:
•

Deployed process definitions;

•

information on registered persistence providers and other external entities; and

•

the persistence table and other relevant run-time structures such as data shared
among process instances or the list of active (non-idle) processes.

Continuously maintaining this state in persistent memory in a transactional manner while
the process engine is running would have negative impact on the execution performance.
Thus, the engine must be stopped in a controlled way before it can be stored persistently
and removed from system memory. This includes discontinuing the delivery of any
pending messages, waiting for all process instances to finish their current message
processing, and storing all process instances persistently. At this point, there might be
process instances, which are active because they have pending messages. These messages
are part of the persistent process instance state, yet the process engine itself still must
additionally remember these processes in its own persistent state to be able to restart
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them when the engine is restored later. In addition, the persistence providers must be
flushed such that all data is written to the durable medium before the engine ceases to
exist. Finally, the process engine terminates and returns its own state to the host
application, which stores it persistently.
Note that whenever the engine is restored and restarted, it needs to verify that all
persistence providers are re-attached before it continues normal execution. Only then, it
restores all active processes from the persistence providers and continues delivering
pending messages.
3.7.3.

Persistence in ePVM

The persistence model introduced in Section 3.7.2 has been prototypically implemented
in ePVM. In ePVM the mechanism for the runtime engine to initiate communication with
the host application is via registered host process objects as discussed in Section 3.5.2.
Thus, in ePVM a persistence provider simply is a normal host process object except that
it must be able to process a certain set of persistence service messages. As all messages
in ePVM, these messages consist of a JavaScript object with certain properties. In a first
implementation, the three messages described in Listing 12 have been used. The
messages are defined using the JavaScript object notation (JSON) [106] extended with
JavaDoc comments. Based on this interface, a persistence provider has been
implemented, which stores the process states in files using the process handles as file
names.
/** persist process instance
* @param hnd handle of the process to be persisted
* @param s serialized process state
* @return true if successful, false otherwise
*/
{id:"persist", handle:hnd, state:s}
/** retrieve process instance
* @param hnd handle of the process to be retrieved
* @return serialized process state
*/
{id:"retrieve", handle:hnd}
/** flush persistence provider */
{id:"flush"}

Listing 12.

Persistence service messages (JSON with JavaDoc)

As mentioned in Section 3.7.2, the information to be stored persistently for a process
instance includes its process state and associated thread. The corresponding items in
ePVM are the so-called process environment including any state variables, the
communication queues (in-queue and save-queue, respectively), and some supplementary
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information about the process and its thread such as the process type and the thread’s
priority. To serialize this information, the ePVM engine serializes the relevant JavaScript
objects. Here, the restriction is that the process state must not include references to
objects shared with other processes. References to system specific objects such as the
top-level scope or closures are replaced by stubs, which are resolved when the process
instance is reconstructed.
An important point when implementing the proposed persistence model in ePVM is that
the communication with a persistence provider must be synchronized and asynchronous
to the process engine thread. The latter is important because the ePVM engine itself is
single threaded, that is, waiting for a persistence provider to persistently store and
retrieve a process state would block all other processes. Since a dedicated thread always
delivers messages for host processes, these operations can be easily decoupled from the
engine thread by sending messages asynchronously. However, it is equally important to
synchronize the messages such that the host process receives them sequentially and in
order. For instance, a request to store a process instance persistently must be processed
before the same instance can be retrieved. To handle these issues for all process
instances, a special system process, the so-called persistence device handler (PDH), has
been added to the ePVM engine as illustrated in Figure 26. Whenever a process instance
is to be stored persistently, the engine serializes its state and forwards it to the PDH,
which takes care of asynchronous communication with the persistence provider and any
store/restore synchronization. The process engine then simply marks the process instance
as stored persistently. When the first message for a persistently stored process arrives, the
PDH is triggered to retrieve and reconstruct the process instance. In the meantime, an inqueue is created and all messages sent to the process instance are queued in its in-queue
but the process engine does not schedule the process until it has been fully reconstructed
by the PDH.
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Persistence

Asynchronous persistence operations via PDH

The JavaScript runtime API provided to processes for controlling their persistence
behaviour is very easy. It solely consists of the function PVM_persist() taking the handle
of the persistence provider as a parameter and optionally the handle of the process
instance to be stored persistently. If the latter is not provided, it defaults to the process
instance invoking the function. The code snippet shown in Listing 13 provides a simple
example process, which requests persistence with different persistence providers
depending on its state. In the state initial contact it requests persistence via the
persistence provider named initial customer contact DB and in the state customer
acquired the provider customer DB is used. The example illustrates how easy it is to
control persistence on the level of individual messages.
The process engine itself is stored persistently by serializing the complete run-time state
of the JavaScript interpreter. This is possible because the interpreter supports capturing
and serializing continuations. The ePVM engine itself is mostly implemented in
JavaScript such that the continuation automatically includes all relevant run-time
structures such as the registered host processes or the persistence table.
function persistence__PVMProcess(environment, message) {
var provider;
if (environment.state == null) { // initial message
// retrieve persistence provider handle
provider = PVM_hostProcess("initial customer contact DB");
environment.state = "initial contact";
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PVM_persist(provider); // request persistence
return true;
}
else if (environment.state == “initial contact”) {
provider = PVM_hostProcess("customer DB");
environment.state = "customer acquired";
PVM_persist(provider); // request persistence
return true;
}
else if (...)
...
}

Listing 13.

Flexible persistence example (snippet)

3.8. THE EPVM PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
3.8.1.

Overview

Within the context of this thesis, a prototype implementation of the ePVM framework
including the features described in this chapter has been developed. The implementation
is based on the Mozilla Rhino interpreter [30] representing the basic JavaScript execution
environment. Rhino is an open source JavaScript interpreter written in Java. The ePVM
prototype embeds the Rhino engine and it is available as a Java library, too. Rhino is the
only third-party package that needs to be available for ePVM to be operational. Apart
from this dependency, it is fully self-contained, which is an important feature enabling
ePVM to be easily embedded into all kinds of application scenarios. For the same reason,
it does only require a standard Java runtime environment as opposed to a server-based
J2EE environment, which would limit the field of application.
Another important design decision is the fact that the ePVM runtime system itself is
almost completely implemented in JavaScript. Only the host API and a few basic helper
functions, so-called native functions, have been implemented in Java as illustrated in
Figure 27. The host API obviously needs to be implemented in Java as ePVM is available
as a Java library. Nevertheless, attention was paid to keep this API layer as thin as
possible. The same applies for the native functions. Only functionality that could not be
implemented in JavaScript, for example, the management of OS threads, has been made
available as a native function. The bridge between the JavaScript part of ePVM and the
native functions implemented in Java is the so-called LiveConnect feature provided by
Rhino. Essentially, it enables the invocation of Java methods from JavaScript code and
vice versa (c.f. Figure 27).
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The ePVM Prototype Implementation

The ePVM prototype implementation

The fact that ePVM is mostly written in JavaScript keeps it independent from the
underlying interpreter and the language mapping of the ePVM library itself. As a result,
the effort of moving, for instance, from a Java to a C library by using a C version of the
JavaScript interpreter and implementing the host API and native functions in C becomes
manageable. In other words, it does not require a complete rewrite of the runtime system
in C. In order to hide the source code of ePVM, the JavaScript source is compiled into
Rhino specific interpreter byte code. The ePVM sources are then packaged into the
library as a resource in this byte code format.
3.8.2.

Host Application Programming Interface

This section provides a brief overview of the most relevant host API methods available
via the Java class ProcessVM. It gives an idea of the functionality that is available for
embedding ePVM into other applications, deploying process definitions, working with
process instances, and communicating with process instances. Additionally, it eases
understanding the source code listings provided throughout this document. In general,
this API is available to the host application as well as to host process objects. However,
some of the communication functions can only be used by host process objects invoked
by the ePVM runtime. For example, the reply() function obviously only works if called
by a host process object, which has a current message to reply to. Furthermore, it is to be
noted that the host application as well as host process objects cannot communicate with
process instances of type HANDLER, as they do not run in an ePVM thread, which the
handler process could borrow for execution. Table 1 summarizes the most relevant API
methods (see also Appendix A.1).
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ePVM host API methods
Basic Methods

ProcessVM()

Constructor creating an instance of the ePVM process execution
engine.

deploy()

Deploys process definitions in form of a process package to the
engine.

start()

Start the execution engine. This means that the engine starts
executing (scheduling) process instances.

stop()

Stops the execution engine.

buildObject(data)

Creates a PVMObject representing a JavaScript Object, Array, or
XML object. Such objects can be used in communication-related
methods

to

exchange

complex

data

between

the

host

application/process and ePVM processes. Optionally, a JSON
string or an XML string can be provided via the data parameter to
further define the object to be built. If the data parameter is null,
an "empty" JavaScript Object object is generated. An XML string
generates an XML object as defined in the E4X (ECMAScript for
XML) specification [104]. If an array object is passed to the
method, e.g. int[], a corresponding JavaScript Array object is
generated.
invoke()

Invokes a process by creating a new process instance.

join()

Creates a process instance that joins a given process instance to
form a process group (sharing one ePVM thread).

registerHostProcess() Register a host process object with the ePVM engine under a
unique name. Registering host process objects makes them
visible for process instances running within the engine.
registerMonitor()

Registers a process monitor for a given process package with the
ePVM runtime. The monitor receives all events indicated in the
event mask passed to this method. The ePVM runtime can deliver
monitor events either asynchronously or synchronously. In the
latter case, the runtime guarantees that the process which has
triggered the event does not continue its message processing until
the monitor has processed the event. A process of type
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HANDLER cannot be monitored synchronously, since it must not
be blocking.
info()

Provides information (e.g. type, name) about a given process.

packageList()

Lists currently deployed process packages.

processList()

Lists all process instances of a given process package, or all
registered host process objects.
Communication-related Methods

call()

Sends a message to a process instance synchronously.

send()

Sends a message to a process instance asynchronously.

reply()

This method can be used by host process objects to send a reply
to the current message.

forward()

This method can be used by a host process object to forward the
current message. The message value might be modified or not.

3.8.3.

Runtime Application Programming Interface

This section provides a brief overview of the most relevant JavaScript runtime API
functions available for the implementation of process definitions. It gives an idea of the
functionality that is available for working with process instances, managing the savequeue, and communicating with process instances. Additionally, it eases understanding
the source code listings provided throughout this document. By design, the runtime API
is very similar to the host API. In particular, the functions for process instantiation and
communication are intentionally kept similar with the goal to provide a very simple and
intuitive API. The major difference of the runtime API is that it additionally provides
save-queue related functions. Table 2 summarizes the most relevant runtime API
functions (see also Appendix A.2).
Table 2.

ePVM runtime API functions
Basic Functions

PVM_invoke ()

Invokes a process by creating a process instance.

PVM_join()

Creates a process instance that joins a given process instance to
form a process group.

PVM_hostProcess()

Retrieves the handle of the host process object with a given
name.
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PVM_info()

Provides information (e.g. type, name) about a given process.

PVM_monitor()

Sends a custom monitor event to the process monitor that is
monitoring the process package to which the calling process
instance belongs.

PVM_self()

Retrieves the handle of the process instance calling this function.

PVM_yield()

Temporarily pauses the process and yields control. Other
processes with equal or higher process priority might be
scheduled.
Save-queue-related functions

PVM_save()

Moves the current message, if any, of the currently executing
process instance to its save-queue. The current message will be
null afterwards.

PVM_retrieve()

Retrieves data from the save-queue. Value or sender of a
particular message in the save-queue of the currently executing
process instance can be retrieved. Optionally, the message can
be removed from the queue.

PVM_purge()

Discards all messages from the save-queue of the currently
executing process instance.

PVM_sort()

Defines a sort function and sorts the save-queue. By default the
save-queue is organized LIFO. However, this function allows
defining a custom compare function for the queue. The queue is
immediately sorted using the

given compare function.

Furthermore, the compare function is used to enqueue any
subsequently saved messages.
Communication-related functions
PVM_call()

Sends a message to another process instance or host process
object synchronously.

PVM_send()

Sends a message to another process instance or host process
object asynchronously.

PVM_forward()

Forwards the current message to another process instance or host
process object.

PVM_forwardSaved() Forwards a message from the save-queue to another process
instance or host process object.
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Explicitely receives a new message from the in-queue. The new
message, if any, becomes the current message of the process.
This function might be blocking or non-blocking depending on
the mode parameter.

PVM_reply()

Sends a reply to the current message.

PVM_replySaved()

Sends a reply to a message in the save-queue. The message will
be removed from the save-queue.

PVM_sender()
3.8.4.

Returns the handle of the sender process of the current message.

The Timer Process

The current ePVM prototype implementation includes a built-in process providing timer
services to other processes. Built-in means that this process is by default always available
while the ePVM engine is running. Timers are frequently required within process
definitions to trigger actions upon some delay or at a specific point in time. Thus,
processes can set up timers using absolute and relative times by providing a date or
duration. A process can set up an arbitrary number of timers by sending timer messages
to the timer process including a timer ID as defined in Appendix A.2. The timer process
has the process handle PVM_TIMER. Timer messages might be sent synchronously or
asynchronously. If a timer expires, the original timer request message, possibly including
some supplementary information such as the expiration date, is bounced back to the
requesting process instance.
Internally, the timer process is implemented via a standard ePVM process of type
HANDLER. The only difference is that the scheduler of the ePVM runtime system
regularly triggers the timer process between context switches to ensure timely delivery of
timer messages.
3.8.5.

The Stock Quote Example Application

This section provides a more elaborate example of a process-driven application, the stock
quote application, with the goal to illustrate the power of the ePVM framework in a realworld scenario. The purpose of the application is to monitor company stock prices and
raise an alert if a stock is moving more than X dollar in a given timeframe T. An arbitrary
number of different stocks can be monitored whereas for each stock X and T can be
specified individually. Stock price information is retrieved from an available financial
information Web service. Furthermore, a graphical user interface (GUI) lists the
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monitored stocks along with their current price and an alert GUI pops up if an alert is
detected.
The main control logic required for monitoring a stock is implemented as an ePVM
process. For this purpose, the ePVM engine is embedded into a Java host application as
illustrated in Figure 28. The process instances make use of two host process objects, one
for accessing the Web service providing stock prices, and one for triggering an alert by
popping up a simple graphical alert notification dialog window. Furthermore, a process
monitor object is used to trace the state of the process instances and visualize it in a
simple text window, the so-called monitor GUI as shown in Figure 28. As the focus lies
on the ePVM framework, the user interface is very basic. Users can start and stop
processes via a command line interface provided by the host application. To be able to
retrieve stock prices on a regular basis, the process instances take advantage of the builtin timer process provided by ePVM (c.f. Section 3.8.4).

Figure 28.

Stock quote application architecture

The idea is to define the process required to monitor one stock as an ePVM process and
then create an arbitrary number of instances of this process, one for each stock to be
monitored. This represents a typical business process scenario in which using a process
engine for handling the high level of concurrency makes a lot of sense. Figure 29
provides a flow chart describing the functionality required for monitoring a stock.
Initially, the process gets started with three parameters defining the stock symbol of the
stock to be monitored, the change in dollars that triggers an alert, and the timeframe in
which the change must happen to trigger the alert. The core monitoring loop consists of
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retrieving the stock quote from the Web service, updating the monitor GUI, and then
waiting for the given timeframe before retrieving the stock quote again. When the stock
quote has been retrieved, it must be checked if an alert needs to be triggered or not. In the
earlier case, the alert GUI must be popped up and the user can indicate whether to keep
monitoring the stock or not. Figure 29 indicates which activities in the process flow
trigger external entities. The get quote activity triggers the stock quote Web service via
the corresponding host process object, the update monitor activity triggers the monitor
GUI, and the alert user activity triggers the alert GUI.

Figure 29.

The stock quote process flow

Listing 14 exemplifies how the process flow for monitoring a stock can be implemented
within the ePVM programming model. The function StockMonitor implements the main
state machine that handles three different messages: the start message, the message
indicating that a timer expired or an alert dialog has finished, and the stop message. For
raising alerts, a separate process definition, the raiseAlert process, is used. Alert
notifications as well as timers, implemented via the built-in timer process, run in parallel
to the processing of monitor events. This together with the fact that a large number of
StockMonitor process instances may exist, leads to a very high degree of concurrency
within the application. The example illustrates how easy it is to cope with concurrency
and synchronization in the ePVM programming model by combining the concept of
CEFSM with the simplicity of JavaScript.
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__PVMPackage = "Stock Quote v0.1";
// Public ePVM process to monitor stocks.
//
// start message:
// {id:"start", symbol:<1>, change:<2>, timeframe:<3>}
//
<1> stock symbol
//
<2> quote change per timeframe to trigger an alert
//
<3> timeframe in seconds
//
// timer expired/alert finished:
// {id:1}
//
// stop message:
// {id:"stop"}
//
terminate monitor process
function StockMonitor__PVMProcess(env, msg) {
var quote, alert;
switch(msg.id) {
case "start":
env.target = msg; // remember start message
// and host process handle
env.sqHnd = PVM_hostProcess("Stock Quote Web Service");
// call web service (synchronously)
quote = PVM_call(env.sqHnd, msg.symbol);
env.last = Number(quote.Last); // remember last quote
env.company = String(quote.Name); // and full company name
// send stock info to monitor (monitor is synchronous)
PVM_monitor({company:env.company, symbol:msg.symbol,
last:env.last, alert:false});
// set up timer asynchronoulsy
PVM_send(PVM_Timer, {mode:"duration",
msec:(msg.timeframe * 1000), id:1});
PVM_reply("ok"); // send reply to start message
break;
case 1: // timer expired/alert finished
// call web service synchronously
quote = PVM_call(env.sqHnd, env.target.symbol);
if (alert = (Math.abs(env.last-quote.Last) > env.target.change))
// create alert process and send info asynchronously
PVM_send(PVM_invoke(raiseAlert), [env.company, env.last,
Number(quote.Last), env.target.timeframe]);
else // keep going, set up timer
PVM_send(PVM_Timer, {mode:"duration",
msec:(env.target.timeframe * 1000), id:1});
PVM_monitor({last:Number(quote.Last), alert:alert});
env.last = Number(quote.Last); // remember current stock price
break;
case "stop":
PVM_send(PVM_Timer, {mode:"stop"}); // stop all timers
return false; // terminate process
}
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return true; // process has not terminated
}
// Package internal ePVM process to trigger stock alert
//
// alert message:
// [<company-name>, <last-quote>, <current-quote>, <timeframe>]
function raiseAlert(env, msg) {
var res;
// send message to alert host process synchronously
res = PVM_call(PVM_hostProcess("Stock Quote Alert"), msg);
if (res == "stop") // user wants to stop monitoring this stock
PVM_reply({id:"stop"}); // reply with stop message
else
PVM_reply({id:1}); // reply with alert finished message
return false; // terminate process
}

Listing 14.

Stock quote process definition

3.9. SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The ePVM framework, as introduced in this chapter, represents a generic core framework
for process execution. It addresses the requirements and challenges discussed in Section
1.8.1 by providing:
•

a lightweight, generic, and easily embeddable process execution engine that can
be used to build process-driven applications as well as comprehensive business
process management solutions supporting multiple domain specific process
languages;

•

a process model based on the theoretical foundation of CEFSM enabling efficient
modelling of event-driven concurrent process flows;

•

a programming model that combines the concept of CEFSM with the simplicity
of JavaScript leading to an easily programmable process execution environment;

•

a flexible and dynamic persistence model that enables fine grained persistence
control and thus leads to optimized performance and resource consumption;

•

a prototype implementation along with sample applications as a proof-of-concept
and as the basis for evaluation.

We believe that this unique combination of features incorporated in the ePVM
architecture will prove superior to today’s domain specific, monolithic process execution
environments lacking interoperability, versatility, and programmability. This chapter is
based on work published in [48,49].
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4. SECURE MULTI-PARTY TRANSACTION
AUTHORIZATION
Having identified the challenges and requirements of secure remote authentication and
transaction authorization (c.f. Sections 1.3 and 1.8.2), and having discussed the
limitations of existing approaches, a novel approach providing not only the highest level
of security, but also addressing other aspects such as ease-of-use, mobility, integration,
and administration is presented in this chapter: the Zone Trusted Information Channel
(ZTIC). After introducing the basic ideas behind the ZTIC, the two main generic usage
scenarios are presented. Afterwards, it is described in more detail how the ZTIC
approach addresses the given challenges and requirements followed by a discussion on
remaining attacks and possible remedies. Finally, it is described how the concept of the
ZTIC has been integrated with the ePVM framework to enable highly secure multi-party
transaction authorization.

4.1. THE ZONE TRUSTED INFORMATION CHANNEL
4.1.1.

The Basic Approach

As discussed in Section 1.8.2, the core property of any new approach certainly is
resistance not only against phishing attacks, but also against MSW and MITM attacks.
Given today’s hardware and software environment provided by a typical end-user PC, it
is well known that such a high level of security can only be reached via the use of an
additional trusted device – the so-called security token – which is equipped with a
display and some sort of keypad. Solutions involving, for example, Secoder [28]
compliant smart card reader devices or EMV CAP based tokens (c.f. Section 2.2.6)
illustrate this. All these devices are used, at some point within an online session when
authentication or transaction authorization is required, for digitally signing some data in
order to proof that the user is authentic and the data is correct. In this chapter, a new
approach is presented, which somehow has got the name Zone Trusted Information
Channel (ZTIC, pronounced ‘stick’). The ZTIC approach is also based on a security
token that includes display and buttons, however, it is different from existing approaches
in may other respects discussed throughout this chapter. The fundamental technical
properties that make the approach unique are:
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1. The ZTIC adds a trusted and tamper-resistant secure communication endpoint to
the otherwise untrustworthy client PC. Through this endpoint, a user can securely
communicate with sensitive remote services. In other words, the ZTIC security
token establishes a secure end-to-end communication channel between itself and
the remote service. Additionally, it adds a secure display, buttons, and smart card
reader to the communication endpoint.
2. The ZTIC is solely using prevalent standard protocols and interfaces such as
SSL/TLS, HTTP, or USB.

Figure 30.

Basic ZTIC configuration

Figure 30 shows the basic configuration of the ZTIC device and illustrates the usage
scenario. Conceptually, the ZTIC hardware consists at minimum of a processing unit,
volatile and persistent memory, a small display, at least two control buttons, and
optionally, a smart card reader. The two buttons are typically used as an OK and a Cancel
for the user to approve or decline authentication or transaction operations. Its software is
minimally configured with a complete TLS engine including all cryptographic algorithms
required by today’s SSL/TLS servers, an HTTP parser for analyzing HTTP traffic
exchanged with the server, plus a custom system software implementing the USB mass
storage device (MSD) profile. The latter is required to connect the ZTIC device to the
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end-user PC as illustrated in Figure 30. The USB MSD profile has been identified as the
interface that is most likely to be available in today’s standard PC hardware. This
approach makes the ZTIC dependent only on standard USB MSD device drivers readily
available on all operating systems. Other interface types such as smart card reader or
network device have been considered as well. However, all of them required a custom
device driver on some or all operating systems. The communication via USB MSD is
realized by writing and reading a dedicated file available in the ZTIC file system. This
file is not a real file in the ZTIC’s persistent memory but only a virtual file mapped to
internal transient memory. The zticproxy alternately writes requests into this file and then
reads corresponding results from it. All other files in the ZTIC file system, for instance,
the zticproxy executable are read-only. In other words, there is no way to write persistent
memory via the USB interface.
The main reason why the ZTIC needs to be connected to the end-user PC is to get
network access. The goal is to establish an end-to-end mutually authenticated TLS
connection between the ZTIC and the remote server. Obviously, for that the ZTIC needs
network access. It has been decided that the ZTIC makes use of the network connection
of the end-user’s PC via the help of a networking proxy – the so-called zticproxy.
Alternatively, the ZTIC could have its own network interface, for example, via a built-in
WLAN or UMTS module. However, this would have significantly increased hardware
and software complexity and thus eventually the cost of the ZTIC device, which
ultimately influences the success of the overall approach. The zticproxy solely forwards
network packets between the ZTIC and the remote sever, yet, since running on the
potentially insecure end-user PC, itself does not contribute to the ZTIC’s security. In
other words, the ZTIC does not rely on the zticproxy to behave properly; in contrast, it is
at any point in time considered potentially malicious. Thanks to the use of the USB MSD
interface, the zticproxy can be pre-loaded on the ZTIC and started straight from there.
Credentials required for establishing the mutually authenticated TLS connection are
either securely stored in the ZTIC’s persistent memory or, even more tamper resistant, on
a smart card that has to be inserted into the ZTIC’s smart card reader. Such credentials
typically comprise one or more server certificates used in TLS server authentication and
some secret or private key used in TLS or application-level client authentication.
In the given configuration, the ZTIC can display either information sent by the remote
server or information to be sent to the remote server. In both cases, the ZTIC displays
such information on its built-in display and requests the user to verify the information
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and either approve or decline by pressing the appropriate button on the ZTIC. This way,
the user has the opportunity to check and approve data on a trusted platform as opposed
to doing this on an untrusted PC display and keyboard. Data exchanged between server
and ZTIC is formatted according to the HTTP protocol, such that the ZTIC is compatible
with all existing standard Web servers, as all of them support TLS as well as HTTP. In
principal, it is not necessary that transactions authorized by the user be digitally signed
by the ZTIC because confidentiality and originality are implicitly guaranteed by the TLS
channel. However, the ZTIC can optionally do this via a smart card that can generate
digital signatures to implement legally binding non-repudiation.
4.1.2.

In-Stream Usage

The basic ZTIC configuration as described in Section 4.1.1 can be utilised in real-world
authentication and transaction authorization scenarios in two different ways – the socalled in-stream usage scenario and the second channel usage scenario. This section
describes the in-stream usage scenario, which is particular useful in applications such as
online banking where typically single-party authentication and transaction authorization
operations are carried out synchronously. In such applications, the end-user starts a client
application on his or her PC, which establishes a connection to the remote server, for
example, a remote workflow server, using an untrusted network such as the Internet. At
the time of writing, applications tend to be more and more browser-based such that the
client application oftentimes actually is a Web browser. Figure 31 illustrates how the
ZTIC can be integrated into such an application scenario. In-stream integration means
that all communication between the client application and the remote server is passed
through and processed by the ZTIC, which in turn is hooked into the communication path
via the zticproxy running on the PC. When in use, the ZTIC continuously scans the data
exchanged between client application and server for sensitive operations. In the context
of online banking, for example, a sensitive operation would be a money transfer. For
each sensitive operation, it intercepts the communication flow, extracts crucial
information for display and verification, and proceeds only after the user has explicitly
confirmed the operation by pressing the ok button on the ZTIC device. Non-sensitive
operations are just passed along without user interaction.
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Figure 31.

ZTIC in-stream usage scenario

Referring to Figure 31, a typical client/server interaction involving the ZTIC follows
these steps:
1. The user plugs the ZTIC into his or her (potentially insecure) PC, which mounts
the ZTIC as a USB mass storage device and auto-starts the zticproxy application
also residing on the ZTIC. In cases where the operating system does not support
auto-start of applications from removable devices, the zticproxy must be started
manually.
2. The proxy in response triggers the ZTIC to initiate and run a TLS session
handshake including mutual authentication. Hereby, the zticproxy “blindly”
relays all the communication exchanged between ZTIC and server, that is,
without being able to interpret the communication itself. Upon successful
completion of the handshake, both client and server have been authenticated and a
TLS session has been established between ZTIC and the remote server.
3. From then on, all interactions between the client application and the server, still
“blindly” relayed by the zticproxy, are scanned by the ZTIC’s built-in HTTP
parser for sensitive operations. If found, the ZTIC sends the user’s operation
request and transaction data only after explicit user consent has been given as
described before. For instance, considering again a money transfer in the context
of an online banking application, the ZTIC extracts the transactions crucial data
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such as the recipient’s bank account information and the amount of money to
transfer, displays this information on its display, and awaits the user’s explicit
confirmation via a press on its ok button before proceeding. If the user detects any
manipulations in the transaction’s crucial data, he or she can abort the transaction
by pressing the cancel button.
4. Likewise, confirmation data from the server can also be dynamically extracted
and shown on the ZTIC’s display for user verification, if needed.
So, how does this scheme defend against MITM and MSW attacks? Fundamentally, it is
impossible to prevent MITM/MSW attacks on insecure client PCs. Even with a TLS
connection between the client application and the server or the zticproxy, respectively, an
attacker can still get hold of and modify the plain data, for instance, by tampering with
the client application. The so-called man-in-the-browser attack represents a well-known
example. The ZTIC therefore does not try to prevent MITM/MSW attacks to begin with in fact, it cannot - but instead focuses on exposing MITM/MSW attacks to the user who
then can take appropriate action. Being a MITM itself, the ZTIC makes explicit what
really is communicated between client and server, and while a MITM/MSW may still
passively read the transaction data exchanged, any modification will be inevitably
disclosed by the ZTIC. Only sloppy verification of the transaction data shown on the
ZTIC display by the user will allow modified transaction data still to be sent to the
server.
Furthermore, provided the user credentials and the certificates for TLS mutual
authentication are maintained securely on the ZTIC, for example on an embedded smart
card, no MITM/MSW can impersonate the ZTIC while the ZTIC in turn can verify that it
connects to a genuine server. Since the zticproxy only implements a relay service, any
attack on the proxy may, at worst, just cease the service to work with no other harm
done. Note that while the proxy may communicate with the ZTIC in plain, all the (userconfirmed) communication between the ZTIC and the server is protected by the TLS
session terminating in the ZTIC, thus keeping MITM/MSW locked out from modifying
transaction data unnoticed.
It should be noted, though, that for the security of this approach it is crucial to keep the
HTTP parsers evaluating all transaction data operating exactly the same on the ZTIC as
on the server. Otherwise, the ZTIC could be tricked to show transaction information
different to the one processed by the server later on. In real-world deployments, this can
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represent a challenge as the server-side HTTP parsing code might be hidden deep in the
Web server framework. Determining its exact behaviour might be very hard.
4.1.3.

Second Channel Usage

While in the in-stream usage scenario all communication traffic between the client
application and the server is routed through the ZTIC, in the second channel usage
scenario two independent communication channels are used, the information channel and
the security channel. The basic setting is similar to the one used in the mTAN solution
discussed in Section 2.2.5, security properties are different though. Figure 32 illustrates
the approach. The client application communicates directly with the remote server, just
as if the ZTIC would not be used at all. This connection, which is referred to as the
information channel, might or might not be secured via SSL/TLS. In any case, it is
potentially subject to MITM or MSW attacks. However, for sensitive operations such as
authentication and transaction authorization a second channel, the security channel, is
used. This security channel is provided by the ZTIC as shown in Figure 32. On the client
side, the two channels are technically completely independent, only the user links them
together. As a result, the ZTIC might either be used on the same PC as the client
application or on any other network connect PC.
Referring to Figure 32, a typical client/server interaction involving the ZTIC in secondchannel mode follows these steps:
1. The user starts the client application, which in turn establishes the information
channel by connecting to the remote server. In the login phase, the user indicates
to the server who he or she claims to be.
2. The server checks if it already has a second connection, the security channel, with
the ZTIC device that belongs to that user. If not, the server requests the user, via
the information channel, to activate his or her ZTIC.
3. The user activates his or her ZTIC device by connecting it to a PC via USB and
starting the zticproxy as described in Section 4.1.2.
4. When the zticproxy is started, it immediately initiates the establishment of the
TLS session (c.f. Section 4.1.2) between the ZTIC and the server and upon that
sends a HTTP request to the server via the ZTIC.
5. As soon as the server receives the request, it checks if it has any pending
operations for this ZTIC. In this case, it would have a pending authentication
request, since the user is currently about to log in. The server thus sends a
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response to the ZTIC including, for instance, a random number. At the same time,
it sends the random number to the client application via the information channel.
6. The ZTIC displays the random number on its internal display and requests the
user to approve the authentication operation via the ok button on the ZTIC.
7. The user compares the random number shown on the ZTIC with the random
number shown by the client application to ensure that the two belong together and
then approves by pressing the ok button on the ZTIC. The user has now
successfully logged in to the application and may view sensitive information via
the information channel.
8. If at some later point in time the user submits a sensitive transaction request over
the information channel, for instance, a money transfer, the server again displays
this information on the corresponding ZTIC and awaits user approval via the
security channel.
For the server to be able to initiate the verification of a transaction on the ZTIC at any
point in time, the ZTIC continuously sends HTTP requests to the server (one after the
other). The server does not answer such a request immediately if it does not have a
pending operation for the ZTIC. In contrast, it keeps it as a pending request and only
sends a response if a pending transaction is available or some timeout period expires. In
the latter case, the server sends a timeout response message upon which the ZTIC simply
submits a new HTTP request. This is a well-known technique known from so-called
push-email services as, for instance, used by Blackberry. Obviously, the drawback is the
fact that the server must be able to handle a large number of concurrent HTTP
connections, or more precisely, HTTPS connections as TLS is used underneath.
However, the load can be managed by applying certain ZTIC deactivation strategies
depending on the application scenario. For instance, the ZTIC could be automatically
deactivated after a certain idle time or as soon as the information channel is closed.
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Figure 32.

ZTIC second channel usage scenario

From a user perspective, both ZTIC usage scenarios, in-stream or second channel, can be
very similar depending on the exact implementation. However, the security properties of
the second channel usage scenario are slightly different compared to the in-stream
scenario. In the latter case, classical MITM attacks, where an attacker is located
somewhere in the network are impossible, as all communication is routed through the
ZTIC. In the second channel scenario, in contrast, such an attack is still possible on the
information channel, as it is not secured via the ZTIC. However, only eavesdropping can
be achieved, manipulated transactions would still become visible as soon as they are
communicated via the security channel. Furthermore, eavesdropping cannot be avoided
as soon as a MSW attack is launched. A virus or Trojan hors residing on the end-user PC
can always eavesdrop, for instance, the PC display or keyboard. Therefore, under the
assumption that MSW attacks are possible and not significantly harder to launch than
MITM attacks, and we believe that this assumption holds, both ZTIC usage scenarios can
be considered equivalent from a security perspective.
4.1.4.

Multi-Party Transaction Authorization

The example of online banking, as used multiple times throughout this chapter,
exemplifies an application scenario where transaction authorization is typically
synchronous, meaning that it is carried out at the point where transaction requests are
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submitted to the server from the client application, and carried out by a single person.
However, in the business environment asynchronous and multi-party transaction
authorization operations are required as well. Here, multiple people are involved when
critical decisions are to be made during a business process flow. For example, a
purchasing process might be triggered by an employee who is entering an initial
purchasing request into an information system. At a later point within the process, one or
more people of the employee’s management chain might be required to authorize the
purchase such that the necessary funds become available. In such cases, multi-party
transaction authorization is frequently required for various reasons such as organizational
hierarchies or risk management. Furthermore, if multiple people need to authorize a
transaction, it is desirable that these authentication operations can be carried out
asynchronously. This means, the transaction request is not immediately processed by the
server, but it is just stored as a pending request for an arbitrary amount of time,
independent of the connection to the client application that has submitted the request in
the first place. Only if all required people have approved the transaction, the server
executes it. Furthermore, it is desirable that a person that has to approve a transaction
does not necessarily need to use the client application to do this. In other words, this
person does not need to establish the information channel, but only the security channel
as defined in Section 4.1.3. The second channel usage scenario of the ZTIC provides an
ideal security framework to implement such asynchronous multi-party transaction
support. Additionally, the use of the second channel approach offers the following
general advantages over the in-stream approach:
1. There is no need to directly interface the client application with the ZTIC or
zticproxy, respectively. This simplifies the approach.
2. The communication bandwidth for the information channel between the client
application and the remote server is not limited by the ZTIC.
3. The ZTIC can be used independent of the client application. This is, on another
PC or without the client application at all.
Section 4.4 exemplifies how the ZTIC can be embedded into a process driven server
environment to implement asynchronous multi-party transaction authorization.
4.1.5.

Ease-of-Use and Mobility

What makes the idea of the ZTIC unique is the fact that the approach does not only
provide the highest level of security but also incorporates other very desirable properties,
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ease-of-use being one of those. In this respect, the ZTIC certainly represents the most
advanced approach known at the time of writing. The user only needs to connect the
ZTIC device, verify the information shown on its built-in display, and press one of the
two buttons to approve or cancel an authentication or transaction operation. There is no
need to input transaction details or transaction specific challenge values, nor is it required
to manually copy short time codes from the device to the PC. At the same time, the ZTIC
approach enables mobility, which additionally contributes to the ease-of-use experience
from a user perspective. The simplicity of the ZTIC hardware design allows building
ZTICs in very small and convenient form factors similar to key-fob-size USB memory
sticks or MP3 player devices. Section 4.3 shows some of the ZTIC hardware prototypes.
As a result, the usage pattern appears familiar and the device can be easily carried
around, for instance, while travelling.
The design decision to attach the ZTIC to the PC using the USB MSB profile also
significantly contributes to ease-of-use and mobility. Firstly, USB ports are nowadays
available on virtually all PCs and, secondly, the user does not need to install any device
driver software, since all important operating systems such as Microsoft Windows, Apple
Mac OS, and Linux support USB MSD devices by default. Thus, there is a very high
probability that the ZTIC works on an arbitrary PC, for instance, somewhere in an
Internet café, just as it works at home.
4.1.6.

Administration and Integration

For a solution to be come widespread and thus commercially successful, its properties in
the areas of administration and integration are critical. The latter targets the effort to be
made to introduce a solution, which in most cases means integrating it into an existing
environment. Administration rather targets ability to maintain a solution over time. Due
to the direct TLS link between the server and the ZTIC device, it is very easy to securely
update the ZTIC firmware or reconfigure it, for example, to react on new security
requirements. As the zticproxy also resides on the ZTIC, it can be updated in the same
way as the firmware. Whenever the ZTIC establishes the TLS connection to the server, it
reports its version information. The server can then send an appropriate software update,
which the ZTIC automatically installs before it proceeds with normal operation. Thus,
the user does not need to be involved for downloading and installing updates. Only if the
zticproxy is updated, the ZTIC needs to be restarted after the update. For this, the ZTIC
automatically deregisters from the USB bus and registers again such that the MSD device
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shortly disappears and appears again. The only thing the user has to do after that is
restarting the zticproxy again.
With respect to integration, the ZTIC has a number of properties that make it very
appealing for service providers. The most critical are:
1. Integrating the ZTIC into existing infrastructures requires minimal server
changes. This is due to the fact that the ZTIC solely requires SSL/TLS and HTTP
– protocols already available in almost every existing deployment. As a result,
integration only involves standard Web server development skills. No specific
server-side software components need to be developed or bought.
2. The ZTIC uses SSL/TLS for secure communication and server authentication.
However, for client authentication, it can support other application level
authentication mechanism as well. For example, it could use a EMV CAP
compliant smart card or a list of pre-loaded one time codes to authenticate with
the server. As a result, a service provider can reuse existing authentication
protocols as well as existing client credentials. In other words, existing
investments such as chip cards can be retained.
3. Due to ease-of-use, zero software installation, and compatibility with existing
PCs, a service provider introducing the ZTIC can plan for minimal customer
support requirements, a cost factor in real-world deployments that must not be
underestimated.
4. The ZTIC hardware configuration enables the production of cost efficient
devices. Other comparable solutions such as Secoder compliant smart card
readers are, at best, in the same price range.
5. The support for secure remote software update and configuration retains
investments, as the device can be dynamically adapted to new risks while in the
field. For example, the ZTIC might be reconfigured to additionally require a
ZTIC specific PIN code, or to implement a new cryptographic algorithm if the
attack landscape changes over time.
4.2. ATTACKS AND REMEDIES
The ZTIC approach mainly focuses on software attacks such as MSW and MITM, as
they are the ones that can be very easily launched in high volume. Physical attacks and
social attacks are still conceivable. The latter are to some extend thwarted by the ZTIC
because the user does no longer know the credentials (e.g. one-time codes) used and thus
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cannot unveil them to an attacker. Therefore, the ZTIC is considered resistant against
typical phishing attacks. However, the approach still relies on the human user to reliably
verify the information showed on the ZTIC’s display and only approve it if it is correct.
An attacker may still launch social attacks to convince users to press the ok button even
if the display shows undesired transaction information.
Besides social attacks, the following attacks are relevant and need to be considered in
security evaluations:
1. Stealing the ZTIC: Stealing the device is a physical attack, which cannot be
easily launched against a large number of users. Nevertheless, it is a feasible
attack. To render this useless, the ZTIC can optionally be configured to be PIN
protected. In this case, the user must enter a ZTIC specific PIN code, either
directly on the device or via the client application, to unlock the ZTIC. A limited
number of PIN entries further limits the risk. Consequently, an attacker would
need to get hold of the PIN as well as the device itself. Furthermore, if a chip
card is used that securely stores client credentials, the ZTIC itself does not need
to be personalized with any secrets.
2. Attacking the zticproxy: This is possible as the zticproxy runs on the end-user
PC and is thus is subject to MSW. However, the zticproxy does not hold any
secrets such that attacking it can “at best” lead to denial of service.
3. Attacking the ZTIC: The ZTIC might be attacked via software residing on the
client PC or physically. The latter case only makes sense if the ZTIC stores
secrets such as cryptographic keys. The level of security is then determined by
the level of protection provided by the ZTIC hardware, for example, by tamper
resistant microchips or sealed casing. Generally, it is recommended to rely on
chip cards rather than storing secrets with the ZTIC’s persistent memory.
With regards to software attacks launched from the client PC, the ZTIC does not
provide a lot of contact surface. The only entry point is the virtual file used to
communicate with the ZTIC. There is no other way to send any data to the ZTIC
or access the ZTIC’s persistent memory. Since this interface is kept very simple,
the ZTIC firmware is able to reliably check for any anomaly such as buffer
overflows or malformed requests. If an anomaly is detected, the ZTIC
immediately stops operating and in certain situations, for instance, after a number
of anomalies, it might also erase its own memory.
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4.3. PROTOTYPES
The core ideas of the ZTIC and its various usage scenarios have been developed,
patented, and published as part of this thesis work. However, a number of researchers
have been working on implementing these ideas to produce prototype ZTIC hardware
and software. This development work has not been part of this thesis project.
Nevertheless, Figure 33 shows an early prototype that has been built to initially prove the
concept. It includes a rather small display, two buttons, a full size USB connector, and a
smart card reader slot for ID-0 (small card as used in mobile phones) sized chip cards.

Figure 33.

ZTIC device early prototype

Figure 34 shows the latest prototype, which can be produced in high volumes. It has a
larger and brighter display, a mini USB connector, two large buttons, and a wheel at the
right side. The additional wheel can be used similar as with combination locks to input a
PIN code, if required. Furthermore, the device includes a smart card reader slot (on top,
not visible in the figure), which supports ID-1 (credit card size) sized chip cards.
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Integration with ePVM

ZTIC device production prototype

4.4. INTEGRATION WITH EPVM
To add support for secure multi-party transaction authorization to the ePVM framework,
the ZTIC concept has been integrated with ePVM as an optional ePVM extension. This
extension, in principle, implements the second channel usage scenario as presented in
Section 4.1.3. Since the second channel approach bears resemblance to the mTAN
solution discussed in Section 2.2.5, the ePVM extension is named ZTAN (ZTIC
Transaction Authentication Number) extension. The ZTAN extension provides the
following core functionalities:
1. An ePVM process instance can send transaction requests to be authorized by a
particular user to the ZTAN extension.
2. The ZTAN extension manages secure connections with one or more ZTIC
devices and forwards pending transaction requests to the ZTIC devices of
corresponding users as soon as the devices are connected. The prototype
implementation of the ZTAN extension uses EMV CAP (c.f. Section 2.2.6)
compliant chip cards for carrying out client authentication when setting up the
secure connections. Support for other authentication mechanisms could be added
if required.
3. The ZTAN extension reports the results of transaction requests back to the ePVM
process instances. Results indicate if the user has authorized or declined a
transaction request.
Figure 35 illustrates how the ZTAN extension can be used to implement multi-party
transaction authorization. It is assumed that each user is equipped with an EMV CAP
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card that securely stores his or her credentials. The card stores a symmetric cryptographic
key and it is able to calculate cryptograms for given data using this key. In such a
configuration, a ZTIC device does not need to store any secrets to personalize it for a
specific person, only inserting the chip card personalizes it temporarily. In other words,
people might share ZTIC devices. As indicated in Figure 35, users can activate their
ZTIC device by connecting it to any, potentially untrustworthy, client PC, starting the
zticproxy, and inserting their chip card. The ZTIC then establishes the security channel
(solid arrows in Figure 35) to the ZTAN extension by establishing a TLS connection
including server authentication and running the client authentication protocol involving
the CAP card. The latter requires the server to send a random challenge for which the
card calculates a corresponding cryptogram to prove authenticity. All this happens
transparently for the user. Once the security channel is established, pending transactions
are retrieved from the ZTAN extension and presented to the user for approval. It is to be
noted that users may or may not maintain an information channel (dashed arrows in
Figure 35) between a client application running on their PCs and the ePVM host
application. Essentially, the ZTAN extensions allows ePVM process instances to
securely request authorization for certain transactions from end users without having to
care about communication, security, and cryptography. Based on this functionality, it is
very easy to define arbitrarily complex multi-party transaction authorization flows via
one or more ePVM process definitions. For example, assume an employee submits an
order via an order management system that is accessed via a Web browser running on the
employee’s PC. Furthermore assume, for the order to be processed, two authorizations
secured by the ZTIC are required, one from the employee and one from his or her
manager. Obviously, the employee would immediately approve the transaction using his
or her ZTIC connected to the PC; however, the manager might be travelling. Let us
assume at some later point in time the manager arrives at the airport and activates his or
her ZTIC by attaching it to a public internet PC. He or she can than securely retrieve,
review and approve the pending transaction on the ZTIC without requiring any additional
client application.
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Figure 35.

Integration with ePVM

ePVM multi-party transaction authorization scenario

Figure 36 illustrates in more detail how the ZTAN extension is implemented. From an
ePVM perspective, it consists of a host process object registered with the engine and thus
available for message passing. The ZTAN host process object provides the following
functionalities by processing a number of well-defined messages:
1. Add or remove a user. A user is represented by a userID, the ID of the associated
EMV CAP chip card, and the corresponding cryptographic key.
2. Submit a transaction authorization request, synchronously or asynchronously, for
a given userID. The request consists of the text to be displayed on the users ZTIC
device. Since the ZTIC has a two line display, two lines of text can be provided.
3. Cancel a pending transaction authorization request.
Information on users and pending transactions are stored in a database internal to the
ZTAN extension. Furthermore, the extension consists of a SSL/TLS Web server handling
the connections with the ZTIC devices. The Web server is a standard Apache server
supporting SSL/TLS and PHP (PHP: Hypertext Pre-processor). It serves a PHP script
that handles authentication and transaction authorization for each ZTIC connection. More
precisely, if a ZTIC device connects via TLS, the PHP script sends a random challenge to
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the ZTIC and verifies the response to implement client authentication. The relevant
cryptographic key is retrieved from the database based on the card ID sent by the ZTIC.
Finally, the PHP script regularly checks with the database for pending transactions and
forwards them to the ZTIC, if any. Results are written back to the database. In other
words, the synchronization between the ZTAN Web server and the host process object is
implemented via the database (c.f. Figure 36). In addition to integrating the ZTIC service
with ePVM, the ZTAN extension generally demonstrates how any additional
functionality can be attached to ePVM via the use of host process objects.

Figure 36.

The ZTAN ePVM extension

4.5. SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The ZTIC, as introduced in this chapter, represents a novel approach to solve the problem
of secure remote authentication and transaction authorization. It can be used in various
application scenarios ranging from internet banking to multi-party transaction
authorization as required in business processes. Essentially, it consists of a small USB
device including display and buttons that is able to establish an end-to-end TLS channel
to a remote server. This way, authentication can be carried out seamlessly and
transactions can be securely reviewed and approved or declined on the device itself.
While providing the highest level of security, the ZTIC uniquely addresses other aspects
such as ease-of-use, mobility, administration, and integration. Finally, the ZTIC approach
has been integrated into the ePVM framework to enable the definition of multi-party
transaction authorization process flows within ePVM. Table 3 summarizes the main
challenges and briefly reiterates how the ZTIC approach solves these. This chapter is
based on work published in [50,20,107,21] and several related patents (c.f. Section
Declaration).
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Summary and Contributions

Summary: Challenges and ZTIC solutions
Challenge

Authentication, integrity, confidentiality

ZTIC Solution
Standard TLS protocol. Client
authentication might be carried out on
application level to support different
authentication methods

Protection from Phishing attacks

Automatic

session

establishment

with

securely stored credentials
Protection from man-in-the-middle attacks

Mutually authenticate end-to-end TLS
session between ZTIC and remote server

Protection from malicious software attacks

Display of critical data on trusted device
(secure display); Approval via trusted
device (secure keypad/buttons)

Non-repudiation

Use of smart card slot and PIN entry on
ZTIC (optional)

Ease-of-use and mobility

Small, well-known (key fob) from factor;
no software/driver installation; works on
all operating systems; easy and fast user
interaction

Administration and integration

Few requirements, standard HTTP and
TLS protocols only; few server side
changes required; secure remote firmware
update and configuration; simple standard
hardware leading to low cost device
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5. CASE STUDY AND EVALUATION
This penultimate chapter of this thesis presents a series of experimental scenarios
established for basic evaluation of the ePVM framework and the ZTIC solution.
Afterwards, a case study used to evaluate the results of this thesis in a comprehensive
process-driven application is presented. This study has been carried out in the context of
the GridCOMP research project funded by the European Union. It is used to validate the
architecture as well as the prototype of the ePVM framework in a real world scenario – a
distributed biometric identification system. Results, experiences, and lessons learned are
summarized with the focus on the integration of ePVM and autonomic Grid components
used for building the distributed application. Finally, ZTIC support has been added to the
application to demonstrate and evaluate its properties in the context of a complex
application.

5.1. EPVM FRAMEWORK
5.1.1.

Basic Framework Validation

Prior to using the ePVM framework in the context of a comprehensive use case
application as described in Section 5.3, its basic properties have been evaluated by means
of the stock quote example application as described in Section 3.8.5. Here, the focus was
on evaluating the general suitability of the architecture and its basic performance
properties. The former has been analyzed with respect to the challenges and requirements
described in Section 1.8.1.
Firstly, it can be observed that the ePVM architecture and the corresponding prototype
implementation is kept strictly generic and thus potentially supports interoperability. The
generic nature has been achieved by focusing on basic functionality such as state and
control flow management only and excluding support for any domain specific protocols
such as Web services from the core engine. As a result, the use of ePVM did not pose
any notable requirements such as a server environment on the stock quote application.
Nevertheless, the stock quote application demonstrates that support for Web service
communication can be easily attach to the ePVM engine via the host process object
interface. Table 4 shows the source code break down for the software components that
constitute the stock quote example. The fact that the host process object implemented to
communicate with the stock quote Web service consists of not more than 63 lines of
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source code emphasises the suitability of the architecture and the relevant host API. The
same applies to the monitor and alert component, which are equally lean. Additionally,
the fact that it is not necessary to learn a new process definition language significantly
reduced the effort for building the first ePVM based application. Ultimately,
demonstrating interoperability would involve mapping two or more domain specific
process languages to the ePVM model. Although this is subject to future work, it can be
assumed that the JavaScript language in combination with the CEFSM approach provides
the expressive power for defining such mappings.
Table 4.

Stock quote example source code break down
Component

Lines of Code

Host application

128

Process definition

49

Web service host process object

63

Monitor object incl. GUI

122

Alert host process incl. GUI

45

Secondly, it can be observed that the prototype implementation is lightweight and easily
embeddable. What makes it lightweight is the combination of size and requirements. The
prototype ePVM library has a size of about 60 kilobyte (KB) and the only requirements
are the availability of the Rhino JavaScript library, which is about 700 KB, and a
standard Java runtime environment. Consequently, the stock quote application could be
conveniently developed as a standard Java application and it could be packaged together
with ePVM and Rhino into a platform independent application of 800 KB.
Finally, it can be observed that the simplicity of JavaScript combined with the CEFSMbased programming model provides a very easy and powerful way of programming
concurrent control flows and synchronization. As a result, the process definition for the
stock quote application (c.f. Listing 14) is, with a size of 49 lines of code, very compact
and, due to the popularity of JavaScript, quite easy to understand for a large number of
people. The fact that ePVM is directly programmable in such an easy way makes it
unique compared to other process engines, which either do not support direct
programming (without any high-level tools and/or definition languages) at all or provide
a quite complex object model in a full blown object oriented programming language. The
example also illustrates the benefits of the process-driven application approach. Imagine
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implementing the control flow of the application directly in a standard programming
language using threads, semaphores, object monitors, or similar primitives to control
concurrency and synchronisation. The code would not only be less flexible, because it
would be compiled rather than interpreted, but also more complicated and error prone.

The evaluation of the stock quote application with respect to core requirements such as
versatility and programmability shows that the ePVM architecture is suitable for building
process-driven applications in an efficient way. However, besides having a suitable
architectural design, programming model, and corresponding APIs, it is equally
important that the system performs reasonably well in practice. Thus, some basic
execution performance properties of the prototype implementation have been measured
and assessed. Again, the stock quote application was used and instrumented to measure
certain properties. In a first experiment, the stock quote application was configured to
monitor 200 stocks concurrently whereas the quote for each stock was retrieved from the
Web service every 30 seconds (c.f. process flow as in Figure 29). This means that 200
instances of the stock quote ePVM process were executed by the engine concurrently. As
the focus was on the execution performance of the ePVM engine, the Web service host
process as well as the monitor object was modified for the experiment. The former was
modified to not actually connect to the remote Web service but just return a fixed stock
price and the latter was modified to not visualize the stock prices in the GUI as both
operations are time and performance intensive. This way, it was possible to measure the
approximate CPU and memory usage of the ePVM engine while executing the 200
process instances by monitoring the application via the Java management console. Figure
37 shows the CPU usage while running the application for 10 minutes. Initially, the 200
process instances were created and triggered. From then on, each instance was idle for 30
seconds, then triggered the Web service, compared the stock price, triggered the monitor,
and finally became idle for another 30 seconds. The CPU usage diagram reflects this
behaviour. Every 30 seconds the 200 processes were woken up by their timers and the
ePVM runtime required about 10% CPU to execute them. As a result, the diagram shows
a CPU usage peak every 30 seconds. Figure 38 shows the corresponding Java heap
memory usage during the 10 minutes. From an initial value of around 2 megabyte (MB),
the memory usage went up to around 5.5 MB as soon as the 200 process instances were
created. During the experiment, the memory usage oscillated around 5.5 MB depending
on the activity of the Java garbage collector. The quite low CPU usage shows that the
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ePVM runtime can easily handle 200 concurrent process instances. Furthermore, it can
be seen that the internal data structures comprise not more than 3 MB for the 200
processes. Although the ePVM prototype has not been optimized for performance and
resource consumption, it seems to be quite efficient. The experiment also shows that the
single threaded nature of the core engine does not represent a bottleneck if the processes
are defined in a way such that the real work is implemented in host process objects
executed by OS threads. The experiments were run on a standard PC equipped with an
Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz CPU running Java 1.6.

Figure 37.

CPU usage executing 200 stock quote instances
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Memory usage executing 200 stock quote instances

In addition to the overall execution performance, some more fine-grained measurements
have been carried out to determine the execution performance of certain basic operations
within ePVM. For this, the stock quote application was further modified to collect
runtime measurements using the nanoTime() method available in Java. Again,
measurements were carried out using the hardware mentioned earlier. Each measurement
was repeated ten times and results were averaged. Table 5 shows the execution times for
six important basic operations. Operations 1 and 2 are triggered by the host application
via the host API. The other operations represent message roundtrip times between the
involved entities, namely, the host application, process instances, host process objects,
and monitor objects. Roundtrip time means that the sending entity, for instance, the host
application in operation number 3, sends a synchronous message and the receiving entity
immediately sends a reply message without any additional message processing. Table 5
shows that the ePVM prototype performs quite well. Operation 4 is the fastest as it does
not involve external entities and thus does not require communication and
synchronization with OS threads. Nevertheless, it involves two context switches, firstly
for activating the receiving process instance, and secondly for switching back to the
sending process instance. A performance of about 1.2 msec shows that the messagedriven threading system of ePVM is efficient considering the fact that it is implemented
on JavaScript level. Yet, further investigations have shown that the implementation of
continuations in the Rhino interpreter leaves room for optimizations. Overall, it can be
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noted that the execution performance of the ePVM prototype is sufficient for validating
and demonstrating the ePVM approach. Performance optimization and subsequent
detailed evaluation including the comparison of scenarios with other execution engines
are subject to future work. In general, it can be assumed that an interpreter-based
approach always stays behind compiled code with respect to execution performance.
Table 5.

Execution performance of basic operations
Operation

Execution Time
(µsec)

1

Deploy process definition (via host API)

35686

2

Create process instance (via host API)

16357

3

Message roundtrip

4119

(host application ‹-› process instance)
4

Message roundtrip

1244

(process instance ‹-› process instance)
5

Message roundtrip

1921

(process instance ‹-› host process object)
6

Monitor roundtrip
5.1.2.

1669

Persistence

This sub-section presents an experiment carried out to evaluate ePVM’s persistence
model introduced in Section 3.7. In this experiment, the goal was to define a sample
process, which demonstrates the flexibility of the model and the effectiveness with
respect to resource consumption. At the same time, it should simulate common properties
of real-world business processes. The properties that have been focused on are:
1. Many instances of a process exist concurrently.
2. The process stores some application-level data as part of its state.
3. The process is long running (it becomes, at some point during its lifetime, idle for
a rather long period of time).
4. When becoming idle, the process decides, based on application-level data,
whether to request persistence via a particular persistence provider or not.
5. Most of the process instances are idle at any given point in time.
A real-world example of a business process including these properties would be an order
management process. Typically, a large number of orders exist concurrently and it takes
a rather long time until an order is processed completely. This is due to the fact that at
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some points the process has to wait for long-running activities such as payment or
shipment to be completed. As a result, the process is idle most of its overall lifetime.
// initial message – unique process ID (value 0-n)
function persistence__PVMProcess(environment, message) {
if (environment.state == null) { // initial message
PVM_call(PVM_Timer, {"mode":"duration", "msec":120000});
environment.state = new String();
for (var i=0; i < 1024; i++) // allocate 20 kB string
environment.state += "FFFFFFFFFF";
PVM_call(PVM_Timer, {"mode":"duration", "msec":120000});
PVM_send(PVM_Timer, {"mode":"duration", "msec":120000});
if (message > 100)
PVM_persist(PVM_hostProcess("file persistence"));
return true;
}
else { // asynchronous timer expired
PVM_call(PVM_Timer, {"mode":"duration", "msec":120000});
return false; // terminate process
}
}

Listing 15.

ePVM process simulating real-world business process

For the experiment, the ePVM process shown in Listing 15 was defined, which simulates
the properties mentioned earlier. Initially, it receives a message carrying a unique ID.
Upon receiving this message, it simulates the allocation of 20 KB of application-level
data. Before and after the allocation a synchronous timer is set up (via PVM_call()) to
block execution for two minutes. This is just to make the data allocation clearly visible in
a memory usage trace later on. Then, the process becomes idle for two minutes by setting
up an asynchronous timer (via PVM_send()) and returning from the process function.
Before returning, however, it requests to be stored persistently via the persistence
provider named file persistence if the ID value is larger than 100. Once the asynchronous
timer expires, the process is triggered again receiving the timer message. Then it sets up
another synchronous timer and finally terminates. In other words, the basic steps of the
process are (all timers run for two minutes): Timer 1, Allocate data, Timer 2, Process
becomes idle and is stored persistently, Timer 3, Process is restored from persistent
memory, Timer 4, Process terminates.
For running the experiment, a test program was used that deploys the process definition
to the ePVM engine, creates 1000 process instances, and then sends an initial message to
each instance carrying a unique ID value (0-1000). After starting the experiment, the
memory usage of the process engine during the lifetime of the process instances was
recorded. As the engine is implemented in Java, it relies on the memory management of
the underlying Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Therefore, the heap memory usage of the
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JVM was recorded while regularly triggering garbage collection to ensure the heap size
reflects the actual memory usage. Figure 39 shows the resulting graph illustrating the
Java heap memory usage in MB over ten minutes. The graph shows that starting from the
initial memory usage level L0, after about 30 seconds, the test program starts creating the
process instances. Once all 1000 instances have been created, the memory usage level L1
at about 9 MB has been reached. Then, at about 2.5 minutes, the first timer expires and
all instances start allocating the 20 kB of state data. Afterwards, the usage level L2 at
about 40 MB has been reached. This represents the memory requirement for the case
where the process does not take advantage of persistence. Once the second timer expires,
900 out of the 1000 process instances request to be stored persistently and become idle.
This simulates the situation where with long-running processes most instances (here
90%) are idle at any point in time and thus they can be removed from transient memory.
As a result, memory usage decreases significantly until it reaches level L3. The reason
why L3 is lower than L1 although 100 process instances are still held in transient
memory is the fact that not only the process states, including the 20 kB of data, but also
the related threads are released. Then, after the asynchronous timer has expired, the
process instances are automatically restored from persistent memory and consequently
the memory usage level L2 is reached again. Eventually, after the final timer expires, the
process instances terminate such that the memory usage level drops to its initial level L0.

Figure 39.

Java heap memory usage during experiment
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A number of conclusions can be drawn from this experiment. Firstly, it demonstrates that
the flexible persistence model makes it very easy for individual process instances to
decide at runtime whether they should be stored persistently or not based on applicationlevel data. In the experiment, we simply used the ID value to decide about this. In the
corresponding real-world example, the order management process could, for instance,
decide based on the payment method chosen by the customer. Secondly, the results
clearly show that storing idle processes persistently can significantly reduce resource
consumption. In the experiment, we could observe memory consumption being reduced
by approximately 87.5% (L2 vs. L3) when assuming that only 10% of the process
instances are required to be in transient memory concurrently. Finally, the experiment
also indicates that storing and restoring the process instances requires quite some
computing time. Further measurements unveiled that the average time required to
store/restore a process instance is 77/36 milliseconds. Of course, these numbers depend
on the implementation of the model in the process engine, the persistence provider used,
the hardware used, and so forth. Anyhow, when optimizing resource consumption
through the usage of persistence, the trade-off between the process idle time, the
performance of the persistence sub-system, and the load of the machine running the
process engine clearly must be considered. To be able to do this, ideally dynamically at
runtime, a flexible persistence model like the one implemented in ePVM is essential.
5.2. THE ZTIC
The initial evaluation of the ZTIC approach was carried out by means of a test
application implementing an Internet bank. As outlined in Figure 40, the application
consists of an SSL/TLS enabled Web server, which hosts two Web applications, one
representing the online portal of the Internet bank, and the second managing connections
to ZTIC devices operating in second channel mode. Both applications interact via a
shared database storing information about transactions and users. Through the portal, a
user can log in to the bank by providing user ID and password. Afterwards, a login
confirmation request is sent to the user’s ZTIC device such that he or she can confirm the
login operation via the ok button on the ZTIC. Once logged in, the user can navigate to a
Web page displaying a payment form. As soon as the user submits this form, the
payment details are sent to the user’s ZTIC for review and confirmation. Only if the user
confirms via the ZTIC, the payment transaction is considered as submitted and ready for
processing.
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The ZTIC

ZTIC internet bank application

The simulated Internet bank application using the ZTIC for authentication and
transaction authorization was used to evaluate the ZTIC with respect to the challenges
and requirements defined in Section 1.8.2. Experiences and conclusions drawn from this
test and demo application can be summarized as follows:
1. With respect to integration, building the Internet bank application showed that the
ZTIC approach integrates exceptionally well with today’s standard technologies.
For the Web server, the Uniform Server [108], which integrates Apache, MySQL,
and PHP into one packaged solution, was used. As a result, the only efforts
necessary to develop the application where: configure appropriate SSL/TLS
certificates on the server and the ZTIC device, develop the two Web applications
by means of a few PHP and HTML pages that set up and use the built-in MySQL
database. In other words, standard Web application development tools and skills
were sufficient to integrate the ZTIC into the application.
2. With respect to ease-of-use, the Internet bank application was tested by more than
20 people including researches as well as their families. The general feedback
was that initially it was not clear to all users when they should move attention
from the Web browser to the ZTIC device and vice versa. In addition, locating
and starting the zticproxy turned out to be a challenge for a few users. However,
all issues appeared only during first time use. Once, the users got used to the
ZTIC interaction patterns, they where very happy with the ease-of-use. Some of
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the users even questioned security because the convenient usage pattern made
them feel that the solution might not be secure.
3. Security against software attacks is guaranteed by design. However, the issue of
social attacks remains an open issue. The experiment has shown that it is critical
and non-trivial to educate users towards fully relying on the information
displayed on the ZTIC device.
4. In general, mobility is also guaranteed by design. Users were able to access the
Internet bank from various different client PCs without installing any software.
They particularly liked the small form factor of the device. However, it turned out
that some users have support for USB MSD disabled by their system
administrators and thus the ZTIC cannot be used at all.
Overall, the first real-world ZTIC application showed that the approach satisfies the
requirements defined beforehand.
5.3. THE BIOMETRIC IDENTIFICATION USE CASE
5.3.1.

Introduction

At the time of writing, process-driven applications are becoming increasingly popular in
the industry. The main advantages of this approach are the fact that the application logic
can be modified without re-compiling the application, the business logic is more evident,
and monitoring features of the process engine can be exploited. Besides the trend towards
process-driven applications, enterprises seek ways to benefit from resources available
from computing Grids/Clouds, in particular, in all those cases were parallel computing is
required to guarantee fair performances. The development of grid applications is not an
easy task, however. Grid architectures present peculiar features such as dynamicity,
heterogeneity, and non-exclusive access to resources that require substantial effort to be
suitably handled. Within the plethora of programming environments targeting Grids, the
Grid Component Model (GCM) developed within CoreGRID [109] and whose reference
implementation has been provided by GridCOMP [31], supports Grid programmers in
designing parallel/distributed grid applications. In particular, GCM provides pre-defined
composite components modelling standard parallel/distributed computation patterns that
users can instantiate by just providing the components implementing the sequential
computations involved in the parallel pattern. In addition, these pre-defined composite
components implement proper autonomic managers that completely take care of non-
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functional aspects related to application execution according to what is specified in usersupplied contracts.
In Section 5.3, a process-driven application is presented, which makes use of GCM
autonomic components to solve the problem of large-scale biometric identification. The
application has been developed as part of the activities of the GridCOMP project. With
respect to the GridCOMP project, the application represents a use case for demonstrating
and evaluating the GCM framework. Additionally, with respect to this thesis project, it
represents a use case for demonstrating and evaluating the results of this thesis, as the
application has been designed as a process-driven application based on the ePVM
framework. In particular, it provided the opportunity to evaluate how the ePVM based
process-driven approach integrates with the Grid component framework.
5.3.2.

The Grid Component Model Framework

5.3.2.1. Overview
The Grid Component Model (GCM) is a component model explicitly designed to support
component-based autonomic applications in distributed contexts. The main features of
this component model can be summarised as follows:
•

Hierarchical: GCM components can be composed in a hierarchical way in
composite components. Composite components are first class components and
they are not distinguishable from non-composite components at the user level.
Hierarchical composition greatly improves the expressive power of the
component model and is inherited by GCM from the Fractal component model
[110].

•

Structured: In addition to standard intra-component interaction mechanisms
(use/provide ports [111]) GCM allows components to interact through collective
ports modelling common structured parallel computation communication
patterns. These patterns include broadcast, multicast, scatter and gather
communications operating on collections of components. Also, GCM provides
data and stream ports, modelling access to shared data encapsulated into
components and dataflow streams. All these additional port types, not present in
other well known component models, increase the possibilities offered to the
component system user for developing efficient parallel component applications.

•

Autonomic: GCM specifically supports implementing autonomic components in
two distinct ways: by supporting the implementation of user defined component
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controllers and by providing behavioural skeletons. Component controllers can be
programmed in the component membrane (the membrane concept, as the place
where component control activities take place, is inherited from Fractal) and
controllers can be components themselves. This provides a substantial support to
the development of reusable autonomic controllers. Behavioural skeletons,
thoroughly discussed in Section 5.3.2.2, are composite GCM components
modelling notable parallel/distributed computation patterns and supporting
autonomic managers, for instance, components taking care of non-functional
concerns affecting parallel computation.
Due to the presence of controllers and autonomic managers, GCM components
implement two distinct kinds of interfaces: functional and non-functional ones. The
functional interfaces host those ports concerned with the implementation of the
functional features of the component. The non-functional interfaces host the ports related
to controllers and autonomic managers. These ports are the ones actually supporting the
component management activity in the implementation of the non-functional features, for
instance, those features contributing to the efficiency of the component in obtaining the
expected (functional) results but not directly involved in result computation.
5.3.2.2. Behavioural Skeletons
Behavioural skeletons (BS) represent a specialisation of the algorithmic skeleton concept
for component management [112]. Algorithmic skeletons have been traditionally used as
a vehicle to provide efficient implementation templates of parallel paradigms. BS, as
algorithmic skeletons, represent patterns of parallel computations, which are expressed in
GCM as graphs of components, but in addition, they exploit the inherent skeleton
semantics to design sound self-management schemes of parallel components. BS are
composed of an algorithmic skeleton together with an autonomic manager as outlined in
Figure 41. They provide the programmer with a component that can be turned into a
running application by providing the code parameters needed to instantiate the
algorithmic skeleton plus some kind of Service Level Agreement (SLA) sometimes also
referred to as the Quality of Service (QoS) contract, for instance, the expected parallelism
degree or the expected throughput of the application. The code parameters are used to
build the actual code run on the target parallel/distributed architecture, while the SLA is
used by the autonomic manager that will take care of ensuring it while the application is
being computed.
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The choice of the skeleton to be used as well as the code parameters provided to
instantiate the BS are functional concerns: they only depend on what has to be computed
and on the qualitative parallelism exploitation pattern the programmer wants to exploit.
The autonomic management itself is a non-functional concern. The self-management and
self-tuning activities taking place in the manager to ensure user supplied SLA both
depend on the application structure and on the target architecture at hand. The
implementation of both the algorithmic skeleton and the autonomic manager is in the
charge of the system programmer, for instance, the one providing the behavioural
skeleton framework to the application user. In general, the application programmers are
in charge of picking up a BS, or a composition of BS, among those available and of
providing the corresponding parameters and SLA. The system, and in particular the
autonomic managers of the behavioural skeletons used, are in charge of performing all
those activities needed to ensure the user supplied SLA.

Figure 41.

Behavioural skeleton rationale

Autonomic management of non-functional concerns is based on the concurrent execution
(with respect to the application logic) of a basic control loop consisting of a monitor,
analyze, plan, and execute phase. In the monitor phase, the application behaviour is
observed, then in the analyse and plan phases the observed behaviour is examined to
discover possible malfunctioning and corrective actions are planned. The corrective
actions are usually taken from a library of known actions and the chosen action is
determined by the result of the analysis phase. Finally, the actions planned are applied to
the application during the execute phase [113,114].
At the time of writing, two kinds of behavioural skeletons are implemented in GCM: a
task farm BS and a data parallel BS as shown in Figure 42. The former models
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embarrassingly parallel computations processing independent items xi of an input stream
to obtain items f(xi) of the corresponding output stream. The latter models data parallel
computations by computing for each item of the input stream xi an item f(xi;D) of the
corresponding output stream, where D represents a read only data structure and the result
of f(xi;D) can be computed as a map of some function f0(xi) on all the items of D followed
by a reduce of the different f0(xi;Dj) with an associative and commutative operator g.
Both BS implement an autonomic manager (AM) taking care of the performance of the
parallel computation at hand. In particular, the AM may ensure contracts stating the
expected service time or throughput of the task farm BS, or the expected partition size of
data structure D in case of the data parallel BS. In the GridCOMP prototype, the
contracts must be supplied to the BS AMs through BS non-functional ports as a string
hosting a set of JBoss rules defined in terms of the operations provided by the autonomic
behaviour controller (ABC) controller. In fact, the AM control loop is implemented by
running an instance of the JBoss business rule engine at regular intervals of time. At each
time interval, all the pre-condition-action rules supplied to the AM are evaluated and
those that turn out to be fireable are executed ordered by priority. The pre-conditions are
evaluated using values provided by the monitoring system implemented in the ABC
controller. The AMs manage the contracts by varying the parallelism degree of the BS,
meaning the number of worker instances actually used to implement the BS. The
variation of the number of worker instances happens by adding/removing a fixed amount
of workers. This fixed amount is a BS user configurable constant.

Figure 42.

Behavioural skeletons implemented in GCM
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Process-Driven Distributed Biometric Identification

5.3.3.1. Introduction
In recent years, biometric methods for verification and identification of people have
become very popular. Applications span from governmental projects like border control
or criminal identification to civil purposes such as e-commerce, network access, or
transport. Frequently, biometric verification is used to authenticate people meaning that a
1:1 match operation of a claimed identity to the one stored in a reference system is
carried out. In an identification system, however, the complexity is much higher. Here, a
person's identity is to be determined solely on biometric information, which requires
matching the live scan of his or her biometrics against all enrolled (known) identities.
Such a 1:N match operation can be quite time-consuming making it unsuitable for realtime applications. In order to tackle this challenge, a distributed biometric identification
system (BIS), which can work on a large user population of up to millions of individuals,
has been developed. It is based on fingerprint biometrics and allows real-time
identification within a few seconds period. To achieve this, it takes advantage of the Grid
via autonomic GCM components. Furthermore, to ensure adaptability of the application,
it is designed as a process-driven application.
5.3.3.2. Application Architecture
The BIS can be considered a process-driven application, as it is centrally driven by the
ePVM process engine. Figure 43 outlines its high-level architectural design. A number of
ePVM process definitions describing the main control flow for operations such as
starting up the system or identifying a person are loaded into the process engine. These
processes cooperate with external entities such as the GUI, the database (DB) of known
identities, and the distributed GCM component system via a number of host process
objects to implement the overall functionality of the BIS. The following sub-sections
describe how the BIS works and discuss the challenges faced and experiences made
while developing the application. Here, the focus is on the usage of ePVM and its
integration with the GCM framework.
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BIS high-level architecture

5.3.3.3. Process Engine/Grid Interfacing
The actual distributed fingerprint matching functionality is implemented via a set of
GCM components deployed within a Grid/Cloud infrastructure as indicated in Figure 43.
Processes running within the process engine must be able to create, deploy, configure and
interact with these components. For this purpose, a dedicated host process object named
GCM adapter (c.f. Figure 43) has been developed, which receives messages from ePVM
process instances, turns these messages into method invocations on GCM framework
methods or GCM components, and generates appropriate reply messages returned to
ePVM. The GCM adapter represents the main interface between ePVM and GCM. As
ePVM process definitions are implemented in JavaScript and the GCM framework is
available as a Java library, the GCM adapter essentially converts between JavaScript
messages and Java method invocations. An alternative option would have been to export
the GCM components as Web services, as supported by the GCM implementation, and
invoke them from within the GCM adapter. However, this would have increased the
number of required type conversions going from Java Script over XML/SOAP to Java
and vice versa. In addition, the GCM framework only supports exporting GCM
components as Web services. Other framework services, for example, functionality for
deployment and component creation, cannot be turned into Web services automatically.
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Finally, the ePVM process engine does not necessarily require working on Web services
level as, for instance, process engines based on BPEL. Consequently, it was decided not
to use Web services as interfaces between the process engine and GCM. The
functionality provided by the GCM adapter includes:
•

Activate a given GCM deployment descriptor to start the nodes available in the
Grid.

•

Modify architecture description language (ADL) files describing the GCM
components used.

•

Create GCM components within the Grid.

•

Invoke methods on GCM components, for example, to configure the QoS
contract, distribute the DB of known identities, or submit the biometrics of a
person for identification.

The GCM adapter as well as the host process objects (c.f. Figure 43) are triggered by
ePVM process instances to implement the overall application logic. As an example, the
activity flow chart shown in Figure 44 illustrates the control logic defined within the
ePVM process executed during BIS application initialization. For each of the activities a
message is being sent to a host process object that implements the corresponding
functionality. Some of the activities execute in parallel, for instance, activity 1.1 to 1.3,
some are sequential. The corresponding ePVM process definition can be found in
Appendix B.

Figure 44.

BIS initialization process flow
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5.3.3.4. Using Autonomic Grid Components
The problem of biometric identification can be considered a search problem where the
compare function is a biometric matching algorithm, here fingerprint matching. To
distribute the problem within a Grid infrastructure, the database (DB) of known identities
needs to be distributed such that each computing node in the Grid receives a partition of
the overall DB and can match a given identity against this partition. Furthermore, the
resulting system should reconfigure itself autonomously such that the number of nodes
used complies with a given QoS contract. To implement such a system the data-parallel
BS has been used. Figure 45 illustrates the GCM component system employed and
indicates how the process-driven BIS makes use of it. For the BIS, the skeleton has been
parameterized with an appropriate worker component and QoS contract. The worker
component, here named IDMatcher, implements the actual fingerprint matching
functionality and the skeleton allocates one instance of this worker component per Grid
node (CPU core). The QoS contract chosen monitors the partition size of the workers and
adds or removes one worker if the partition size exceeds or is less then a certain
threshold.
Before identification requests can be processed, the identity DB must be initially
distributed across the worker components. The identity DB holds information such as
name, address, and fingerprints of all enrolled (known) people. For distributing the DB,
the skeleton offers a multicast port, also called the scatter or initialization port, which
takes a list of tasks as input parameter. Each task references a part of the identity DB by
index and length. The skeleton distributes these tasks equally among the workers and the
workers load the parts from the shared DB. As a result, each worker can be considered to
have one partition of the DB loaded into transient memory as indicated in Figure 45.
Once the skeleton has been initialized, identification requests can be submitted via the
second multicast port provided by the skeleton, the so-called broadcast port. Fingerprints
of a person to be identified are broadcasted via this port to all worker components and
each worker matches them against its partition of the DB. Results are returned
synchronously via method return values. If the AM triggers reconfiguration via the ABC,
for example, to increase the number of worker components, the ABC retrieves all tasks
from all workers, modifies the number of workers, and finally redistributes the tasks.
This way the DB is redistributed during each reconfiguration operation.
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The dashed arrows in Figure 45 indicate method invocations of GCM components
triggered from ePVM processes via the GCM adapter.

Figure 45.

BIS using the data-parallel BS

5.3.3.5. Application Monitoring
Monitoring is one of the core features of every process engine and it is an important
argument for using one when building an application. In the BIS application, a process
monitor (c.f. Section 3.6) is used to track the progress of ePVM process instances, for
example, while the system initialization process is executed (c.f. Figure 44). The process
monitor is triggered by the process engine whenever activities start or finish and it
updates the GUI to reflect the state of the system.
Furthermore, it was desired to monitor the GCM component system with the goal to
visualize AM actions and the number of workers used in the data-parallel skeleton. For
monitoring the skeleton, functionality provided by the GCM framework can be used.
However, monitoring in GCM is based on a pull model where information about
components and their states can be retrieved on request. On the contrary, the ePVM
approach can be considered a push model where a monitor is registered and receives
events. To integrate GCM monitoring with the event-driven paradigm applied in ePVM
some adaptation is necessary. A first solution is to create a dedicated ePVM process,
which regularly retrieves information about the component system via the GCM API and
creates events for the monitor object. A second solution is to instrument the component
implementation to actively send events to an ePVM process. The first approach is more
generic with respect to distribution as the GCM framework handles remote method
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invocations required to query for component states automatically. The second approach
is more efficient as communication only takes place if an event to be monitored occurs.
However, a component might not be able to easily communicate with the process engine
if it is running on a remote machine, since the process engine itself is not a GCM
component. In the BIS the first approach has been to implement monitoring the number
of workers, as the workers are typically distributed. For monitoring AM actions, the
second approach has been used exploiting the fact that in concrete deployments the AM
is always co-located with the process engine such that no remote communication is
necessary.
In general, the requirement to monitor actions within the BS to some extent is
contradictory to the idea of autonomic components. On one hand, the goal of using the
skeleton is to take advantage of its built-in functionality without taking care of the
implementation details. On the other hand, it is desired to be able to monitor certain
internal details such as reconfiguration operations and the number of workers. From the
perspective of the process-driven applications paradigm, all actions that shall be
monitored should be centrally controlled by the process-engine. However, in real-world
applications a trade-of between central process control and autonomy must be made.
5.3.3.6. Autonomic Futures vs. Message Passing
When integrating process-engines and distributed computing frameworks, it is very
important to be aware of their communication and synchronization paradigms. The GCM
framework is based on Java RMI and implements the concept of automatic futures [115].
This means that method invocations always return immediately, whereas results which
are not yet available are represented by so-called future objects. Program execution is
then blocked automatically if a future object is being accessed as long as the value
represented is not yet available. The goal is to ease parallel programming by hiding
synchronization details within a meta-object protocol implemented in GCM. The ePVM
process engine, however, uses message passing for communication and synchronization
between concurrent control flows. If these two paradigms are interweaved, as it is the
case in the BIS application, process flows can easily become distorted. For example, if a
process definition assigns two activities to be carried out sequentially (c.f. activity 2 and
3 in Figure 44), it must be ensured that no more future objects resulting from the first
activity exist before the second is triggered. This issue becomes obvious when
identification is triggered within the BIS. In this case, an ePVM process sends a message
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to the GCM adapter including fingerprints of a person to be identified. The GCM adapter
forwards this information to the component system by invoking the broadcast interface of
the BS (Figure 45). This interface is a collective interface, which turns one method
invocation into N method invocations on all the bound IDMatcher components to
broadcast the identification request. The return value is a list of result objects, one from
each IDMatcher component. When the interface is invoked, it immediately returns a list
of future objects, which at the beginning are all unavailable and then by-and-by become
available as the IDMatcher components return their results. It is important that the GCM
adapter waits for the futures to become available and generates messages to be returned
to the ePVM process instance accordingly. It must not report the identification as
completed before all futures are available. Effectively, the GCM adapter retracts
automatic synchronization in order to make the actual progress visible to the process
engine, which must to be informed whenever an IDMatcher component has searched its
part of the DB. Obviously, converting from one paradigm to the other must be handled
with care as the semantics of process definitions can be broken due to delayed
synchronization within GCM.
5.3.3.7. Securing Transactions via the ZTIC
The most sensitive operations in the BIS are adding/removing a person to/from the DB of
known identities. If an attacker manages to do this, the security of the system is broken
completely. For instance, assume a terrorist could remove himself from the terrorist DB
such that he can freely travel without being detected at boarder control. Therefore, these
highly sensitive operations have been secured via strong multi-party transaction
authorization using the ZTIC. This means, whenever a person is to be added or removed
from the BIS DB, two people, the BIS operator as well as the chief security officer, need
to approve this transaction via their ZTIC devices. Only then, the BIS actually processes
the add/remove request. The prototype ZTIC devices along with the ZTAN extension
presented in Section 4.4 made the implementation of such secure BIS DB transactions
easy. The ePVM process that is controlling the add/remove operation simply requests
approval from the two persons via the ZTAN extension. Only if both approve, the
process triggers the DB host process object to add/remove the identity to/from the DB.
5.3.4.

Results, Experiences, and Lessons Learned

The primary result is the fully functional prototype of the process-driven BIS application,
which acts as a use case for evaluating the process engine as well as for the GCM
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framework. Appendix C shows the GUI of the BIS application prototype. Additional
results have been gained by critically evaluating the application development and
experimenting with the application itself. Firstly, it has been successfully deployed on
various hardware platforms ranging from one multi-core PC to heterogeneous sets of
clusters as provided by the Grid5000 project [116]. Switching hardware platforms did not
require changing a single line of functional code, only the infrastructure part of the XML
deployment descriptor required modification. The strict separation of concerns and the
autonomic functionality implemented within the GCM framework are the main factors
leading to this flexibility. The former ensures that resources are never directly referenced
in the source code while the latter provides autonomic adaptation to the performance
properties of the hardware in use. Also, the lightweight and platform independent nature
of the ePVM framework clearly contributed to this.
Secondly, functionality and autonomic behaviour of the application has been verified
using Grid5000. The BIS has been started using 50 workers (one per node), a DB holding
50000 identities (approx. 400 MB), and a QoS contract mandating a partition size of
1000 identities/worker. At runtime, the contract has been updated to 800 (±10%)
identities/worker. Thereupon, the AM has successfully detected 7 contract violations and
each time reconfigured the DP skeleton by adding one additional worker until a partition
size of 877 identities/worker was reached at 57 workers/nodes. During this experiment,
every reconfiguration operation took about 9 seconds in which the complete DB has been
redistributed (from the node hosting the whole database to the nodes hosting the workers
of the data parallel BS) by the ABC. When identification requests where issued during
reconfiguration, they where queued automatically by the skeleton and processed as soon
as reconfiguration was completed. For the given DB size, each identification request
required around 10 seconds to be processed. This means that each reconfiguration
operation roughly decreases the throughput of the BIS by one identification for any given
timeframe. Therefore, if the BIS is used in a very dynamic environment requiring
frequent reconfiguration, the number of occurrences of reconfigurations may be sensibly
reduced by adopting more aggressive parallelism degree variation policies, in such a way
the overall overhead is reduced.
Finally, evaluating the application's source code, including the deployment descriptor
required to run on 50 nodes of Grid5000, unveiled the source code breakdown illustrated
in Figure 46. The functional code mainly includes the host process objects (c.f. Figure
43) providing DB access, the GUI functionality, and the interfacing to the GCM
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components. Its absolute size is about 2500 lines of code, which is very small
considering the overall functionality provided by the application. This is due to the fact
that the GCM framework provides all the functionality for distribution and autonomicity.
Implementing this functionality from scratch not using GCM would have been
significantly more effort. In particular, adding autonomic control to an application is
virtually effortless if a matching behavioural skeleton is available. Furthermore, it is to be
noted that more than a quarter of the source code (27%) consists of code interpreted at
runtime. This code, including the deployment descriptor, the process definitions, the QoS
contract, and the GCM component definitions, contains the main control logic and
infrastructure definition of the application. As a result, the application can be adapted
significantly without recompilation - a very important property required for operation in
today's dynamic business environments.
Hard-coding this part of the application would clearly decrease the applications
flexibility as achieved through the combination of GCM and ePVM.

Figure 46.

BIS source code breakdown

During application development, we have made a number of experiences with regards to
the integration of process technology and the GCM framework. The interfacing between
the two technologies went rather smoothly, since the ePVM engine is available as a Java
library and it does not dictate the use of Web services. Also, the DP skeleton fits well to
the given biometric identification problem. However, application monitoring turned out
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to be challenging. One must be aware that the idea behind components is to hide
complexity and this can be a problem if component internals need to be monitored. The
GCM framework supports querying the state of a component system, however, it does
not support monitoring activities within components, for example, reconfiguration within
a BS. Solving this problem by instrumenting component implementations requires
comprehensive knowledge of the GCM framework. Furthermore, the monitoring support
of GCM follows a pull model while process engines are mostly event driven. Joining the
two paradigms in a sensible way requires an extra effort and can have a performance
impact. For example, regularly traversing component hierarchies to detect newly created
components is not very efficient.
Another lesson we have learned is that the two different synchronization paradigms
applied in GCM and ePVM can interfere if not handled with care. The concept of
automatic futures implemented in the GCM framework follows the wait-by-necessity
idea. This means that unavailable results are replaced by future objects such that
synchronization is delayed as long as possible. Therefore, it must be carefully checked if
results of activities within a process flow include one or more future objects before the
next activity of a sequence is triggered, otherwise the process semantics can easily
become distorted. In other words, if a GCM component returns an object it does not
necessarily mean that all the related operations have completed.
Apart from such specific details to be aware of, the ePVM framework has proven to be a
very practical and efficient foundation for building process-driven applications. The few
requirements it poses to its environment and the clear and lean API lead to a very smooth
integration with GCM. In particular, the approach of state machine programming using a
simple scripting language made the continuous modification of process definitions
required during the development phase very easy. Additionally, the host process object
interface, as the generic interface into the host application environment has proven to be
powerful. Together with the communicating state machine model of the ePVM engine, it
was possible to define and control concurrency and synchronization, within the process
engine as well as on its boundary, without having to deal with threads and basic
synchronization primitives directly. Overall, the ePVM framework has proven to be
embeddable, versatile, and easily programmable.
Finally, extending the BIS by integrating secure transaction authorization capabilities of
the ZTIC has shown that the ZTIC approach is really generic and easy to integrate. It
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demonstrates that the ZTIC does not only deliver security but also proves its ease-of-use,
mobility, and integration properties in a real-world scenario.
5.4. SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS
This chapter presents the evaluation of the results of this thesis. In principle, evaluation
was carried out in two phases. Firstly, the basic features and properties of the ePVM
framework and the ZTIC approach have been evaluated through a series of experiments.
This way the general suitability of the architecture as well as certain performance
properties could be verified. The results showed that the ePVM architecture is highly
suitable as a core framework for building workflow systems and process-driven
applications. The programming model and programming interfaces turned out to be
efficient and execution performance is good considering the prototype stage of the
framework implementation. Furthermore, flexibility and efficiency of the proposed
persistence model have been validated via an initial experiment. The properties of the
ZTIC approach have been verified successfully through the simulated Internet banking
application.
Secondly, the results of this thesis have been further evaluated by using them to build a
comprehensive process-driven application – the biometric identification system. Here,
the ePVM framework has been embedded in a distributed application making use of
autonomic GCM components. The generic nature of the ePVM framework and its
versatility could be successfully validated in such a challenging environment. Finally yet
importantly, securing the BIS application via the ZTIC supporting multi-party transaction
authorization demonstrated the power of combining ePVM with the unique feature set
provided by the ZTIC.
This chapter is based on work published in [51,49,52,53,54].
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The conclusive chapter of this thesis briefly summarizes the achievements and
deliverables of this research project, draws a conclusion about the applicability of the
ePVM framework and the ZTIC based on the analysis and evaluation, and discusses
possible future directions in pursuit of a complete process framework and an advanced
authentication and transaction authorization solution.

6.1. SUMMARY AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Process execution engines are not only an integral part of workflow and business process
management systems but are increasingly used to build process-driven applications. In
other words, they are potentially used in all kinds of software across all application
domains. This approach delivers a number of benefits, for instance, the application logic
can be modified without re-compiling the application, the business logic is more evident,
and various features of the process engine such as support for process monitoring and
process persistence can be exploited. However, contemporary process engines and
workflow systems are unsuitable to be used in such diverse application scenarios for
several reasons. The main shortcomings can be observed in the areas of interoperability,
versatility, and programmability. For instance, many process engines are rather
heavyweight, monolithic systems that are built for particular domain specific process
definition languages. Additionally, most process languages are XML based declarative
languages that require high-level tools such as graphical modelling and code generation
tools.
Therefore, this thesis made a step away from domain specific monolithic workflow
engines towards generic and versatile process runtime frameworks, which enable the
integration of process technology into all kinds of software. As a result, the idea and
corresponding architecture of a lightweight and generic process virtual machine (ePVM)
has been presented, which supports defining process flows along the theoretical
foundation of communicating extended finite state machines. The architecture focuses on
core process functionality such as control flow and state management, monitoring,
persistence, and communication, while using JavaScript as the process definition
language. This approach led to a very generic yet easily programmable process
framework. Along with the ePVM architecture, a persistence model for state-machine
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based process engines has been presented, which leads to improved flexibility in defining
persistence behaviour and thus enables optimization of performance and resource
consumption during process execution. A fully functional prototype implementation of
the proposed ePVM framework has been developed and an initial example application
illustrating the usage of the framework was provided.
Despite the fact that business processes are increasingly automated and controlled by
information systems, humans are still involved in many of them, directly or indirectly.
People are involved when critical decisions are to be made during a process flow. Thus,
for process flows involving sensitive transactions, a highly secure authorization scheme
supporting asynchronous multi-party transaction authorization must be available within
process management systems. Therefore, along with the ePVM framework, this thesis
has presented a novel approach for secure remote multi-party transaction authentication the zone trusted information channel (ZTIC). The ZTIC approach uniquely combines
multiple desirable properties such as the highest level of security, ease-of-use, mobility,
remote administration, and smooth integration into existing infrastructures into one
device and method. In this thesis, the idea and architecture of the ZTIC has been
developed and presented along with a corresponding ePVM framework extension that
integrates the ZTIC approach into the framework.
Both, the ePVM framework and the ZTIC, have been extensively evaluated separately as
well as in the context of a complex process-driven use case application focusing on largescale biometric identification. The application, developed as part of the GridCOMP EU
project, has been used as a real-world case study for gaining experience and validating
the results of this thesis. Finally, the results have been presented and critically discussed.
In summary, the main deliverables of this thesis project supporting the hypotheses stated
in Section 1.4 are:


Detailed analysis and critical evaluation of existing process engines authentication
and transaction authorization methods



Architecture and prototype implementation of a generic and embeddable process
execution framework including a flexible persistence model



A novel device and method for secure remote authentication and multi-party
transaction authorization



Evaluation and validation of the prototypes via a series of experiments and a
comprehensive process-driven use case application
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6.2. CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of this thesis was to address and provide solutions for the challenges and
requirements stated beforehand. The challenges of interoperability, versatility, and
programmability of process execution frameworks have been comprehensively addressed
by the ePVM framework architecture and its prototype implementation. Furthermore, the
definition of the ZTIC clearly addressed the issues of contemporary authentication and
transaction authorization methods, namely, the effectiveness against software attacks,
ease-of-use, mobility, administration, and integration. In addition, the two project
deliverables have been combined to amplify their value.
Having completed extensive evaluation of the deliverables, it can be concluded that
ePVM in combination with the ZTIC approach represents a unique and very powerful
framework for building workflow systems and process-driven applications including
support for secure multi-party transaction authorization. This conclusion is based on the
results and analysis presented in this thesis, more specifically:
•

the adequacy of the ePVM architectural design validated by experiments and the
comprehensive use case application;

•

the suitability of the ePVM APIs, the concept of host process objects, and the
monitoring interface illustrated through the example applications;

•

the efficiency and simplicity of the CEFSM based programming model provided by
the ePVM JavaScript runtime environment as illustrated though the example process
definitions;

•

the lightweight, generic, an versatile nature of the ePVM framework illustrated by
the example and use case applications;

•

the flexibility and effectiveness of the persistence model implemented in ePVM

•

the suitability of the ZTIC approach with respect to security, ease-of-use, mobility,
administration, and integration as demonstrated by the example applications;

•

the successful integration of the ZTIC approach into the ePVM framework as
demonstrated by the Internet bank application and the GridCOMP use case.

6.3. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The ePVM framework together with the ZTIC, which has been turned into a real
prototype by colleagues within the IBM research team, provides a fully functional
process execution and transaction authorization platform. However, a number of
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interesting issues towards the extension of both prototypes remain open and are subject to
future research.
•

Language mappings: To further emphasize versatility and interoperability, it is
desirable to implement two or more mappings of popular domain specific process
definition languages to the ePVM model. Obviously, support for BPEL would be
one candidate. At the time of writing, it is planned to develop an ePVM extension
that maps BPMN process definitions to ePVM. BPMN is increasingly gaining
interest in the industry and seems to become a widespread standard for business
process modelling. However, BPMN is a graphical notation mainly used for
drawing process graphs. A mapping to ePVM would allow turning BPMN
diagrams into executable processes.

•

Interface definitions: At the time of writing, ePVM does not provide a formal
way of defining process interfaces. In other words, it is left open how to define
the format of the messages a state machine can process. In current applications,
JSON formatted comments have been used to document message formats.
However, a well-defined format for documenting the messaging interfaces would
be desirable.

•

Transaction support: Based on the presented persistence model, ePVM can be
extended to support local transactions. The exact semantics must be defined and a
corresponding runtime API that allows beginning, committing, and aborting of
transactions must be provided.

•

Process modification: In some application scenarios, it can make sense to
modify a process definition of certain process instances at runtime. Effectively,
this means that the process function is modified while the process instance exists
already. Support for such modifications should be added to ePVM.

•

Preemptive processes: The general rule within the ePVM model is that message
processing of process instances is always short lived. This means that
computational intensive code should be loaded off to host process objects such
that the code is executed by dedicated OS threads. However, there might be
situations where it makes sense to do such processing in JavaScript, for instance,
if it is easier to implement or if off-loading would require a lot of communication.
For such cases, process instances of type PREEMTIVE could be introduced.
Preemptive processes would then be executed by OS threads instead of ePVM
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threads with the trade-off that they would not be able to share memory or
communicate with other process instances, as they would run in their own
JavaScript context.
•

Smart card based ZTIC: There is the idea to produce new ZTIC hardware that
uses a standard smart card chip as the main controller. This would increase
physical security of the device, as smart card chips are the most secure one-chip
solutions available. Additionally, it would reduce device cost. For implementing
the second channel approach, a standard smart card chip should be powerful
enough. Also, moving from USB MSD to a USB human interface device (HID) is
being considered, as it would further increase compatibility in cases where MSD
support is not available.

•

Social attacks: Social attacks are one of the attack vectors not addressed by the
ZTIC approach. The assumption is that the user is sufficiently trained to rely on
the ZTIC display and reject any transaction that appears questionable. At the time
of writing, it is unclear how hard it is to successfully train users or how many
users can be convinced to approve a fraudulent transaction request via a social
attack. Also, there is no approach that successfully thwarts social attacks. Thus,
more research is required into that direction, as in practice such attacks can be
quite easily launched.
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Appendix A.

EPVM HOST AND RUNTIME API

As the full API specification would significantly increase the size of this thesis
document, we decided not to include it completely. However, to give an idea how the
main functionalities of the host and runtime programming interfaces are provide to
application programmers, this appendix includes the method summary of the two most
important classes. It includes the main methods a developer works with when embedding
ePVM or when developing process definitions, respectively.
A.1. EPVM HOST API
Below is the method summary of the Java class ProcessVM. This is the main class used
for embedding ePVM into Java applications.
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A.2. EPVM RUNTIME API
Below is the method summary of the JavaScript runtime API provided by ePVM. As
there is no standard documentation system available for JavaScript, the functions have
been documented as Java methods of the dummy class PVMSystem using JavaDoc.
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Appendix B.

BIS INITIALIZATION PROCESS DEFINITION

The ePVM code below represents an excerpt from the BIS-management process package,
which defines the BIS initialization process flow as illustrated in Figure 44.
__PVMPackage = "BIS-management";
// host processes
grid = null;
db = null;
numIdentities = 0;
//
msg:
//
descriptor
- path and file name of the ProActive XML
//
descriptor file to be deployed
//
DB-path
- directory path to DB file
//
max-partition - max. partition size
//
DB-size
- desired size of sample DB to be generated
//
algorithm
- desired matching algorithm
//
task-size
- number of matches per task to be submitted to
//
DP skeleton
//
number-nodes
- number workers to start with
//
reply
- null if OK, error string otherwise
function startup__PVMProcess(env, msg) {
var r;
try {
if (msg instanceof Error)
throw msg;
if (env.state == null) { // initial state
// get host process handles
if ( (grid = PVM_hostProcess("GridCompProcess")) == null ||
(db = PVM_hostProcess("DBProcess")) == null)
throw new Error("Missing host process.");
// start nodes and connect to DB (concurrently)
PVM_send(PVM_invoke(startNodes), msg.descriptor);
PVM_send(PVM_invoke(connectToDB__PVMProcess),
{dbPath:msg["DB-path"], dbSize:msg["DB-size"],
algorithm:msg.algorithm});
env.maxPartition = msg["max-partition"];
env.taskSize = msg["task-size"];
env.numberNodes = msg["number-nodes"];
env.dbSize = msg["DB-size"];
PVM_save();
env.state = 1;
return true;
}
else if (env.state == 1) {
env.state++;
return true;
}
else if (env.state == 2) { // Grid and DB ready
// deploy matching components
PVM_monitor("deploying GCM components");
r = PVM_call(grid, {id:3, numberNodes:env.numberNodes});
if (typeof r == "string") { // error string
PVM_replySaved(r);
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return false;
}
// submit qos contract to farm
PVM_monitor("submit QoS contract (partition size: " +
env.maxPartition + ")");
r = PVM_call(grid, {id:4, matches:env.maxPartition});
if (typeof r == "string") { // error string
PVM_replySaved(r);
return false;
}
// distritbute DB
PVM_monitor("distribute DB of " + env.dbSize +
" identities to " + env.numberNodes +
" workers");
r = PVM_call(grid, {id:7, dbSize:env.dbSize,
taskSize:env.taskSize});
if (typeof r == "string") { // error string
PVM_replySaved(r);
return false;
}
}
PVM_monitor("BIS initialization successful");
PVM_replySaved(null); // startup successful
return false; // terminate
}
catch (e) {
if (PVM_retrieve() != null)
PVM_replySaved("Unexpected exception in startup process: " +
e);
else
PVM_reply("Unexpected exception in startup process: " + e);
return false; // terminate
}
}
function startNodes(env, descriptorFile) {
var r;
// deploy descriptor
PVM_monitor("starting nodes");
r = PVM_call(grid, {id:1, pad:descriptorFile});
if (typeof r == "string") { // error string
PVM_reply(new Error(r));
return false;
}
PVM_monitor(r + " cores available in the Grid");
PVM_reply("nodes started");
return false;
}
// sets numIdentities
function connectToDB__PVMProcess(env, msg) {
var r;
PVM_monitor("connecting to database");
r = PVM_call(db, {id:1, dbdir:msg.dbPath});
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ERROR_STRING: {
if (r != msg.dbSize) { // error or DB is not of desired size
if (typeof r == "string" && r.search("No database") < 0)
break ERROR_STRING;
PVM_monitor("generating sample DB");
// generate sample DB using finger.tif
r = PVM_call(db, {id:3, dbdir:msg.dbPath, image:"finger.tif",
dbsize:msg.dbSize, algorithm:msg.algorithm});
if (typeof r == "string") // error string
break ERROR_STRING;
r = PVM_call(db, {id:1, dbdir:msg.dbPath}); // now connect
if (typeof r == "string") // error string
break ERROR_STRING;
}
numIdentities = r;
PVM_reply("DB connected");
return false;
}
PVM_reply(new Error(r));
return false;
}
…
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